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yo FBI. (100~428091) pATE: July 24, 1961 

AN cm (134~46, Sub B) 
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SUBJECT: \ SOLO LO 
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ReBulet dated July 5, 1961. 

' The photograph of Ld was exhibited to 
"» CG 5824-S* on July 18, 1961, by SA CARL N. FREYMAN. The meres 

7 source advised that he knows this individual by sight, 
{: ᾿ having met. him in the Communist movement many years ago; 

however, he is not the individual the source had in mind 
as being identical with the individual at the Bolshoi 
Theatre in Moscow during the time in question. 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
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Date: 7/21/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain fext or cade} 

Via ___ATRTRT, : 
(Priority or Method of Mailing} Ι 

-..-φ--. ..................... ἀπ ee ee ee LL 

/ TO: DIRECTOR; FBI (100-428091) 

FROM. SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

‘a OG» 
( “ἡ SUBJECT: SOLO 

TSC 

\¢ 

[ Ay Enclosed -herewith for the Bureau are seven-copies 
ἫΣ of a letterhead | memorandum entitled, "Current Relationship 

Between the Communist Party of China and the ‘Communist. Party 
of Czechoslovakia." 

The source of information is NY 694~-S*, who ἊΝ 
furnished this information to SAS and ae 

GEORGE EDWIN JONES on 7/18/61. 

‘The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
obtained by informant during conversation with (ἘΝ) HANDL, 
during the period 6/20~-21/61, in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

It is noted that in connection with possible Bureau 
dissemination, the infrmation contained in the letterhead A 
memorandum concerming the conversation is only known to two ἡ 
individuals and the letterhead memorandum is bdng submitted 
on the theory that the Bureau might find it necessary to make 
limited dissemination of this information. 
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NY 100 ~-134637 

Information contained in the letterhead memorandum 
is élassified ' Secret” because, by its nature, it tends 
to disclose NY 694~S* as the source thereof. This informant 
provides extremely high-level intelligence information, and 
continued acquisition of this information 18. vital to the 
national defense interests of this. country. . 

To give added security to this New York informant 
the Letterhead mémorandun is being given a Washington, D. C, 
dateline as was suggested by the Bureau in their letter of 
11/2/60, captioned as above, with respect to information. 
frnished by σα 5824-s*, 



Domestic Intelligence Division 
a 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date 7/22/61 

Attached information obtained by | 
NY 694-S* while on the ninth solo 
mission to the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia. Dissemination being | 
made to Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
and Director Allen Dulles of CIA. 
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¢ ἕῳ - ᾿ Oe QO yi 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIC 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
a "ς 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington > Ὁ, Ὁ, 

File No. July 21, 1961 Tey) 
100-428091, ᾿ ἕ 

Re: Current Relationship Between 

A source, who has furnished reliable information ἡ 
in the past, furnished the following information in 
July, 1961 : ° 

Lb According to an individual by the name of 
; HandlL, whose first name is not known, who is a member of 

the international Department of the Central Committee of 
the Czechosliovakian_Comnunist Party, in charge of socialist 
countries, the Chinese Communist Party people in Czechoslovakia — 
no longer maintain δὴν social contact with members of τ... κ΄ 
Czechoslovakian Communist Party. According to Handl, the nin 
Chinese Communist Party officials stick to themselves and If 
they just seem to disappear “in their own world." There is (y 
not. one personal friendship between a Chinese Communis&® _— 
Party official and-a Czechoslovakian Communist Party official 
that is known to Handl. The velationship of government - 
officials between the Chinese and Czechoslovaks is moré..amtable 
and this. holds true mostly aniong the "airline people" who have 
a normal and correct relationship. me 
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. Subject: REPORT OF XIV CONGRESS OF THE 

ih ᾿ a J ~ Liaison 
L ~ Mr. Phiilips 

100~428091 BY LIATSON 

Dates —~ July 25, 1961 

fo:  .. Office of Security 
Department of State 

Frosii John Edgar Moover, Director 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF ISRAEL. 
TGL AVIV, ISRAEL 
ἩΔῪ, 51... * JUNE 3s 1961, 

Enclosed for each recipient of this ictter are 
‘thtee nmenoranda dated July 25, 1961, at Hashington, De Ces 

. gohcerning the XIV Congress of the Conaunist Party of 
_ Israel (CPI) which took place at Tei 1 Aviv, Israel, fron, 

ak 
χὰ ἊΝ 

: Callahon — eee 
Conrad ee 

DeLoach 

Fave ne 

‘WMenetosures (3) 

ς᾽ 

τορος πεν ee SP | 
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Hay 31 to June 3, 1961. 

The first of these memoranda is a condensation of 
2 report of the Central Committee of the CPI given at the 
opening séssion of the Congress, Hay 31, 1961, by Samuel 
Hikunis, General Secretary, CPI. ‘Tho second memorandum is 
ἃ surinary of a ‘speech of Tawkik Tubi delivered at this 
Congress. The third memorandum reports excerpts fron a 
speech of Emile Habibi, a member of the Politburo of the 
CPI, delivered at the Congress. 

fhe information in these menoratida was obtained 
by this. Bureau from a confidential source who has furnished. 
reliable information in the past. Because of the sensitive 
nature of our source, this conmunication and its enclosure 
wre classified "Rap ἐρυκοὶ ἡ ile 
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Office of security. oo, . . 

Department of State | ον 

“1 = Office of Special Investigations (Bnetogures 3) BY LIAISON | 
_ Air Force 

Attention: chia, counterintetiigence Division — 

= 

1. Assistant Chief of Staff for TitelLigence (Gnelosures 3) 
ἘΣ Departnent. of the Arny ¥ LIAISON we 

re | Attention: Shick, Security Division, weet 7: erect U 
lee “ate 7 ; ἘΠ 

᾿ς NOTE ON. YELLOW: me ΕΝ 

᾿ inoLosures were furnished Bureau by New York airtels 
- 7.19 ey and 7-20-61 "Solo, IS-C." Source is NY 694-Ss, ἡ - 
- Nas personally given this ‘material by Georg Zobotka of the " 

International Department, of the Czechoslovakian CP-during the -- - 
> périod- 7/12-13/61 while informant was in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

' Letterhead memoranda dated at Washington, Ὁ. 6... ἐδ. provide ~- 
. added security to informant. Classified “tup-Secret* because 

‘the unauthorized-disclosure of this information could reveal 
.-*. “our source and thus. result in exceptionally grave danger to 

an ‘the Nation. As information concerning the XIV Congress of . 
* - ἥδ CPL is of interest to othér intelligence agencies, these. 

᾿ menoranda, _are being disseminated, 
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SRCLASGIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FE AUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION CHIE: 

B ΕΝ 

; . 
E O?-£9-2011 es 

UW = es QO Yor 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 4, 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION © 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, De C. 
Fils No.100=428091 July 21, 1961 

Re: Member of Albanian Consulate in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, Asked for 
Asylum of Czechoslovakian Government. - I 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, furnished the following Lnformation in. ον 
July, 1961: 

According to at individual by the name of 
REL: whose first name 18 not known, who is a member of | 

é internatioval~Depsrtifent“of the Central Committee of - 
the Czechoslovakian Communist. Party, in ‘charge of” s0cLalist 
~eountries, 2 “member of the Albanian Consulate, in Prague, 
Ι Czechoslovakia, recently asked for and received asylum 
fromthe Czechoslovakian Government. This was a "private 
scandal" when the member of the Consulate went to the : 
headquarters of the Central Committeé of the Czechoslovakian 
Communist Party for safety and was subsequently granted asylum 
by the Czechoslovakian Government. This member of the Albanian 
Consulate claimed that his life was threatened and that he would 
have been bound hand and foot and carried back to 5 Albania to. 
be shot. 

Handl did not provide any further reasons for att” 
above~describéd . ‘SLtuation. 
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Date: {7} 197 61 

Transmit the following in “ 0.2% 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via _ALRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
( Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (200-428091) | 

FROM =: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637 ) 

SUBJECT: ἄξιο) 
Cues IS-C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven (7) copies 
of a letterhead meme entitled, "Information Concerning 

#ichaeloy, of the International Department of the Centra 
, μῦθος of | the Communist Party ἃ of the Soviet Union (cccPsu)." 

ZZ } ~The “s6 } B—-NV.694-S, who furnished 4 
fot this info to SA and GEORGE EDWIN JONES 

on 7/17/61. conta @ Letterhead memo regarding 
IGOR MICHAELOV was "furnished £0 informant by MICHAELOV during 
informant's visit to the Soviet Union, 6/21-7/12/61. 

It is noted that in connection with possible Bureau 
dissemination, the info contained in the letterhead mémo ar 
concerning the conversation is known only to two individuals $ ADRS Ὁν 

| and the letterhead memo is being submitted on the theory that AG 
the Bureau mght find it necessary to make limited dissemination 
of this info. ety Pa 

Info contained in the letterhead memo is classified 
because, by its nature, it tends to disclose 

NY 694-S* as the source thereof. This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence info, and continued acquisition 
of this info is vital to the national defense interests | of this 
country, 
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NY 100-134637° ς΄. 
- 

- To. give. added sectirity to. this: New York informant, Ὁ 

the letterhead inemo is being given a Washington, D.C, dateling 
moa 

as was suggested by the Bureau in thelx letter of 11/2/60, 
-captioned as above, with respect to info furnished by 
CG 58el-sx,. 
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TELA S 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 
DATE 07-29-2011 

FICATION AUTHORITY DRRIVED FRO: 

- ar , iT on 

unr) STATES DEPARTME T OF J K dcr 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refet to Washington, D.C, | 

Fite No, 100--ἤ 8091 July 19, 1961 

Re: Information Concerning 

: Igor Michaelov, of the . 

International Department of the 

Céntral Committee of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

(cccPsu) — | 

ΠΙᾺ sourcé, who has furiished reliable information in 
the past, furnished the following information in July, 1961: 

Igor Michaelov- is presently a menibex of the International 

Department of the CCCPSU, who specializes in United States " 

trade unions, and, he is Deputy to Nikolai Vladimirovich - : 

Mostovets, who is the Head of the North arid South Amexican. - 

‘Section of the International Department of the CCCPSU. | 

-.-  Michaelov has. recently returned, as Ambassador ‘to 

‘Indonesia and now is. slated to be Ambassador to Poland. | 

Michaelov was the. former head: of Komsomal, a youth. orgar 
vs 1 ormer: Nee L KO ization. 

of the, Communist Party of the soviet. Union. ; 

a 

“(his document coritains neither recommenda~ 

- $£6ns nor conclusions of the FBI. It 18 the 

property of the FBI and is a loan to your . 

agency. Τὸ διὰ 1ts contents are not to be. 

_ distributed outside your agency. 



Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date July #6, 1961 

Attached are four, letters from 
Director Allen %. Duiles of Central 
Intelligence Agency thanking us for 
the information supplied him through 
our Ninth Solo Mission. This infor- 
mation, as you recall, was obtained 
through our informant NY 694-S:. 



BDECLAGSTPICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROWN: ; 
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 2~ Hr. Belnont 
1. Ηρ. Sullivan _ 
1 - Hr. Baungardner 
Δ... Liaison 
1 ~ Hye.. LaPrade July 28,. 1961 

ΝΗΡ . ΤΥ Lyatsor A . 
| 

- 

Honorable Dean ae ὃ - * 5 ὶ / JA 
ἃ Sccrotary Ὁ : ΄ 

Washington, D. δὲ = ' η51 a a 

“Hy dear ir. Rue: ὌΝ 

ς _ = 
How Yori rocelged tien to the Und fron ΠΣ πυδθλπ, te 77. A 

take action to counter the spocéh made by Prosident’ Toby Ἐξ θ᾿ 
Kennedy on July 25, 1901. μὰ = s 

. . ϑβονλοΐ seated Rations officiais havo beon ndétue ted 
to appear on as many radio stations and tolovision charticl& 
possible to refute Prosidont Kennedy's statononts. with: rogerd 8 
to the or, fansor. She President's speech wis referred to as. — |. 

- ‘gabgy rattling" and the Soviets désire ta convince tho people 
οὐ the tnited States that the Soviét Union 186. intorogsted in 
λυ ΑἸ Τὴ poste. Attompts to arrange radio ard television . ; 

Sree μονα ne ee congeud and ah fear, AP πος wilLing $6 that Ἢ μ 
ἴδ Ὁδ ὃ ese nedia, through fear, are not wi 4. τὸ 

ΩΣ ΣΝ / κα Ἔα, Bon OIL O pqpate. 

This communication ‘has poatPinsatesoa eon 

5 apelats 

= 
θεν of tho sensitive. nature of our informant. This inf or- 

- ndtion is. being furnished to other aapropriate ὉΧΣΑΡΑΘΊ a 0 
the Govornricnt. Uy 

-το , Clas soified ty -deenet! because uifauthorized-Aige tof this information cowid result in exce ptionaily ee 6 ἈΝ as 

nota? 

; 
it . ~ * - ; ΟἿ 

Πα δ, τρο-428091. 5 ᾿ Sincoroly yours, | 
. | 

| Been me “HOTS ON VELLG: ὕλαν Ὁ 0, 

closure 
go to 

- = the ation. See meno Baungardner to 5511. van "| "Solo, IS=C." 
he ~ 
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ECLASSTRICATION AMTHORITY DERIVE a PRON: τ 

AOTOMATIOC DECLASSIPICATION ὉΠ ΤῸῚ 

TE OF -23-2011 

_ Belmont 

1 - tr. Belmont 
1 + Mr. Sullivan 

IC. 7 1 + Mr. Baungardner 
aw 1 ~ Liaison 
| 1 - ir. LaPrade July 28, 1961 

DY LIAISON 

“Honorable P, Konnoth O'Donnell | 2 & 
Specini Assistant to the Prosidont we meag¥ hy 
The White House ν λ THe TE Washington, D. C. . —S 2" fad coms] 

> mS 1 ll Ἐπ ἐσ νι} 

Hy door ur, ΟΥ̓ ΘΟΏΠΟΞΊ: { ft E = Bs | 

A confidential informant who has cupptiod roliab bB om ick 
Anformation in tho past has roported that-on duly 26, 1991. 2 or 
the Soviet Doiogation to tha United Nations in New York, εἰ τὸ τ 
New York, received instructions, fron Moscow, Russia, to es 
take action to counter tho speech made by Progidont. John Ἐν I; 
Kennedy on July 25, 1061: mY 

Soviet United Nations officials havo beon instructed ; ; ς | 
to appear on 9 ΤΥ radie stations and television channels as : 
08 big to refute President Kennedy's statenonts with regard τ i 

ogfar dangor, Tho President's speech was roferrcd to ag 
Seok ἐλ κα τ αν and the Sovicts ἀοδήχο to convince the ῬΟΌΡΊΟ 

nited States that the Sovict Union is interested in’ 
aiging peace. Attenpts to arrance radia and telévision =. τις 
havo pee theee ΕΗ thre the opanion Me ee etre that 4 

68 of those media, througi: fear, are not Ἢ i 
ae . EX T 194 REG. 2g 7 /aiaroiBS SOE 47 ae Ἷ ῤ 

this comiundéation has boon classificds 33 5 a 
because of the sensitive nature of our inforrant. — Sore os a Ν 
mation is boing furnished to other appropriate geeanianie’ OSes io 

rs tho Govornmont. _ 
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- Classifica "Toy -Stere#—because unautho orized..diselosure 
ΟΣ, this: information could result in exce optional acta Kaye dati age to 
the Nation. See RHO | Bausgardner to 5011 van 7-2 Sold, Fisec," 

πος ΞΞητικοοί A aed Al 
Tele, Room ~~ 
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SECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICATION GUIDE 

DATE ΞΔ — ° ‘ Tolson \ 

Belmont — ᾿ ~ 

‘ UNITED STATES coven Sr YD Call ἷ tn ΒΒΒΌΝΝΝ 

Memorandum ΝΣ cone Στ τ 
Evans 
Malone 
Rose 

To : Mr. W, C. Sullivan pate: July 27, 96h / iifen 
el 

Tel Room 5 

FRoM : Mr. Ἐς J. Baumg Gandy 
yt ρ " 

SUBJECT: ; 
WTERNAL SECURITY - C 

At approximately 9:40 a.m., 7/27/61, ASAC McCabe of our 
New York Office called down to advise that the Soviet United Nations 
(UN) delegation in New York had received instructions that top 

ι Soviet officials should attempt to make radio and television appear- 
ances in an effort to counteract the “saber rattling" speech made 
by President Kennedy on Tuesday, 7/25/61. 

ASAC McCabe stated that NY 694-S* advised on 7/27/61 
that in a meeting with Vladimir Barkovsky on the evening of 7/26/61 
Barkovsky mentioned among other matters the following: 

The Soviet UN delegation has received instructions from 
Moscow to try to arrange that top Soviet UN officials in 
New York appear on radio and television to refute "Kennedy's 
saber rattling.” As many channels as possible are to be 
used to counter President Kennedy's statement with regard 

. to the war danger, According to Barkovsky, attempts so-far 
οἷ | to arrange radio or television time for Soviet officials 
ἡ have been futile. No one is willing to give them radio or 

television time. The Soviets are anxious to convince the on) 
people of the United States that they are interested in 
maintaining peace, Barkovsky expressed the opinion that 
top television and radio executives are “afraid" to give 
the Soviets television or radio time, 

ACTION: EX- ΠΝ 94 100 — 42.292 72-- ὦ Be 
We will make appropriate dissemination of this information. 

However, inasmuch as our informant is the only person in, the Communist 
Party, USA, who has this information at this time, the information 
Will be appropriately paraphrased—and-disseminated under a "Bah 

—Sbenet™ classification. . 
22 JUL 81 1961 
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CLASS FICAT ἽΝ MITHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

AUTORATIC BC LASSIFICATION GUIDE 

TE 07-29-20 

FBI 

Date: 7/21/61 

Ι 
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af iS. L 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL | REGISTERED 
(Priority οἱ Method of Mailing) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) _ ee | 

ROM: © SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ft 

sunaecn Coon) Ψ, fn | ree 
On 7/18/61, Ny 694-S* furnished to SAS. Oe 

[and GEORGE EDWIN JONES the following information: 72 

While in Moscow in july, 1961, NY 694-S* discussed y 
with NIKOLAI VLADIMEROVICH MOSTOVETS, Head. of the North and #/4, {ἀπ 
South American Section of the International Department of thet,.< 
Central Committee of the CP of. the Soviet Union, the matter | 
of securing floating visas for -CPUSA functionaries, who, as 

visas could be obtained in Ronie, but that it. would be better 

Gs 

a result of the Supreme Court decision, might have occasion 
to travel illegally to Moscow, 

MOSTOVETS stated that in an emergency, floating 

if they be ‘obtained in. Prague. He said it would not be 
advisable to obtain such visas in London and Paris, but that 
the Soviet consulates in London and Paris had definite 

ait 

instructions to issue to CPUSA functionaries, upon request, 
the standard type visa, 

oH kL NET 
‘MOSTOVETS said he was aware cf a fact 5.5 Eat μας GUS~ “ 

HALL had submitted efit tee ead δὲ εἰ et με γε certain | 
rive Oa 

(3) - BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) EX, ΠΩΣ bbb. WET 4d 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B)(RM) ἡ 
L - NY 134-91 (Inv) Δ) “ απ JUL 328 1:1 

foie ) Νὰ 100-134637 ((1) ᾿ wpe reel 
“ACB: GES:mfd α (δι -π, 



-.φτψ-᾿ .-.ο.-ὁἑ  ....- 
see ee ma gear a: τ μὴ πττ τι qe -τ 9 eo 

ATRTEL-‘TO' BUREAU oe 
ONY 100-- 134637 : ee “1 τ΄ ν 

8 ic. ion 1 that MOSEOVETS desired that a copy of τ 
answers ‘to these questions be sent to | 

| Ν MOSTOVETS 8180 ‘reguested ‘that “he δὲ furnished a copy . - , 
- Of ABE UNGER's article whith is critical, of the CPUSA, leader- τ 

ship, He further requested that. from now on the CPUSA funii-sh τ᾿ | 
to the CPSU "political characterizations” of people coming to 
the Soviet Union, Hé also réquested that the GPUSA furnish Ὁ 
such . People with “proper eredentiais,;" —~ . 

΄ " MOSTOVETS then referred to individials from the 
USA. who. are to attend, a meeting of Spanish War Véterans in. 1: 

ο΄ East Berlin on the. 15th of July, He réquested. that the ‘CPUSA 1 
furnigh him with a list of those who- have Been “approved” by fy 
the CPUSA for travel to Moscow, . _ 

No letterhead ‘inémorandum. is: .’ being subnittted,. inasmuch 
as it, is: considered: that the matters. mentioned above are not, 

᾿ apptoptiate for diséemination, τιν ἦτ τὸς ΠῚ = 
~ 



BDECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 

FET STTOMBATIC DECLASSIPFICSaATION OTDeE 

DATE 07-29-2013 soe 

1 - Mr. Beinont 

1 »» ἘΣ. βομηραγάμοτ' 
» Liaison ᾿ ᾿ ἜΝ 

1+ Ur. LaPrade. July 28, 1961 

ς DY LIAISON 

(x Honorabic Aiion, ἢ. Dulies 
Director | | 
Contral Intolligcnce: Agency 
Adriinistration Building 
2430-G Stroot, Ne We . Saal : } 
Washington 25, ἢ» Ge 7 δ] 

a -- ΨΝ 

liy dear lit. Dulles: ( Sal Ο 
if oF 

ζῇ 
vt 

ν “ἋΣ ~ 

. A confidential informant who fide stipplicd roligbig® ! 
anformation in ‘the past has roported that on duly 26, 1961, “ὃ | 
tho Soviot Dologation to the United Nations in New York, Θὲ 
New York, rocoived instructions from Moscow, Russia, to . 
take action to counter the spocch made by President John F. 
Konnedy on July 25, 1961. j ᾿ 

: Soviot United Nations officials have been instructed 
to appear on as many radio stations ond tolovision channois as . 

- possible to refute Prosident. Kennedy's statenonts with regard all 
τὸ the war dangor. Tho Prosidont's speech was réeforred to as = 

_ "saber rattling’ and tho Soviets desire to convince the poopie if Υ 
of MnewWnited States that tho Soviet Union is intcrested in ἃ, 2" 
aittaiging peace. Attempts to arrange radio and télévision ) 
Stich heve boon unsuccessful and tho opinion was ‘voiced that 
caxcSutives of those media, through fear, aro not willing to f,j; ,—~ 
nPUDAOLETCy = τι ΝΕ οι peng. £0 OG Fm a 091 -J4h.6 

- 2 ce This communication OAs been classificd ἋΡ ̓ῆσερᾶ “ 
bea asp of the sensitive tature of our informant. {79 2961 
naivonts béing furnished to other appropriaté officials of 
the Government. } gre Ὁ δ στοὺς 

ῖ τ bo 

~ ‘ 

" $inceroly yours 
aa . & fiat * 2 

. + 

i Eva 
* Male: 

| Sullivan ποτ᾽ this information ae result in exceptionally grave damage to 

J nal by 

oy 



PRC LASSIPICATION AUTHORTTY DERIVED PF ROWE: 

BRET AUTOMATIC DECLASE IFICATION GCOLTDE 

ΤῈ OF efo-200) 

“μον Ὁ κως ἐπι 

-, 

Date: 7/21/61 by 3 

Transmit, the following in. 
(Type in plain text or code) / 

(Priority or Method of Mailing} ᾿ Ι 

rt ὔὐ.-- --.---.------.-....-. .----------------- Π
Ν 

AN TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

wk Ly FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

( SUBJECT: Bod 
IS-C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copiés 
of a Letterhead jnemorandum entitled, "Population Problem. in 
Czechoslovakia, " 

The source of information is NY 694-S*, who bG 
furnished this information to- SAS and DIC 
GEORGE. EDWIN JONES on 7/18/61. > 

The information in the letterhead memorand 3 
obtained by informant during conversation with (Ff 
during period 6/20-21/61, in Prague, Czechoslovakia’ 

It is noted that in connection with possible Bureau 
dissemination, the information contained in the letterhead 
memorandum concerning the conversation is only known to two 
individuals and the letterhead memorandum is being submitted 
on the theory that the Bureau might find it. necessary to make 
limited dissemination of this: information.“ 

wt hy, 

lel OY \ NA i i 
3). Bureau (100-428091) (Enels. 7) (RM) 
i - Chicago TS Cy) δες B) (Encl. 1) (RM) 

- 34-91) (INV 
1- Ny tiaoceskesry tay (41) RES" OO - ~HRECFs —fHG ᾿ 

1 ey) 

GEJ smmt , ex. 108. 
es oA ye, Be 

(7) “ ws Jo 48 

Π jhe be _/ .12 π 

wee te pl ζ΄ “2 

es ΠΝ ΔΨ: 
ἐ Approved; Sent ΄ Μ Ρ f ἘΞ ΚΑ 

Special Agent in Charge x. 

57 AUG 3 oot 



NY 100-134637 . 
4 

| information: ¢onkained in the letterhead memorandum 
is classified Nep Secret" because, by its nature, it: tends 
to disclose NY 694-S* as the source thereof, This inforhant 
provides extreniely high-levél intelligence information, and 
continued acquisition of this. information is vital to the 
national defense interests..of this country. 

ΝΞ To give added sécurity to this New York informant, 
the letterhead memorandum is being given a Washington; Ὁ. Ὁ, 
dateline ds was suggested by the Bureau in their letter of 
11/2/60, captioned: as above; with respect to. information 
‘furnished by CG 5824-s*, 

t 



Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

7/22/61 
Date 

Attached information obtained by 
NY 694-S* while on the ninth solo 
mission to the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia. Dissemination being 
made to Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
and Director Allen Dulles of CIA. 



DECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: - 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASBEIFICATION GUITRE 

DATE 07-29-2011 ἐμὴ - Vite 

Oo. . & ὁ ordi = ts fi * 

‘| Mr. Mohr. — 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE pe TM Callahan. 

“Mr, Conrad... eT" 
i FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION da peal a 

. vans... ἢ; 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. _| Ber. Malone ς 
Mile No. 100—428091 July 21, 1961 f4 

ΧΩ 

ne: βορυταξίου Problem in Czechoslovalia, 8. 

SORT, 
A source, who has furnished reliable information 7 Pheer 

in the past, furnished the following information ΤῺ." | 
July, 1961; £ mC 

According to an individual by the name of 
» whose first name is not known, who is a member of | 

VER nternational Department of the Central Committée of -- 
the Czechoslovakian Communist Party, in charge of soeLalist 
countries, the Central. Committee of the Communist Party. of 
Czechoslavakia is greatly concerned with the population” a 
problem in Czechoslovakia, namely, the problem caused by 
a low birth rate, αἱ 

fp u 

- Handl stated that the Czechoslovakian women | 
simply réfuse to have children and that the Party has declared ' 
this tobe a most serious problem for the future, particularly 
in the provincial areas of Slovakia and in large population 
centers in the north. A highly concentrated educational 
campaign is being conducted by the Communist Party of, . 
Czechoslovakia amongst, the women Spe the country and the 
Czechoslovakian Communist Par a that some “in¢eritives" 
will-be introduced to encour e the Czechoslovakian women 
to have large families.- ~ Σ᾽ ᾿ 

ie d 

160 τί 72 -- “lA Lb 2 
Wate α gem Ee 
aw ol 



DECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DRETVE a PRON: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE “S00 7 ™ tame τ  πΠ τ|ὺ τ τὺ πτ΄ 
VATE 07-28-2011 ᾿ " * - 

Ν τὶ ἐομπιόναι k FORK NO, 0 i ff - : : eh q ; 

. ᾿ ὌΝΙΤΕΡ STATES, j ENT * 

a Memorandi iim 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100428081) "spate: July 27, 1961 ¥ 

ἐν βαῦ, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub .8) 

ον τ SuByecry πίθεοιο a 
/ Is-=C BO 

‘CG, 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information ὁ 
in the. past, advised on July’21, 1961, that he had received ᾿ 
from NY 694-S* a note advising that the: New York inférmant,, 
-while in Hoscow, | Russia; had ‘received a ¥equest from ALEKSEL 

| REERYV. ᾿ς; , Assistant - to-the Head of the North and 
merican Section, ‘Taternational. Departinént.,..Céntral.~ -~e fh 

Committee - Communist Party Of the . Soviet Union, for the. for- [} be 

{" warding, of English dictionaries to: this” 3; individual... 

CG 5824-5* purchased and ‘sent ‘English dictionariés 
to GRECHUKHIN on ΤΣ a; 1961, and they are identified as 8 

OO follows: . : | , ει 

" 1} Word: Finder, 4 κϑϑμραῖδά. ‘and: edited ΝΗ = 
by J, 1 RODALE . . 

ΜΝ 
τς a fo 2 

2) “Thirty Days to a ‘More. Powerful dh 
me, τ . Vocabulary." by: Funk and. Lewis. Σ df: 

A third book éntitlea, “Short-Cuts to Befeative: " ἢ , 
English, " “by HENRY SHEFTER, was ordered from: Marshall Field Ξ ae 

. and Company ‘put was, hot available ahd will ‘be sent. to ΕΣ 4ι er 
᾿ ; GRECHUKHIN ” at a later date. “ . ᾿ ΝΣ 

. - ‘The books were ‘inaided tor (. ἣν, 

“These items were specifically. requested by GRECHUKHIN: 
and are ra to be for his wife. i) is stu yin ΝΣ 7 

shed τεὴν aKa _ ἐδ 
2 Bureau. Cray 
T-Chiedgo': 2. τ De gor Weg ΩΣ ML δ Teer, δ΄ 

7° ΟΝ. , »" «ἀνὰ AN 
(3) ΝΣ τος PS eo 

wt ᾿ " ° . aan 7 



FET 
PECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 7 

AUTORATI C DECLASEI PIC ATION 

SAT ΕΒ %-2£2-2041 

CITE Ε ers 
: 

{ 

4" r ‘ ΠΝ - ἼΣΩΣ or Method ἘΡΩ͂ΣΙ ‘|. 

en τ πππψΨψφἕμρψρψ.ς-............ μα. - 

ΠῸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

‘SUBJECT: ὃ ΝΝ ΄ ᾿ 

Transmit the following in — 

“pprRoy" changéd the original list to veflect that ἜΡΙΔΙ 

and does not know-how it Happened that "PETROV" orig 

he, rs 
an Who Ὁ 

= ᾿ 

(Type in plain text or code} 

INTERNAL SECURITY=~C 

ReBuairtel > 1/24/61, and NYairtel, 7/18/61, regarding 2° 
“dode to be used by NY ΘΗ "5. for. "open messages." ib6 

n'7/26/61,, NY 694-s advised es 
that the ist of code names furnished by_him to. the was ἃ 
copy of an. original list prepared by "PETROV." According to the 
informant, the duplications of code names on the list had been 
noted by "PETROV," who made. corrections on: the original list, but 
failed to.do,so.on the copy givén to NY 694-3. The. corrections 
made on the original list, as made by “PETROV,” are as follows: 

BETTY GANNETT's code name is “NC ABBY" “instead of τα, " 
WILL WEINSTONE. retains. the code ‘name "TWIG." EVELYN WIENER's codé 
name is "Mrs. .CALF,'-instead of "CALF," ERIC.BERT-retains the - 

ode name " to "Ν “ἡ. - 
Cc CALF , cope N ME fo 

With regard to GUS DUISBERG; “referred to A COKE 

is "COKE." ΝῪ 694~-S does not know of anyone named G u Pe SEERG. “ 
eras haa 

includéd this name in. the list. . ν δ ugc. ff | 

 ODELL PITTS, mentioned in the list as "TREAD," is 
HUNTER PITTS/ ODELL. 

| +} CBSsveke 100- 428091) (RM 

uit ot (1. rcs 
: 

δ᾿ 
a 

y poopy g ἐλ 2; EL" \ Sent . &: μ 

A -) 

1.-NY 100-134637 7 
{Chisago (13i-H6)~ Sub 3) [} i 10049909 |_-M4E s 

| a 41 JUL 27 12 a 
ACB: ume ΝΞ ΞΕ ΝΕ ae ae 

(7) ᾿ ae 4 a ΝᾺ nmamannncnial om | 3 SRE - 

wed 4 a Af 

Ψ 2 Spaelel Ixgent i in Charge 



* Ν eee " eee - - ΗΝ" - ane τ - - - τι ὑπ πῃ 

DECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASESIFICATION CoIbE 

ἈΤῈ 08-02-2011 
" ᾿ς πα 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} ἢ. * 17 

για... ἈΠ,’ ΦὉΦ5Ὃ REGISTERED MAIL cere 
. . (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ee ee 
=. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ae f% | 

; | be ΑΘ Y FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) CEVA. |, ΤῊ 
f = | ἃς A 

| ¥ SUBJE For | C ketiayh Gm . “E8-C ἡ Ἃ 

Re NY teletype, 7/14/61, entitled as above, 
pertaining to an eight-day "secret service" school attended in 
Moscow by NY, 694=-S*, ‘The teletype further reflected that 

fv one PYOTR LNU, who is in charge of Soviet agents iri the U.S.,° 
stayed, with informant throughout the latter's training peried, 
acting as his interpreter. 

On 7/17/61, NY 694-S* advised that PYOTR LNU is also 
known and called by the following names: "PAUL," "PETER,' 
"PETROV." Inforiiant advised that this individual handed to 
him a code which he is to use for "open mes 5" that informant 
sends through his N.Y. contact, VLADIMIR ARKOVSKY ,~= Ceo 
Soviet United Nations official. Ra 95,4. 

ΜΌΡΟΝ κυ μασι ναυσί 

The code, as furnished by PYOTR, is as follows: 

GUS HALL 

Sg gm Pm heel 465 777 -ὐ 4 
IRVING POTASH 

- Es JUL 19 196] 

Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
2 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (RM) 
1 - NY 134-93 (Inv. ida | (42) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41 

(7) 72mg, 

\ | 

Ὁ ὅς 

GuAUG ὃ Wal. 
Approved: Sent MOP 

oe) ws : Wie Special Agent in Charge 



ne πσπτ τ τ ee 
vv 

* + " - 
Ἰ 

. 

7 NY 100-134637 Tt τ 

ΠῚ MORRIS CHILDS 

JACK SPACHEL. 
PHIL BART , 
ARNOLD JOHNSON 

CLAUDE. LIGHTFOOL 

li ΤΩ vs 
ἢ 

εκ 

τ 

t 
= 

τ 

" ἘΞ" oO “« 
| 

ig ; 
; ' ', 

᾿ς CARD WINTERS | | 
ΠΡ, VERS ; Γ 
WILL, WELNSTONE Twig =< 
WILLIAM 2. FOSTER Root © 

‘SON. ~ weak. 

" ᾿ ε΄ ” Keorn 

Ι _ ΝΣ ' Cast a. . : 

* C= | se ; : 

᾿ τὸς ΟΕ NORTH - πε τ, - 
“ΟΝ GEORGE MORRIS ~~. Ring 
ΠΕΣ - ERIC BERT . . Calf - a. 

ἫΝ | BETTY GANNETT Big 8 ~ 
ος JIM, TORMEY | Gab _ . - 

εν JAKE GREEN . _, Horn . - 
% ~ τ SAM DAVIS. δον νος Perch 

, τ = ~ 3, 



‘NY 100-134637 

BURT NELSON 
GIL GREEN 
HENRY WINSTON 

— 
NBERG 

PERRY 
- ἄς, SANFORD 
᾿ EVELYN WEINER 

PAT. TOOHEY 
ΟΡ, USA “ΟΡ SU . 
National Conmittee . 
ὍΣ" Central Committee’ 
NEB 
Plenum 
‘Control Committee. 
International Affairs 
Committee 
ΟΡ Member 

Floating Visa 
Moscow 
Prague. 
Paris 

~~ ΤΟ δῇ 
Enbassy: 
Washington.. 
Rome 

Brussel 

Cuba 
a 

Checkosloyakia | 

Medical treatment 
OP rest. 

Trainer 
ἃ. 

Luggage 
Brief Case 
Hoter 
-Office 
‘Hamlet 
Village 
Cashier 
Pair 
Dock 
Pier. 

Nest 
Cove 
Beach.’ 

Sun 

Bay. 

be 
IbTC 



NY 100-134637 

Puerto Rico. 
ον Mexico 

Canada -_ 
: Latin América 

᾿ς South America 

Veterans Abraham 
Battalion 

Book store 

. @2nd. Congress 

. 

% 

. + 

a 

τ ἅς - τ 

. τι 
at 

- » 11 

F " 

ay 

μ᾿ 

ae 

Rock 
οὐ Pébble’ 
+ Inlet - 

Sea 
Sound 

- Eagles. 

Stable . 

_ - Resort 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FEOH: 

FE AUTOMATIC DECLASEIPICATION GOITE 

DATE G8-02-20i1 ~e 

- Ak wt bad μὴ ἱ 
" | * G tw - 

* . -- a 

FBI 

Dote; T/ 28/61 

= 1 

4 

= . “- - 

at SS Re ceva er ve ly «παν Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text orcode) ὁ 

‘oe 

. f τς POs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091), 

" FROM: ἀδκσ; NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReNYairtel, 1/21/61, ¢ captioned as above ; reflecting 
NY 694=g*! activities in a "secret service school" 

- 11. VALENTINE: GREGORY BURTAN, 4 cons eh 
ως, ; naeun 

Extreme caution, must’, be eviereised. with respect 

On 7/27/61» WY 6ohes* advised 3A | 
[fas follows: A ee 

ΠῚ 

PETROV" ‘made thé rorioving additional reitarks. 
concerning. BURTAN.in discussion with NY Ὅϑητδὲ in. Moscows " 

The Soviets ate’ anazed that’ ‘BURTAN, “for so many year's 
after his. release. from ‘prison, has “bean .a:.secret CP member, 
in. contact Se IRVING POTASH. Many people in “EBEROV's" J 

Cit ϑ3 £00--4128091): (Rit) 
(1=100-26235 2) f) ADR, VALENTINE GREGORY. BURTAN) 

isChicago (igi “Sub 5) (SOLO) (RM) . . . 
“NY 134-91: (INV) (41). 2 «οι εν δι 
ΝΥ 100-1563 re ‘VALENTINE GREGORY ἌΝΝΑ WANG 7 | 
“NY 1 ~13 3 - : : — 

ACBiume” ὦ - ° “es 88 ἴω“ | 26. ay 7 
flO) — a7 JUL 29 jeer 

-- iy = 

ΕΝ 
ὃ 5 AUS ΤΩ in Charge | ΙΝ ' 1! & ( 

τὰ 

UNBECORDED cow 
ΕΝ ἵ a : “a. Ν᾿: oh ° Ne A | 

Sent aM Per πὴ ! ee J ua 

— 

a A 
.- 



ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ὁὃ6Ὸ6ῸὋ τ᾿ 

RT AUTOMATIC DECLASSTEICATION COTDE 

‘er | Ν ΡΒΙ 

Date: 7/21/61 

i 
i 

DATE 08-08-2011 sa Ἃ O 
| "» we, + a . ζ᾽ . ᾿ { 

" νᾶ 
© ! Rn q 

I 
Ι 
Ϊ 
Ι 
[ 
{ 

ce (Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL . REGISTERED MAIL | es : (Priority or Method of Mailing) “ y 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

“ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
" 

( sussect: Goro) 
' χ-Λ' IS-C 

' 0] ͵ : , 
| Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies of 

a letterhead memo reflecting that IGOR MICHAELOV, member of the 
International Department ‘of the CCCPSU, in charge of U.S. 
trade unions, is in contact with trade unionists in the USA. 

Ay, The source of the info is NY ΓΒΕ 
Ζ this info to SAS GEORGE EDAIN JONES and 

! 4 ,on 7/18/61. 

7 . Info contained in the letterhead memo is classified 
aA - iigep-secret™ because, by its nature, it tends to disclose | 
F],| NY O94-S* aS the source thereof’. This informant. provides _ 

| 7 extremely high-level intelligence info, and. continued acquisition | χ᾽ 
of this info is vital to the national defense interests of this J 
country. 

To give added security to this New York informant, the 
letterhead memo is being given a Washington, D.C. dateline as was 
suggested by the Bureau in their letter of 11/2/60, captioned as 
above, with respect to info furnished by ~ Sk 

ἔχ 119 at υοιν τς. | 

eet te ees a 4} «5. Bureau (100-428091) (Enc. Pikes J1¢cep 7 /-! Mavs 
i- Chicas oO. (15-ὶ 6~Sub i) (Enc. 1) (RM). a 

ἘΞ oo ' 1“ NY 13h οἱ fn 7 a Rie ἢ 
1. — NY 100-134637 (41 { L 2 peg aren ; 

| ¥ } fi ἡ 5} ' | “κε δ 
; ἢ ; = ἔ ᾿ Ἵ tlt sae ΝΗ 44 ΟΡ aly’ G 4) Ἷ ,)ς. 

ἱἈρρτονθας st SO Sertt . Μ Ρβοε a 
R2 AUG A GG! Agent in Charge ᾿ A «ἢ 

ἣ | 2 



as 100-131637 | - 

, office ctitrently ‘are “delving irito the archives" to obtain 
information about BURTAN's activities in the past. This 
reaizes much work, since they have to "go ‘po. far inte the 

5 . 
- 

- UPEPROVE Ss" tgupertors aré intensely interested: in 
BURTAN ‘did.the latter's current activities in Africa.- They. - 
will co-operate to the fullest extent with NY 694-s* in, ὁ 
assisting him to transmit to them information whiich<BURTAN 
is furnishing to POTASH regarding the’ situation in Africa. 

The ‘Soviets appreciate the pérgonal”’ sacrifices which 
BURTAN must have made over ‘theyéars, particularly his going 
to. Africa. at. this time wher.le could ‘go into retirement in 
Cuba. They realize that His trip: ‘to Africa ‘must ‘be ex- 
jpensive, and they are inclined to reimburse him for the - 
expenses involved in his: African ‘trip. ; 

In the futuré, for security Feasolis, corrés pondence 
coneerniing ‘BURTAN shou refer to him as "the ‘dentist; ? rather 
than "the doctor". Any and’ all problems arising with ‘Respect ᾿ 

τὸ BURTAN should. be referred directly ‘to "PETROV," 

Aecording to NY 694-S*, the: informant. mentioned: to” 
*pRTFROY" that inasmucli ds BURTAH had. to- postpone going ‘to ‘Cuba, 
where. he planned to go. via. Prague, ié-would. be. nécessary that — 
an extension of BURTAN's Gzechosbvakian visa be obtained. ͵ 
DE PROV" sald; “Don't bothers we'll take care of these things 
from now.on.” .. 

“PETROV! Anstructed NY 6ghagi to notity him 
immediately upon: BURTAN's return. to, the USA. from Africa. 
He also stated that if, after his Yeturn to the USA. BURTAN 
still desires. to go to Cuba. via ‘Prague, "PETROV? should -bé 
notified of the date when BURTAN. would arrive in Prague. 
(NY G94~S* inferred from. this. remark that "PETROV" would like 
to: contact BURTAN personally 4n Prague), 

--- 

" PETROV " then said jokingly that a would be too 
bad; if, after his African trips. BURTAN should go into 
retirement." 



πρὶ 
- ἢ 

μι. 

ν ΠΝ ᾿ 

- - ᾿ 
4: ᾿ 

Domestic telling ‘Division) 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

7/22/61 
Date 

Attached information obtained by 
NY 694-S* while on the ninth solo 
mission to the Soviet Union and 
Czechoslovakia. Dissemination being 
made to Secretary of State Dean Rusk, 
Director Allen Dulles of CIA, and 
Attorney General Robert Kennedy. 



4 “ μὰ ps pe Ἐκ ps μὰ sae yt ape spe my aps pepe apg —————————————— 
DECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: a 

PET AOTOMATIO DECLASSIFICATION (ἢ 

DATE Q6-02-Z011 

= μμε 

Vien hod LAS - . . ἐνῇ ἢ 

unrkd STATES DEPARTMENT OF J a 5 

is 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 

FileNo. 100-428091 July 7, ἃ 

Re: Wnited States Trade Unions 

& source, who has furnished reliable information, | 
in the pasts aa the following information in July, 1 

“τ Tyo ite haelov ls 2 metibér of the International 
Department “of the - “Central committee of the Communist Party as 

WES 
Dm anil 

ofthe Soviet_Union (CCCPSU), in charge of trade unions aint 
. United ' States, has stated that he is in contact with Jeff Lore, | 
| Washington, D.C, representative of the International eos 
and Warehousemen®s Union, and also with Joseph ran, President — 

~of the National Maritime Union. 
Wage eneage nse  n AEC 

. aa " a ry 

Michaelov indicated interest in Elmer σοιπβοῖτοα e 7 | 
‘trade uhLonist,dssociated with the Labor Résearch Department 
of the University of Chicago, who desires to visit the Soviet 
Union. 

Michaelov desires that the Communist Party, United Ae 
States of America (CP,USA) designate a, trusted member of the 

' GP, USA, associated with trade unions, to be in contact, with 
the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C... régarding ΕΣ 
trade union matters. ; 

Michaelov also desires that the CP,USA refrain from 
sending trade union delegates to Moscow on November. 7th 
(the date of the anriual celebration of the October-xevoliution 
go ton He is willing; however, that trade union. delegates ᾿ 

ὁ. Moscow.on May ist (the May Day celebration). : 

“1 “pe, - 

4 i 
Pa » f 

J ἔν τ Μ - 

Te roe ATE GH ᾿ a 
tag - rt i ἐν ! » 

- ᾿ ee Ste Ἐ" πος 

π΄ at age Pa 
tam, 

Me ger f ἐγ 47] ᾿ 
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- Transmit, the following in . 

ED FRO: DECLASS F CAT oN “RUTHOR 

FET SJUTOHSTEC DECLASS IFICATION GUIDE 

MATE θοῦ} 

ν)α. AIRTEL _ 
7 Se ee re ee emer a an ———— os 

εν - ; _ ; - * 2 

- ἢ 80: DIRECTOR; FBE (100-428091) 

; ; SAC, ‘NEW “YORK. (100-13H637), 

- 4 

4 . - a a i oe pee ὅπῃ eee μὲ 

- 

fa δυξσέσίι :Οὐβοὶο ἊΝ 
" \ 18:07 | 

t ; | 
ReNVairtel, 7 7/21/61; captioned as above, reflecting 

<I. “NY 694-8! activities in a "secret service school" in Moscow {f- 
| and his discussion with the Soviet "PETROV" regarding “the JH 

Wall St. man. whoa - Ω νυ ας. 

On 7/21/61, NY ΓΕ advised Sk ALEXANDER ὅ. fy fh ae 
BURLINSON as follows: an . - 4 yi Ar4 

ai | Lowing additional rémarks~ Ὁ Ὁ bid 
concerning: in ἃ discussion (} 
with ‘NY 694-3* In Moscow: ,.,. a | { Hey 

6} “πῆρ Soviets are very interested (a ὦ y 
ἰ{- oe ἃ for a week there δὰ been. discussions concerning {- 
1 ther he. should bé: assigned to NIKOLAT MOSTOVET 's: depart- _ 

ment or to "PETROV'S" department... I. was: findlly decided 
that he should, be assigned to "PETROV 18" department, Ne 

*.  _BPETROV," according to, NY “δοηςβὰ, obtained from the /}a9 
informan full namé, home address, and business yar? a 
address. "PETROV" procured a current: NYC Telephone Directory AA 
and asked: the, informant to show bin the: listing therein of ὁ |x 

firm. “PETROV" made a pencil mark alongside the ὮΝ 
said listing. a i 
fey ook pia a 3] [bbe OG/— S¢ 76 ὥο 
dB 0 ~28091 ee [280 7: Νὴ 

{1-100-Ἰ696}}. . Gop 
J=Chicago (134¢45-8u 17 JUL 29 1961 tart ἧς ‘gil 
‘1 TO ἔπος i. 
VN 05-5000 .. (VEADINE ΝΣ ae 
pany 100- ΒΕ Σ HB), on 

~ ¢ "2 a . 

° if Beume .- at? ΕΑΝ ' AM πε δ oe 

mt (10)... - YP We “aye 3 100 | AY rae 
VApproved: Sent - μ᾿ Per {1} 

᾿δό OAUG δϑ ΜΕ εἶα Agent in Charge U Es 

a 



NY 100-134637 

tperRov" _s since, at this time, it is not | 
. known exactly. what ean do“ for,.or furnish to, the 
——— should be no undue haste, in activating | 

“*PRTROV" téa that in the event NY 69H 85 _ 
should | ‘obtain, fro any important. economic sel 
information," such information. should be: transmitted: without 
delay to PETROV." 

_ tpErROVE also Snstvucted NY 694~-S* to. keep VEADIMIR 
BARK Γ currently advised of all the informant's ‘contacts 

TO. insure ‘the secrity. of. i. ὅδ... the informa 



a απ δδυσανν, 

‘DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GULDE 

DATE Q&-G2-£011 

᾿ πεν 

The Attorney Goncral July 25, 1961 

ye ' - Director, FOE | - 1-Hr. Belront 

COIIUNIST PARTY, USA  ---- --. 1 -~ Mr. Baumgardner 
INTOOHATIONAL ELELATIONS - — 1-Hr. Fox > 
THTGQWAL SECURITY - 0 Ἢ 4 

Ἐπ ΝΥ 

Ν Haterial σραξαϊποῦ in the orclesed nonorandust 
Wags Supplied by sources wao havo furnished roliablo 
inforsation in the past. Inforkation. it this momorandua | 
relates to: tko strongthening of Soviet Pronicr 
Khrushekev's position at home because of his. "peaceful 
cooxistenco" policy; ‘the failure of Ted China's cosmuries} 
Caechoslovakia's troubles in agriculture; and the covért 
oporations of the World Federation of Trade Unions. — 

. Uecause of thé. sensitive nature of our sources, 
᾿ πὸ have classified ‘this communication and its enéipsur'e 

- ‘Enclosure ᾿ ᾿ γ΄ g 
7} 

109~428091 ee 
Nas. ot. - ΓΝ 

» Ad exit. Dyron R. fihite (Cnelosurc) . 
ΟΡ Attorney General 

~ Nore ON. YOLLOT: . AS . ᾿ hy 

ww “ τς Τα 
= 4F P 

-. This comumication is being classified a As ΩΣ > 
Secret b 7 SF 

bie 

ecause onclosure is so classified. 
» 

νι - τ΄ 
᾿ 
—_ -- 

' MAILED.2 
| τῷὰαοχὺἠφ ΕΣ A ABB | JUS Seal | ΧΊΟΣ Ὁ 

17 AUG 4 1961 COMME 
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July.25, 1ΘΟΣ 

. ΠΟ corruNts Ar woR 

τοσοῦ Khrushchev Strengthens Wis Position - 

| ____ Hollie Perimans a Sovict citizen and a rombor of ᾿ 
the Communist Party of the Sovist Union (CPSU) for over 35. 

' years, rofarked recently in Moscow, Russia, that Premier - 
Nikita 5. Khrushchov hag strengthened his position in the 
Soviet Union because of his "pcateful cooxistence" policy. . 
At first, thore was opposition to this policy inside Rugsia. 
Hikhail Susloy, ἃ member of the CPSU Presidiun.and a 1ογαῖ 

_ Stalinist, was ono of the main opponents. Since the: 8i=Party . 
Conference was held in Noscow, Novonbor-Deconber;, 1950, 
Suslov, dccording to Perican, has completely changed his - 
views and has become a stanch fightor for Khrubskchov's 
policy of "peacoful cooxistence," aa 

froubie in Red China » The Com-uries , | | ἐδ τὴ 
ων. υποευνανυσανπσι μμμσμδν πασ Δ ΘΜ ΜΔ ante rene nan ee ἊΝ SS 

ΝΕ Τιζαῖς Mintz, a noted Soviet. a¢adonician. ard ye: 
historian, stated in late June and carly: July, 1961, in 5. Hoscowy that the Chinese comzuncs are a failure but the * 

’ Chincse refuse to admit it, They ore -now carefully and 
gradualiy converting. the cozmuncs into cooperatives because 
of the gréat.fanine in. China. today, . 

Frouble in Czechoslovakia ὦ Agriculture’ - 

Mbt £9 holding back the country's agricultural production to 
- Goined =k LVL that is almost dangerous. Statistics will shaw 

DeLowch -—-that Czechoslovakian agricultural production kas, 9 

, RAYON PLASTIPLAT ΕΗ "π᾿ ee bel 
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World Fedoration of Trado Unions. 

: 
. : 

ἢ ἊΔ 
= 

δε τς ren 

' Pearl Wedro, who is tho represontative of North 
Ancrica, the West Indies, Jamaica and Dritish Guiana for 
the World Fedoration of Trade Unions. (WFIU) in Praguo, ᾿ 
Stated recently that the Secretariat.of the WFIU. 16 , . 
intorosted in having delogatéa from United States trade. " 
unions attend the 5th World Trade Union Congross scheduicd Fs 

to bo hold in Uoscow, Decombor 4-16, 1961, 

"According to Wedro, she caintains a "paper office" 
for the WFIU in Prague becatisd all of tho trade-unions in — 
tho countries which oho roprosents aré affiliated with the 
International Fedcraticn of Free Trade Unions, an crganizae 
τος with opposing vicapoints. This "panor office" pornits 

τς Wedro to hide the identity of KFTU whon sie corrospords with - 
 trade-unions and individuals in tho arcas assigned to her. 
Those lottors are railed fron London, England, and not. fron- 
Praguo, [01 principal function ig to furnish ἃ currént- ς᾽ 
picture to the tifTU Secretariat of the tradc-union riovercnt, 
and tradceunion activitics in tha couatries under tor - = -- 
jurisdiction, - | _ 

Bocause of the many newly devoloped and indopendent 
African countries, WFIU bas ostablishod a nunber of now 
"paper offices." Those "“offices"-are necessary, Wedro 
stated, becaise the Africans ‘have decided toe act indopond- 
ently and form 11 trade-union federations within Africa - 
itself. She nentioned the ΠΕΡῚ Sceretariat is composed of: 

Lotiis Saillant | .. France. 
Yarcel Bras France ~~ 
Luigi Grassi Italy . 
Biona Teodorescu -. taly 
Lugird ᾿ . Italy” 
Proti Rimonov _ | Russia 
Tbrabin Zakarin " Africa . 
Ha. ΟἿΌΝ Kou China ὁ 

This communication is being classified "dmg Seeret* 
because unauthorized disclosure may tend to identify our source, 
which could result in exceptionally grave danger to the Nation. 
This information was furnished by NY 694-S* and is: contained in: 
New York airtels (4), with enclosures, dated 7-20+61, captioned 
"Solo, IS-C," This information is being furnished to Secretary 
of State Dean Rusk, Director Allen W. Dulles of CIA and the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General and is being trans- 
mitted by letters dated 7-25-61. - 

~2- 



SECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ~~ 

ἜΤ AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE , ἢ L 

DATE O8-O2-2£013 ~ i 

U Ο | 
| 

FBI I 
| 

Date: τή 317 61 
ῃ 

Transmit the following in | 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Viq _ATRIEL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι 

----.-.................................................... -......... 
το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: ShCs-NEW YORK (100~134637) 
/O. 

: ( SUBJECT: ‘Sous 
-Ὁ 

iy 

f; . " 
5 ReNYairtel ing letterhead memorandum { °°. 

3] referring to statement by to the effect that ΗΝ 
| ANASTAS MIKOYAN had been critical of the CPUSA and of GUS HALL. 
! In discussing this matter further with NY 694-5*, he advises he 

had reference to NIKOLAI VLADIMIROVICH MOSTOVETS, instead of 
» ANASTAS MIKOYAN as being critical. 

A check of original: records NYO Anvolved in 
connection with NY 694=S* dictation #eflects the informant 
dictated MIKOYAN. Informant has been cautioned concerning 
accuracy. NYO records havé been corrected. It is requested 
Bureau and Ghicago correct their records. 7 

va ὃ ya ἄρῃ} 

~ BUREAU (100-428091) RM) ΠΝ 
1 ~ CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 3) ty 
1 -- NEW YORK (334-91 inv} An 

100~134637) ( 3 : 
ν “00. “18: Tad eI 

1 - NEW YORK 

nt 

| WEM: DJG 

(7) we Ὁ 

4 

Approved: ee Sent ES Μ᾽ ΒΡοῚ 
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SEC LASSIPFICAT 

FEIT AUTOMATIC 

ON AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

DECLASEITPICATION CHiIte: ᾿ 

Transmit the following in —- 

DATE O8-O2—202 
τι - 

7 ᾿ (( εν ῃ 

ΕΒΙ 

Date: 17) 80) 61 

(Type in plain text or cade) 

Vie «. AIRTEL ; REGISTERED 
a ae τ (Priority or Method of Μαϊϊίπ6} ; 

τς -"----------.ο.Ὠ.Ὠ.ὄ ------.--..-....-.-.-...-- ee ee «-.-.......-.... ᾿ --- -... ee oe ee, --- 

Ae TO : DIRECTOR, FBI. (100~128091). 

eC 
; SAC, NEW YORK (100134637) 

— 

Enclosed: herewith are seven copies of 4 letterhead 
ΠΣ vorandon entitled "Failure of Chinese Communes." The 

source of the information is NY 601-55 o furnished this - bo 
information to SAS and. GEORGE EDWIN Inge 

JONES: on 7/17/61. 

The information contained in the letterhead: was 
furnished directly to informant by ITZAK MINTZ during 
informant!s stay in Moscow, USSR, during the period: 
6/21-7/12/61. 

By way of background information, NY 694-S* advised 
that, ITZAK MINTZ is an elderly man, who is a noted academician 
and historian. He was most friendly to. NY 694-S* when informant: 
was: in. the USSR in the 1930's, and this was: the first contact 
that informant has had with MINTZ in approximately 28 years. 
Infermant advised that ‘he tried to see MINTZ on his previous: 
visit to Russia (SOLO trip, February 1960), but was unable to 
dO 80, Informant advised that MINTZ was most cordial and a 
emotional when he first met informant during this visit. foot 

It is noted ‘that in orEe ἃ with possible Bureau | | 

Ae yt yr cet yt Ape EX - 137 RE {reeds LG 

| a | Ζ3- BUREAU (200-128091) (Fred. 7) (RM) 20)-¢ BOY 14 ΙΖ 
7 CHICAGO 134-46-Sub B)( Enel. 1). RE} ΩΣ 
O} Ny ish-o1 (NV) (42) , ἍΤ τοι 
mS | 1 = NY 100~134637 way Eo ἐπ a ᾿ — 
Λ GEJ:msb Ψ» -͵ . 

τ ἢ 7) \ eb 42 eS 
ic 5 biftre- : 4 sore. 

Fars an a N 
Approved: - FAO “Ge sent UM OPer 

TO e sek 56 “AGE ‘y" NETS 



NY 100~134637 
rs 

dissemination, the information contained -in the letterhead. 
memorandum: concerning the conversation is known only to . 
the two individuals involved, and the letterhead memorandum 
1s being submitted. on the theory that the Bureau might. find 
it necessary to make limited dissemination of this information. 

, _ information contained in the letterhead. memoraridum _ As: Classified." cet" ‘because; by its very nature, 20 -. 
Would disclose NY 694-S* ag the source thereof, This informant 

_ provides extremely high-level intelligence. information arid 
continued acquisition: of this information is vital to the. 

| national defense interests of this country. 

, To give added, security to. this New: York informant, 
the letterhead memorandum is being given a Washington, Ὃς. δι, 
dateline,; as was suggested by the Bureau in their letter of 
11/2/60, captioned as- above, with respect to. information 

- furnished ‘by CG 582H2s*, 
~ 



Domestic inte donee Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date Jttly 21, 1961 

; _ Attached obtained by NY 694-S* 
during his 9th Solo mission. 

It will be disseminated to 
State and Central Intelligence Agency. 
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CLASSIFICATION sOTHORTTY pb 
EET 

WEE FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICAT 

TE 08-02-2011 

File No 

100~428091 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

( 

A source, who has furnished reliable stireldion 
ἘΝ past, furnished the followin information ain duly, 

Aecording to It 
academician and historian, the 
| a failure, but the Chinese will not admit it. Mintz 
further stated that the Chinese are gradually converting 
great communes into cooperatives, but are doing this 
carefully and gradually. This situation is taking place, 

| according to Mintz, because of great famine conditions in 
iChina at the present time, 

ON GUIDE 

495 Ἐξ ; 

UNITED STATES DEPAR’ MENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION tx. 

July 20, 1961 é. We 

Mr. Ingram... 
Miss Gandy... Re: Failure of Chinese. Communes 

᾿ pre fhe 
Mintz, a noted Sovieb τ 

inese communes are 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ~ 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cU 
VATE 08-02-E011 

1=Mr., LaPrade 

SAC, New York (100134637) August 4, 1961 

Director, FBI.(100-428092) 
/ —_—— : 

“ΟΝ “"g0L0 
po _“““INTERNAL ‘SECURITY~C 
᾿ Attention is directéd to Washington Field Office 

letter to the Bureau dated July 21, 1961 captioned “‘Soviet-Bloc 
Espionage and Counterintelligence Matters s ‘Third Country! Oper 
ations," copies of which were furnished New York and Chicago. 
The letterhead memorandum enclosure to this letter sets out. 
information that the Polish Intelligence provided currency to 
the Conmanist Party. οὐ the United States shrough Mexican com- 
MURLSTS » 

You aré instructed to review the abdve~nientioned 
correspondence, Theréafter NY 694=S* ‘should be contacted by 
the New York Office and CG 5824~S* should be contacted by the 

. Chicago Office, Both offices should determine from the dnform . 
ants whether they have any knowledge of the CPUSA having ever . 

. received financial assistance through the Communist Party of 
_ Mexico and whether Poland is known ‘to have ever provided finan= 

Cial assistance to the CPUSA, Caution must be used in inter= | 
viewing the informants on thig matter to assure that the source ’ 
providing the. information to. the ‘Bureau is fully protected. Fe 

erChieage: O86 Sub, B) 

at 

a - Above-mentioned WFOlet sets forth informatio 
> thé. Polish Intelligénce Service: as as provided by 
and carries ἃ classification of ugsoreey u Bovigt | an 

Red China finaneial assistance to the CPUSA from 9-8-58 to 7 
date totals $764,385.. These funds were passed to the CPUSA 
by an official of the Soviet Delegation-to the United Nations; © Ὶ 
by a representative of the Communist Party of Canada both in } 
Canada and New York City; and-by the Chinese in Prague, Czechs - 
oslovakia. . 

. —— . | "ΗΝ a δὲ aos / (74 ve Je το ἐμῇ, 
Coarad - = 
Delogch — miter 

. ——— . | ἢ i AUG~ 3 1961 
_ ,Malone , . 

ny , _ DONE 

Calabar mses, σὺ: skn 

— (6) 

Rosen 
Sullivan . —— 
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SECLASSIP CATION ANTHORITY DRBIVED FROM: 

PRI AUTORAT ~ DECLASSTETCATION CUIDE a -- τ 

Transmit the following in 

ATE OS-OE~ZQLL 
τι 

4 FEI 
Δ 

ae 

Date: 7/20/61 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic __ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ! 
. {Priority or Method of Mailing) 1 

wee ee eee ee Loe ee, 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428081) 

Ἵ ROM ς SAC; NEW YORK (100-134637) 

supsEct: (vio) 
al | “Ὁ 

ry 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven (7) 
copies of a letterhead πο entitled, "Factors That Helped 
To Strengthen the Position of Premier Nikita S.. Khrushchev 
In the Soviet Union," . 

ΖΑ The source of the info is NY 694-s% who furnished be” 
: ἢ this info to sas[_Jand GEORGE EDWIN JONES 1 bie 

“| con 7/18/61. : wea 

It is noted that in connection with possible 
Bureau dissemination, the information contained in the letterhead 
memo concerning the conversation is only known to two individuals 
and the letterhead memo is being submitted on the theory that 
the Bureau might find it necessary to make limited dissemination 

‘ 
of this information. f/ 

g 

eo 

ky 

" 

Info contained in the letterhead memo is classified ἱ 
"‘Gers—Secret"” because, by its nature, it tends to disclose 
NY 694-S* as the source thereof. This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence info, and continued acquisition 
of this info is vital to the national defense inte B27 er of Ff -| q 

τ ETI etc ΞΕ “ἢ 
- Bureau (100-428091) (Enc. 7) (RM 
~ Chicago (13 re tut (Ene. 1) tam) sey 

1 - ΝΥ 134-91 Inv. oS AN 
1 - NY 100- 134637 (id )" | ---- ---. 
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NY 100-134637 ΝΣ 

To give added security +0 this New York informant, 
the letterhiéad meino is béing given. a Washington, D.C. dateline 
as was Suggested by the Bureau in their letter of 11/2/60, 
eaptioned as above, with respect to info furnished by. 
CG 58e4-s*, . ες : : 
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aa Domestic “ΘΝ Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date July 21, 196] 

Attached obtained by NY 694-S* 
during his 9th Solo mission, 

It will be disseminated to 
State, Central Intelligence Agency and 
the Attorney General, 
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AECLASSIPFICATION AUTHORT DY DERIVED FROME: 

‘HRI ADTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION ἘΕΠΕΡῈ 

SATE ΒΞ 561} 
π" 

FEDERAL BUREAU: OF INVESTIGATION i 

Washington, D.C, 
Α Y Evans. teers 

‘Mr. Malone: 0 In Reply, Please R 
File No. a Suly 20,1962 : wih 

‘ie, Sullival_. 
"Mp, Τένεϊ --..... 
Mr. Ὑχοϊετι τὼν 
Tele, Reon 
Eaingram - an ἢ 
iss Gendy ̓ ς. 

ae 

Re: Factors That Helped 
To Strengthen. the Position 
Of Premier Nikita S, Khrushchev 
In the Soviet Union . 

A source; who has furmished reliable informatioif"in ! 
the past, furnished the following information in July, 196 
concerning factors that helped to strengthen the position ὋΣ 
Premier Nikita 5. Khrushchev in the Soviet Union: 

od a Sourcé received this information from. Mollie 
ff αν Ὁ a Soviet. citizen and a member of the communist 
od ΤΌΣ of thé Soviet Union (CPSU) for over thirty-five years. 

Perlman was a translator working for the Comintern in apout- pe 
1932. -While Perlman has not occupied any high position-in - a 
the Soviet. Union, she has always held trusted positions ἡ Ἢ f 
and has been in attendance at meetings, or in the company Ἴα 
of persons who attended meetings, of the Central Cemmittee ef 

" the CPSU (CCCPSU). ya 
a 

᾿ “Further, by way of backgro ἃ, Perlman. 16 the " 
person who raised Timur Timofeevi sey feey, who is _ ἐς 
| presently eniployed in’ the - ΕΣ ΤΩΣ ‘onal Department of the 
CCCPSU, Perlinan Has raised Timofeev since infancy, when he 
was left in Moscow by Eugene Dennis, now deteased, former 
General Secretary of the Communist Party, United States of 
America, and his wife, Peggy Denniss 

- Molite Perlman advised that three.factars that: - 
helped to strengthen the position of Premter Nikita 8. * ~ . 

_ Shruabchev in. the Soviet Union are as. follows: τὰ τ et 



Re: Factors That Hélped 
ες To Strengthen. the Position 

or Premier: Nikita ‘S. Khrushchev 
τῇ, the Soviet Union 

ΕΙ - 

1. That Khrushchev ‘survived the Twentieth Cohgress 
of the CPSU, despite ‘the fact that he brought the information. 

| coneerriing, the atrocities ‘perpetrated by Stalin out in; the open,,’ 

This was a. cvucial period and. Khrushchev came out ‘stronger 
because. Of his disclosures. | 

2B, tn 1953-1954, there was @ period of starvation 
in the Soviet Union. The only place that had food was. Moscow, . 

Jard this ‘was for the purpose of putting on a show for the world. 

"Khrushchev. was the only: one in the: entire ‘Teadership. wio- 

had the courage to comé out andspeak about, it ahd to call it 

to the attention: of -the people that there Was not sufficient 

food. 

3. The: most “stiportant point: is ihrushotievts desire. 

for co-existence. At first, he -had opposition: concerning this _ 

_ policy of co-existénce, mainly. front Mikhail Suslov; m member ΟἿ". 

‘the Presiditim. of the CPSU; who was described | as a one hundred ten - 

ἡ per cenit Stalinist. In recent ionths particularly sirice the: 

. Eighty-one Party Congress, Susiov has: given himself νοῦ Ὁ, 

τς completely to. ‘Khrushchév's policy of co-existence ‘and has ᾿ 

ὃ ‘become a staunch. fighter for At. τς ~ 
t - 
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Domestic δι, Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date July 28, 1961 

Attached are two additional letters 
received from Director Allen W. Dulles 
of CIA thanking us for the information 
Supplied him through our Ninth Solo 
Mission. His note .on one of these 
letters to the effect that the infor- 
mation is "unique" refers to data 
concerning Soviet Premier Khrushchev | 
being slapped on the back by 
Mrs. Liewellyn Thompson, wife of 
the American Ambassador to-Russia.- . 

i 
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. Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date July 21, 1961 

Attached obtained by NY 694-S* 
during his 9th Solo mission. 

It will be disseminated to 
State and Central Intelligence Agency. 
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ΒΝ FICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED ἘΜΌΝ: . 2 
FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cuIDE . f CO ; 
DATE 08-02-2011 : | 

Ι Ay FBI | 

“ Date: 1/20/61 
{ 

Transmit the following in ! ly (Type in plain text or code) 

Υ͂: AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL | 
J : : (Priority or Method of Mailing) I 

SE ae ee ee ee ee ee SOR A ee eam a ee A a a Se, YT -Οοκ.ϑ.ς-..-.. ι......... .....ς. 

‘I τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ACFROM τ SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637). 

g ὯΝ 
᾿ 

eee wave SUN τ 

Enclosed herewith for Bureau are seven (7) copies 
of a letterhead memo entitled, "Agricultural Problem in 
Czechoslovakia, " 

The source of the information is 694-S*, wh bg 
furnished this information to ssf Ib7e 
GEORGE EDWIN JONES on 7/18/61. 

“The infepmation contained in the letterhead memo 
was furnished directly to the informant by GEORG ZOBOTKA on 
informant's return trip through Prague, Czechoslovakia, during 

4 12/61- : period 7/12/61-7/13/61 
) Wet 

It is noted that in connection with possible Bureau Ὁ 
dissemination, the information contained in the letterhead memo 
was furnished directly to the informant by ZOBOTKA, and the 
letterhead memo was submitted on the theory that the Bureau 
may find it necessary to make limited dissemination of this 
information, 

age οῸ contained in the letterhead memo is 
classified "Pen Sé " because, by its nature, it ,terids- 12) 

ΝΕ peer vt φῷ _ ΠΕΣ 79ὸ ENT OE. — 12... 
Why (3-- Bureau (100-428091) (Enc. 75 (RM 
Ἧ Ἃ. ~ Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (Ene. 1) (RM) co MYL 51 102 Nga BRL —"— - - - Γ΄ (41) Ἔν - ᾿ — 9 —_ EX 197 

GEJ :gng Leb heck | 
(7) Lecdte! if a 3 Ὁ - SP 

4 Ee , . ΒΝ «Ὁ mt ὃ a πέστε: ἮΝ = 
(0 Pras Os ἊΝ 

Approved: - 3. Ξε’ Sent MOP 
e 



“NY 100-134637 

disclose NY 694-S*.as the source thereof, This informant proides 

extremely high-level intelligence information, and continued 

acquisition of this information is vital to the national 
defense interests of this country. — 

To give added security to. this: New York informant, 

the letterhead memo is being given a Washington, D.C. dateline 

as was- suggested by the Bureat in their letter of 11/2/60, 
capt soned 885. aboves with respect to information furnished by 

CG 5024~-S*, . 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF Pen 

FEDERAL BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION Ey Al 

Washington Ὁ, σ, τοῦς 
In RB “tn, Please Refer Ave - 
File Now rast Sa0o: duly 20, 1961 

Re: Agricultural Problem 
In Czechoslovakia 

ven 7 
A source, who has furnished“ ΝΜ able information in ΚΗ 

the past, furnished the follow ng information in July, 1961: 

According’ to_Georg (ξομοῖκα, of. the..International 
Department of the Czechoslovaltran. Communist. Party, whe ΤΆ ΤᾺ 

~tharge of “Capitalist Countries," the Czechoslovakian government 
has a most serious situation in agriculture. Czechoflovakia 
is. undergoing a most difficult problem in doing away eth 
small farms, that is, the singe-owner farms. This situ foua ti on, - 
is holding back their agricultural production almost fo a’ 
dangerous level. Zobotka stated that. atatistics wil <phow, στ 
that Czechoslovakian agricultural preluction has gainéd overt! 
the previous year but he confided that this is not a true= τὶ 
picture. eB 

»--ὰ 

es" 3 Al 

aN “e8bobka remarked that, the situation in Czechoslovakia 
is similar $o that’ which took “pilace- 4n Poland and 1s still 
taking ‘blace where there are too many small. farms owned by 
individual farmers who mesi.st collectivism. One. of the 
pam reasons for eae τῶ the-natiire of the Czechoslovakian ς 
farmer and his. strong dégire’ for owning his own plot of land. / 

- " / 
ΒΕῚ - aa - a. 

“Tr 4 - ~ * ΗΝ δ..." a 

= ν = = es Ν : + - 4 + ; 
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- ar ~ £ 
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" ' 
CLASSIFICATION SUTHORETY DERIVED FROM: . I 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 3 | 
i 
! 

SATE QG-O2-Z201L1 - “ O 

‘gO μ FBI — 

Date: 7/20/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

Viq _ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

| FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

i oem or) h 

I5-¢ 

Mee Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven (7) 
copies [of a letterhead memo entitled, vinformation Concerning the 

(world Federation of Trade Unions, (WFTU)." 

30 ; The 694.3%, who furnished fy be 
this info to sas Fo and GEORGE EDWIN JONES 

¥ a ΠΩ͂Σ, 
info furnished by PEARL: waDRO which is not included i 

Pes: Lh 

WEDRO is negotiating with the United Automobile - τύ : 
Workers (UAW) Local No. 3 in Cleveland, Qhio, to send delegates 04 "ἢ 

στὸ the Fifth World Trade Union Congress is Moscow, U.S.S.R. { 
(12/4-16/61) ὁ orresponding with her in this. 
Matter is one WEDR) also has received corres) onaene! 
regarding this Congress from 

| Seattle, Washington, and this corrgspondence has been go ng 
back and forth via’ London, nye | 

a” 

Se WEDRO advised that her address is as follows? 

! cor’ ἰμεινθῷ ΤΙ ae 2 .ozechos opts | a 
“TRI 2¢ “᾿ »Ρ of" 

4 | - Bureau (100428092 (Enc. τ, (RM ἢ aE: 4: a, UW 
j-- Chicag oO of thos ost 3 (Ene, 1) tranhy Wes You 
1 - NY 13h cee ἡ. {5 = hep? Ms) - 
Δ - NY 100- δι 37 (41) ‘ 

et τ" as 

ὯΝ ΩΣ wee GEE pa ) ft { asor 

“Atlantic Hotel, Na coor Os 

. fe ᾿ “μέν Ν WZ ae 
| . 2- ἄν ον 4 ΩΦ 

62.Avee | Ae som Mer” 
_ EE ier Soon Charge 



τ ΝΥ 100-134637 ᾿ ; 

It is to be noted that in connection with possible 
Bureau dissémination, thé info contained in the letterhead 
memo. concerning the conversation is only known to two 

- individuals and the letterhead memo. is being submitted.-on 
the theory that the Bureau might find it necessary t6 make 

_ Limited dissemination. of this ‘info, 

ΝΕ Thfo. contained in the letterhead mémo ΕΝ classified 
ep Secret.” because, by: ta: nature, it tends to disclose 
ΝΥ 694-8* as the source thereof, ‘This informant provides 

- extremely high=levél intelligence info, and ‘continued acquisition 
‘of this info is vital, to the national defense interests of this - 
“gouritny. 

~ Fo ‘give added’ ‘security to this New York informant, " 
_ the letterhead memo; 18 being givéi A Washington, D.C. dateline ΝΕ 

as: was suggested “by: the. Bureau in their letter of 11/2/60, ες 
captioned as” above, with respect £0: dato furnished by cG B8ol-se, 

Fe 



DECLEASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ~ 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICATION GUIDE 

᾿ ofan STATES DEPA, TMENT OF ὅλ 

: FEDERAL BUREAU QF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply Please Refer t {6 _ Washington, D.C. FileNo. 160~428091 July 20, 1961 
- κε 

DATE 98 5 2818 
- 

Re: Information: Concerning the 
World Federation of Trade 
‘Unions . (WED) . 

=~. 

1 

A Bouree, who has furnished reliable information ; 
in- the past, ‘furnished the following information in July, 1961: 

According to Péarl Wedro, who ts attached to the > 
World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU)- in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
and who. is the representative of North America, the West 
Indies, Jamaica and. British Guiana, the Sécretariat of the 

_WFTU 15. most interested din-having delegates” from thé United . ᾿ 
- Κδαῦαδβ trade unions attend the Fifth World Trade Union. Congress - 

"in Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which is to be 
held. December 4. through 16, 1961. 

- According to Wedro, her office can be referred to, as 
a "paper -officé" in the WFIU because all of. the trade unions 
ἴῃ the countries which she représents are affiliated with ‘the | 
Thternational Federation of Free Trade Unions, which is the © ~ 
opposite of the WFTU, ‘The reason for the "paper office" is 
because she works partially i2legally. She cannot write officially 
‘to any trade union in the United. States, Canada or other areas 

ΝΕ which shé represents, If she writes letters to. trade unions 
π΄ ΝΡ individuals in these areas, the lettérs are mailed from London 

, and not from. Prague; in: order to hide the identity of thé WFTU. 
Her principal” function 18 to give a picture at all times-of the 
trade union movement and activities in the countries ‘which. 
she represents. 1 to the Secretariat. 

Weta Pras ας τῶ 3ε ΣῊΝ Tbh την 

τ - ἐν Το αὐλττπ τς I OY ΟΣ Ά 
κε τπτ τ το νος 

a 

- Foo , ΓΞ | it 



Ret Information Concerning thé. 
World. Federation of 
Trade Unions (WELT) 

; Wédro stated that since. the recent creation of thé 
iiainy new African eountries, there are many new “paper offices! tt 
existing in. the WETU. This has -beeridone because of the - 
fact. that the Africans have decided ‘to. act Aindepéendently 
and form all tradé union federations within Africa itself, 

Acéording to Wedro, the Secrétariat of Ἢ WETU 
is 3 as follows: ee tenet 

7 | | wp γ 
Louis ialant. - ance “ Worid fade rd deve diy Vee 

el lGrassi - Italy” | OF Teale Unies τ 
τ" Frot iRimenov: τ Eee 

Ὁ ee ur a 
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UNITED STATES Qdeenment | 0 

Memorandum « | 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ᾿ paTE: August 2\, 1961 

ζὰ 6 ἫΝ SAC, ‘CHICAGO (134- 46, Sub ΒΕ) 

᾿ SUBJECT: SOL 
; Is - Ὃ 

ReGGlet dated June 30, 1961. 

By Bulet dated May 4, 1961, Chicago was instructed 
that. details. concerning disbursement of funds in possession 
of CG 5824-S* be submittéd to the Bureau by the fifth. of the 
month following the month being, reported, 

Balance of funds in possession - of - 7 
CG 5824-s* as of July. 1, 1961 $103 045.00 

Additions 

None ae ΝΣ 

Disbursenents ᾿ 

-, to JACK KLING on July. 28, 1961, for 
réimburseméent of transportation, expense : 
to Soviet Union as. member of -CP, USA, : 

᾿ τς May Day Delegation. in order. to. maintain - . 
reserve funds ‘in possession of KLING- at. “ ΝΕ 
$10, 000. ; 706.00 

“to MORRIS CHILDS on σαῖς | 28, 1961, as | 
reimbursément for the following. specific . ΝΕ 

- expenses inctrred, including: - - 05 491.00 

a 

$106 for ‘books, periodicals,. and otnerfét 18 
. Literature plus postage on such itens:- Μ΄ So, 
transmitted to foreigh CPs “50. 20H 7 

$40 as cost of gift, ¢ransmitted TO ὃκπτ Rtn 166 
the delegation of Soviet editors and ἢ ena 
ewspapermen visiting Chicago, May, ~~ ,— fissi” me » Ἐξ a. 

-Burea (RM) 4 
“1-New York (199-19409"72 *Sibid) 
1l+Chicago 
RWH: MDW 

(ie ( κῶν μὰ bth blew 



“ CG 134-46 , Sub F 
Ἥ - 

7 $40 apext on behalf. and at. specific 
ταν Ὁ _request.-of ELIZABETH GURLEY: FLYNN, 
a “Chairman, CP, USA 

$105 as excess cost of transportation 
and lodging in connection, with two trips " 
to New York City, June and July, 1961, . 

ες “made in accordance with official CP, USA; 
, ; direction and in excess of the amount ~ 

received as reimbursement from Bureau 

8200 as reinbursement for persdnal toan - - 
to LENA SCHERER, New York City. Money 
received as repayment to: Loan to “be 

᾿ “returned £O- Solo Funds 

_  Balanée in possegsion of CG 5824-S* 6 Ce " 
aS of July 31, 1961 τ προ ον ἦς Και, 848,00 

7 



Bulky Exhibit - Inventory of Prope ired as Evid wig -FB-192 (Rov, 12-5-58) Υ oO” as Evidence ete ) 8/1/61 

“ο΄ 

ΓΞ Check, when submitting semiannual inventory, if no previous ὁ correspondence with Bureau. 

‘Bufile- Field Division 

100-28091 NEW YORK 
Title and Character of Case * ~ 7 8 ne 

[υ SOLO 
IS 

Date-Property Acquired Source From Which Property Acquired 

2/13/61 NY 69)}}-- 85: 
Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same 

VAULT EVIDENCE «= SIX MONTHS 
Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same SA Po 

(1) One phonograph case = empty. 

Jar $4: Yard — 

NoT NOT RECORDED” 

«1 Abe 10 1. 

a 

Field Fite ὁ =100223637-1B11 
ec: 66-6619 j 

μι 



SECLAGSTIFICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROM: 

FET AUTOHSTIC DECLASSTFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 08-02-2011 κ 
νὰ 

FBI 

Date: 8/1/ 61 
i 
ΕΝ, Transmit the following in. 

, (Type in plain text or code} ' 

γα AIRTEL 
os “ (Priority or Methad of Mailing) 

| TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: 5 SAC, NEW YORK K (100-234637) 

SUBJECT: BOL ° 
[1 J 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies of 
a letterhead memorandum reflecting that in a conference in the 
Crimea during May, 1961, between Soviet and American intellec- 
tuals, the Soviets resented statements by the Americans that 
the CPUSA is "an arm of the CPSU" and would be powerless 
without Soviet support. 

The source of the above information is 694~-S% 
who furnished this information to SA 
on 7/31/61. The informant received the Information In Moscow 
during July, 1961, from NIKOLAT MOSTOVETS, head of the North 
and South Américan Section. of the International Department of 

e CCCPSU. 

‘The information contained in the letterhead memoran-~ 
dum is classified nepD Secret” because, byits nature, it tends 
to identify NY 694+-S* as the source thereof. This informnt 
provides extremely high-level intelligence information, ad 
continued acquisition of this information is vital to the 
national defense intérests. of this country. 

To give added security to this New York informant, 
the letterhead memorandum is being given a Washington, D.C. 
dateline as was suggested by the Bureau in its letter of 
11/2/60, captioned as above, oan to information 

| furnishea ae 582%, 7 

| Capurede 100=428091) (RM) (enefe. D. oon. 222: τς ...4Ὁ 
| L-Chicago (134-46~Sub B) (RM). (Ene ΠΝ *! 

|  1leny 134-91 (INV. big ἡ Ὁ Ex int a1 AUG 2 198 
~ 

L-NY 100-134637 

ACB: ume a ἘΝ 
(7) og ΟΝ 

" ᾿ ris ᾿ ᾿ ; Jin 

ΤΙ npproved: = | [ 1 
1 

ν 0 AUG 10 GBR 
Agent, in Charge 



Qhire STATES DEPARTMENT QS ἴνοια 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

rap Please Refer to Washington, D.C. . 
ᾳ No. 

August 1, 1961 VECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED Foon: 
FRY SUTOHATIC DECLASSIFICATTON CUTE 

Bufile 100~428091, MATE 09-05-2011 

Re: 5 Feonterence in.the.Crimea.during. _ 
/ May, 1961, Between. Sovietand..__ 

American Intellectuals Concerning - 
US-USSR_Relations ΝΕ παν “οὐ Rr ay αὐδήν. 

A source, who has furnished reliable information. 
in the past, furnished the following information in July, 

, Soviet in One of the leaders of the American 
1. group was Norman’Cousins, Chairman of the’Greager New York . . 
. Council for a Sane NuéLear~ Pc Amohg the Soviet group 

τς | Was NIRGTEIV jéts;—head“of the North and South American 
‘ye Section o onal Department of the Céntral-~ --- 
~" Committee of thé Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPSU). 

The Soviets were very disturbed at the conference 
because the Americans, particularly N n,Cgusins, continually 
stated that the Comminist Party of eae eee ptates-oF 
America (CPUSA), is an "arm" of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU), that the CPUSA is subsidized by the. 
CPSU, that the CPUSA is "at the beck and call" of the CPSU, 
and that without CPSU support the CPUSA would.be powerless 
and would "disappear from the scene,” _ 

The Soviets, after the confererce, felt that the 
only purpose the conference had served was to pave the way 
for conferences, not of intellectuals, but of "the working 
people." The Soviets would prefer to talk to “the American 
working man and his. family." 

oe Vile 
mio: ΜῈ Ζ "Ὁ ΠΤ. . ,. Ξ ᾿ς Ἢ von aff . 

᾿ watt Ot hal Ai = 



Re: Conference in the Criméa during 
_ May, 1961, Between Soviet and — 

American Trtellectuals Concening 
US-USSR Relations 

The above-ientiioned source referred to 5 the New 
“York Times" édition of May 13, 1961, page 1 thereof, which, 
according to the source, contained an article announcing that 
‘prominent Atericans and Russians would hold a confevence in 
the Criniea on USA-USSR ties;. that Norman Coksins was éo=-chair~: 
man of the USA group; that the United States State Department 
had ‘approved the conference;. and that the Ford Foundation 
would pay: the travel costs of the American. group. 

The above-mentioned source further referred to 
"The New York Times" edition of June 1, 1961, page 11 there- 
of, which,. according to the source, contained an article. 
reflécting that the private Crimea, conference on USA-USSR 
relations had ended on an. optinistic note. - 

- “ 



GPTIONAL FORM HO. τὸ 
τοι Td 

UNITED STATES οἴβκνμενν δ 

Memorandum 

TO : DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pats: 8/1/62 

fort ino : ΚΑ, NEW YORK (100-134637~SubA) 
=~ . 

SUBJECT: SOLO 

Ser) Is= 
SS ier (00: NY): 

Records of the NYO reflect that as of U/3u/1s 
transactions in the SOLO account reported by NY 694-S* 
since the date of the last accounting have been as follows: 

Credit 

On hand 6/31/61 $78,833.00 

Debit ) 
Ϊ 6 

roL____ for ἊΣ 
.Latterts personal use 
7/20/61 $ 300.00 

To ISADORE WOFSY for use 
,of .CP,USA National 

_ Office, 7/31/61. $210,000.00. 
ΕΝ ᾿ $10,300.00 

Balance $68 , 533.00 

Pursuant to Bureau instructions, the NYO, where 
consistent with security, is attempting to trace transfers of 
SOLO funds. The resuit of said tracing investigations will 
be reported under the caption of the CP,USA functionaries to 
whom money from/abroad has been transferred. 

- 9 
- Bureau (100~428091) (RM) 

1 - Chicago. (134-46-SubF), (SOLO FUNDS) (INFO) (RM) (- 
Δ. - ΝΥ 134-93 (Inv.). (41) . 
1 ~ NY 100-128861 (CP, USA~FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS) (415) 
1 = ΝΥ 100-134637-Suba (42) pi aah - | 

acs :emg Ch πος 42807) - ἡ 27 



TLASSTRFLCATION ADTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

MUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE Soe -- ---. 

ΓΕ Ge-O5-2011 oe 
i Ν - = : , το , 

: = OPTIONAL FORM HOT | ie | " 
Ξ ᾿ τ΄ πατρυϊο τοι * 

1 

ὋΝ ITED STATES. GG 

/ Memorandiiin um - 

DIRECTOR; fet (1ooseo8002) pate. August 2, 1961 

Y 

ΞΕ _ τ Ok ‘guly 25 and 26, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised. SA CARD. _ 
_ oN FREYMAN that of Miami, Florida, the manu 

facture? of ‘the cover product. used by Arisco, Ines, Was in 
οὐ Chicago in connection with an industrial. convention. 

- 

During the period of his visit, he_was in ‘contact 

“with CG 5824-S* and CG 5824-S* accompaniea[__J to: the last 
of the industrial convention. CG 5824-S* also entertained. ὁ 

| Τὶ and his family” for diner anid conducted them on ἃ tour 

Ο International, Trade Fair now in progréss in ‘Chicago. . 

“Tt 4S Felt by ‘the informant that this was: a godd 
public relations move. and that. it will, assist NY 694-S* and 

eG 5624-84 in maintaining their cover. with this concern,., 

. ΕΗ is suggésted thet New York may desire to convey 
this information to. NY 694-S*. 

_ ἐπὶ Se RM) ᾿ 
“I-Ney York -(100+194687) 
LnPhicago " 

. GNF: MDW 
ΣΝ ᾿ ay ~ of Ν 

i "- yo. et! 

ΝΕ - at 
abe 

BT AUs 9 1964 



VECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEL AUTOMAT ‘ECLASSIFICATION GUIDE Ν " 7 
DATE 08-05-2011 

my 

PU-3h4 muy. τρλιωπυνσνυΣ 

west eae 
tet Γ 

FBI 

Date: 8/2/61 

Transmit ‘the following. in 
‘ Ὁ in plain text or code) ᾿ ἦτ; 

REGISTERED MAIL 
" “ {Priority or Met Kod of Mailing) ο 

a 
a a 

τς -τ-.ὸππ
τπππτπ 

mm
 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

is -c 
y i DiehZ 

Le, ‘4 ἥ ! 

ReNYairtel 7/21/61 and Buairtel 1/24/61. 

Fry ΝΕ ReNYairtel reflects that one “PYOTR LNU", aka *DAUL", 

Ζ “PETER, and "PETROV" was in charge of Soviet agents in the 

U.S. and had been in contact with NY 694-S* in Moscow during 

rat 6/61. 
— 

{ι 
: σι 

ΤᾺ ReBuairtel instructed that every effort be exerted δ 

to: positively identify "PYOTR" LNU, aka ‘DAYL" , "PETER" , and 

“PETROV! who reportedly was in charge of-Soviet agents in the 

-| U.S. 

A comprehensive review of the CG Solo file reflects 

d 11/16/59, 
} gp that by CGairtel captioned as. above and date 

| J cs ὁ aoi-S* met during 10/59 with a “Comrade PETER" in an apart— 

ment in Moscow at which. time matters relating to the establish- 

ment .of direct contact between: the Communist, Party of the Soviet 

Union (CPSU) and the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) were dis- 

cussed in detail. PETER was described as follows: 

a lo 
3 Bureau. (RM) " ' 

το CMO” Bw geal fog — pure 
RWH: MDW 

(5) wt gw Prabal ee 
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-ς- - --- = a πῇ - = ary - 

CG 134-46, Sub Β 

Age: 40-42 . 
Height; 56g" 7" Ὁ 
Weight: 160 
Hair: Dark with streaks of grey and worn 

in crew cut 
Complexion; Dark 

In NYairtel 8/3/60 and captioned as above there 
were set forth details concerning a “meeting in Russia with* 
two members of the 'Secret Department' of the CPSU” held 
during 6/60. At this time CG 5824-S* met with one individual \ 
identified as "IVANOV" (ph) and a second individual who acted 
as interpreter. ἡ 

By NYairtel 8/5/60 and captibned as, above it was 
noted that ST WANOV" had been identified from a ‘photograph by 
CG’ 5824-S* as one “BORIS S. IVANOV," 

; By NYairtel 8/10/60 and captioned as above CG 5824-S* | 
again viewed photographs and identified SERGEI NIKOLAEVICH 
ANTONOV as possibly being identical with the second individual 
he had met in Hoscow during 6/60. 

This same NYairtel also noted that from photographs. 
of Soviet citizens known to have been in NYC during 19538, 
CG. 5824--S* thad selected ἃ photograph of one “PETR PAVOVICH 

_BORISSOV't (Bufile 105-28360) as ‘possibly being identical wit 
one of the members of the “Secret Department" of the CPSU with 
whom he had met on a prior trip to Moscow. 

On 8/1/61 CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W: HANSEN - 
{that he felt that the individual he tentatively identified as 
PETR, PAVOVICH BORISSOV might possibly be identical with “PYOTR 
ΝΟ", aka “PAUL, NDETER" , and "PETROV" who met with NY 694-S* 
and. he suggested that this photograph, together with the other 
photographs mentioned above, be displayed for purposes, of possi-~ 
ble identification, . 

The above is being set forth for info and possible 
assistance of NY. 
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' UNITED STATES covel fren 

Memorandum 
Ri 

TO : Mr. We. C. Sullivan DATE: August 1, 1961 γ᾽ ᾿ . 

4 - Hr. Belmont ΞΞ 
FROM: . Ἐς de e - Mr. Sullivan cet 

ire Fed mae Cs 1-\Mr. Baumgardner °"" 
O } 1 - Mr. Branigan 

supject: (5010) L = Mr. LaPrade re” 
RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

There is set forth in "The New York Times" newspaper issue 
of 8.1.61 the first available complete text of the Draft Program, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU),!.which is to be presented 
to the 22nd Congress of the CPSU in October, 1961, The available 
text was translated into English by Tass, the official Soviet press 
agency. 

; « Some of the major points of the Draft Program of the CPSU 
are: : i, 

PART I »Ἁ" 

The Transition from Ca italism to Co to Communism is the Road of Human 
ogress 

Nuclear War - The imperialist camp is preparing for the worst crime ζ΄» 
against mankind » a world thermonuclear war that can bring unprece- 
dented déstruction and wipe out entire nations. The peoples must 
concentrate their efforts on curbing the imperialists to prevent them 
from using lethal weapons. “The important thing is to ward off a 
thermonuclear war, not to let it break out.” 

Banishing War - Capitalism established rulet, with fire and -sword, 
ut socialism does not require. war to spread its ideals. Its weapon 

is Superiority in social organization, political system, economy, 
the improvement of the standard of living and spiritual culture. 
The growing strength of communism and anti-war forces in the world 
"actually makes it possible to banish war from the life of. society.” ' 

Policy on War - The CPSU will oppose all wars of conquest, including 
Wars betisen capitalist countries, and local wars aimed at strangling; 
peoples emancipation movements but will support the sacred struggie 
of oppressed peoples and their just anti-imperialist Wars ᾿ i: an 

REC- 95. 00 - Ya ¥OF)} ἱ 
"Peaceful Coexistence" - This serves as a basis for the focaeet Ἵν com-~ 
petition between Socialism and capitalism. By pursuing this policy, 
the socialist countries are steadily strengthening the positions of 
the world socialist system in its competition With capitalism. "Peace~ 
ful coexistence” with capitalist countries is .an_objective necessity 
for the development 7 so¢iet y- 

100-428091 SENT punifezor EX, 107, 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO. | 
100-428091 

The United States ~ The economic, political and military center of 
imperialism has shifted from Europe to the United States, which is 
the mainstay of international reaction.’ United States imperialism 
is performing the function of "world gendarme" supporting reactionary, 
dictatorial regimes and decayed monopolies and launching aggressions 
against peoples fighting for independence. 

uh 

Religion ~ Clericalism is acquiring ever greater importance in the 
Soli tical and ideological arsenal of: imperialism. The clericals ‘do 
not confine themselves to using the church and its ramified machinery. 
They now have their own big political parties which, in many capitalist 
countries, are in power. They set up their own trade-union, youth, 

swomens and other organizations and split the ranks of the working 

CO αι, 

in 20 years. Power production will be tripled by 1970 and increased 

class and 411 working people. .The monopolies lavishly subsidize 
clerical parties and organizations which exploit the religious senti- 
ments of the working people and their superstitions and prejudices. 

~ PART IT | ‘ | 

fhe Tasks. of the Communist. Party of the Soviet Union in Building a 
Communist Society "Ν > j 

Communism - The building of a communist society has become an immediate 
practical task for the Soviet people. The gradual development of 
Socialism into_communism. 15. an objective -Jaw, which has been prepared 
by the. development, of Soviet socialist society throughout: the preceding 
period. In the next 20 years "the material and technical basis of 
communism Will be created inthe Soviet Union" with ἃ living standard 
higher than that of any of the capitalist countries. 

National Income ~ The national income of the USSR in the next ten years 
Will increase nearly 150 per cent and about 400. per cent in 20 years. 
The per capita increase will be more. than 250 per .cent in 20 years. 

Soviet Housing - In the course of the Secorid. décade, housing will be Η gradually provided to all citizens rent free. 

Social Welfare - At the end of 20 years there will be-free: maintenance ot children at children's institutions, maintenance of disabled people, education, medical services, housing and public transportation. 

Production - Soviet steel production will be lifted to 250 miltion tons 
100 to 150 per cent more by 1980. More automobiles will be provided and a national system of good highways built. 

= 2 = 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-/4280914 

Preparedness Stressed ~ The CPSU. is doing everything to insure that 
the Soviet Armed Forces aré a weli-knit and smoothly operating 
organism, that they have a high standard of organization and ; 
discipline, and are prepared at any moment to administer a crushing 
rebuff to imperialists. One-man leadership is a major principlé of 
the organization of the Soviet Armed Forces. 

OBSERVATIONS : . 

This manifesto of the CPSU is a restatement of the 
unequivocal intent of Soviet Russia to engulf the world with com 
munism by- promise of better living conditions and peace. 

NY 694-S#, on a mission to the Soviet Union during June 
and July, 1961, obtained information on a number of pertinent items 
that .appeared in the above Draft Program. This information was 
disseminated to top officials of the Government on 7-18-61 and the 
Director received from Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State, a personal 
letter dated 7-20-61 pointing out that such information is a par- 
ticularly good example of the sort of information the State Department 
finds useful. 

ACTION: 

None. For information. 

? 
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~ Memorandum 
4 TO Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

FROM Mr. F. J. Baumgarad ζ 

6 A 
SUBJECT: 00 

TERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

Mohr 
Callahan 
Conrad aa 

Tolson SL. ‘ 
Belmont ἢ. 

ΜΛ΄ἅ΄Ο 

DeLoach _ 
Evans Z 

Malone 
Rosen 
Sullivan 
Tavel 

DATE: August 7, 1961 
υ Yrrotier 

Tele. Room 
Ingram 

Gandy 

My memorandum 7-6-61 sets forth in detail the receipts 
and disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, 
month of June; 1961.. 
munist Parties of Red China and the Soviet Union. 

USA, during the 
These funds have been received from the Com- 

The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds together with the 
receipts and disbursements during July, 1961. 

SUMMARY 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 7-31-61 $714,385 
Total received from Red China 2~60 to 7-31-61 50,000 
Grand total received nah ἴο 7.31.6] 4,3 
ota sbursements 10-58 to, 731-61 594,004 Balance of Furid 7-31-61 —— 

#$68,533 maintained by NY 694-S# in safe 
deposit box and in eheeking account, both 
New York City; and $101,848 maintained by 
CG 5824-S* in safe deposit box, Chicago, 
Tilinois, 

DETATLS 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 630-61 $714,385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 6~30-61 , 50,000 
Grant total received to 6«30-61 $764,385 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 6-30-61 582,507 

Balance of Fund 6-30-61 

Receipts during July, 1961 

Disbursements during July, 1961 

7/20/61 ~ to τ΄ 1 for his $ 3800 
personal use & ‘ “δε. (8 ? oy 

100428091 A) τ = 
1 «~ Mr, Be imont Ὁ: REC. 95 / 

~ Mr, Sullivan Α 
' 1... Mr. Baumgardner AUG 8 1961 
| 1. ir. LaPrade F2/ a ee 

a aL: 0 $01 oe 

op °° 

Wy, 

$170, 381: 

$181,878 

ed es ee dt ὅπαι παν ὅπ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: ‘SOLO 
100.428091 

7/28/61 - to Jack Kling for transportation 706 
expense to Soviet Union as’ member 
of CPUSA May Day Delegation in " 
order to maintain reserve funds 
in possession of Kling at $10,000 

7/28/61 - to Morris Childs as reimbursement 491 
, for following specific expenses 

incurred, including: 7 

(1) $106 for books, periodicals, 
and other literature plus 
postage on. such items trans~ 
mitted to foreign CP's 

(2) $40 as cost of gift transmitted 
to delegation of Soviet editors 
and newspapermen visiting 
Chicago, May, 1961 

(3) $40 on behalf and at specific 
request of Elizabeth Gurley 

- Flynn - : 

ἡ 

~(4) $105 as excess cost of trans- 
portation and lodging in 
connection with two trips to 
NYC, June and July, 1961 

(5) $200 as reimbursement’ for ἢ 
personal loan to Lena Scherer, 
NYC. Money received as repay- 
ment to loan to be returned to 
Solo funds 

7/31/61 ~ to Isadore Wofsy, for use of CPUSA 10,000 
national office 

Balance of Fund 7-31-61 $170,381 



Memorandum to Mri Sullivan 
RE: SOLO - ΝΣ . 
100~428091 ° , 

- ACTION: “ 

- None. This memorandum is being. submitted for your 
information and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds 
‘Will be brought to your attention each month. -Details of the 
accounting of these funds are not being disseminated. 

a ὃὺῦ . 
ti .- 
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! 
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+ SAC, How Yori: 34-91) August 28, 1961 
| χα Mr. Belmont 

Diroctor, EBLE. ΗΝ 1 - Mr. N.Ps Callahan 
- ᾿ ᾿ " Pa .-1 ~~ Mr, JeSe Johnson - 

_ ."Ν τς | 1. τς Sullivan 
Lo HY 6O4~5 . | _ 1.“ Mr. Baumgardner 

_ το ; ᾿ 1 =| Mr, Fox 

- ᾿ 7 - ᾿ “ 1 - Mr,.- Ὦ : be} 

we? ΒοΌ Δ οὐ; ori Gh _ ᾿ Ν μι Ἧρ 

ἣ ased upon your recommendation and the. valuo of tho - 
sntobligone ‘furnished by tho informant a5 ἃ result. of tho | 

. ninth Solo mission, authority is granted to, reimburse hin in 
. . 880 amount of $758.50 as itenized i in relot. . 

1... 1004134637 ᾿ ΝΣ i 

ere 

an i -- - . - eae - --- 

1 6 

i 
oe 

onal sum 400-BYOV YY. fL3 

7 σά i i! | : 
(12) .- NOTE: See memo, Baumgardner to sullivan dated 

ΙΝ 8-25-61 captioned ‘as 8 above. Po "“»" ie Diy 

Wee RED 
το 4168. AUG 80 1961]  . 7 _ ca γε rae. 
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UNITED STATES oC ernment QO 

Memorandum 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) DATB: 8/8/61 

ff or : SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

ReBulet, 8/4/61. 

-5* was contacted by 
SAS and GEORGE EDWIN JONES and 
was intvervlewe ong the lines as requested in reBulet, 

NY 694-S* advised that he has no knowledge of 
the Communist Party, USA ever having received financial 
assistance through the Communist Party of Mexico. He also 
advised that he has no knowledge of Poland ever providing 
financial assistance to the CP, USA; 

Informant was of the opinion, in regard to above 
matter, that if financial assistance was provided to the 
CP, USA from above sources, he would have had knowledge of 
same because of his long association with the CP, USA 
reserve fund operation. 

Chicago (134~-46-Sub B 
bd ilien (δὴ 00 = of 2.79 7 /— 7222 

) (RM) ΟΝ 
1 - NY 134-901 {τὴν Th) Be | 
1 - ΝΥ 100- ems 37 (a TO ALE 1961 / 

GEJ zmnil EX. - 102 

(5) 



FROM: ale ' DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DREITVE 

PRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICATION Girbe 

n° FBI 

- - - . με Ν I 

c Ι 

VATE O8-OGS-Z011 Q |. 

GU a I 

Ι 

Date: 8/8/61 
Ι 
Ι Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via__AIRTED Ὁ ὁ ΦὋι᾿Ἕ REGISTERED MAIL | 
: : : ΝΙΝ (Priority, or Method of Mailing) 

————————_————_— ee ee oe ee ee SS ———————_———T——E—_— Oe 1... “τ- — 

, TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) »2 ὦ 

ZO | FROM: ‘SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) Brey ΤῊ OY Ἵ 

| lace: Coo) 1. ahwt 

(oo:Ny) Le ᾿ 

A 
ReNYairtel, 7/27/61, captioned as abeve, reflecting 

! on page 4, paragraph 4 thereof, that,/alcordance with 
instructions from VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, NY 694-S*, at their 
next meeting, is to give BARKOVSKY a private address where 
mail can be sent to the informant. 

On 8/7/61, in discussing with | ΕΝΝΝΝΝΝΙ δ 
the necessity of obtaining, for mailing purposes, “| 

€ private addréss mentioned above, NY 694-S* stated that he | 
anticipated being contacted within a few days-by BARKOVSKY, 
who was to give him codés and cyphers, and secret writing 
material, with which the informant is to work in the future. 

NY 694-S* further stated that since he cannot, for 
security reasons, use such materials as mentioned above, in his | 
home or office, it would be necessary that he obtain an 
apartment in the mid-Manhattan area, where he can work in bm 
secret, and with full security, with the aforesaid material. é 
He noted that he could meet BARKOVSKY in such an apartment, 
and that CG 5824-S* also could use the apartment for contacts ᾿ 
ΔῊ ΝΥ, He also mentioned that the apartment could serve as 

* 

the ‘mail drop which BARKOVSKY has requested. 
ot fet. = 

ave Get. 100~428091 ) (RM) REC- 33 , 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (INFO) (RM 7 - / 3 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv.) (1)] ) (Ra) | 6σ-ἢ} 49 “ἰ ‘Ve 
1 - ΝΥ 65-1308 (WEADINIR BARKOVSKY) (34) 

sg AZ Feige. HUGH να / 
(soe »- _ Bae -|ος a 

3 “ es “10 bh | : το 7 4 a 

“4 ae | Ht d eg 

" Approved: Sent : Vas 
Fog: mice Special Agent in Charge ; 

μ᾿ 

cma 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* Was asked whether he could. request the 
Soviets to ‘pay for-such an apartment, inasmuch as the work 
which the. informant will .do in the apartmént would ‘be. for 
the benefit of the Soviets. NY 694-S* advised that to ask 
the Soviets to pay for the apartment would jeopardize 
his relations with them; that the Soviets do not. feel it 
necessary to become involved in administrative details of 

- an operation of this character, and would ‘expect him, as 
an ostensibly; affluant businéssman, to handle such details 
without their assistance. 

NY 694-S* was instructed to furnish the NYO with _ 
all pertinent details regarding the type of apartment needed-- 
whether furnished or unfurnished--and the size and location τ ἡ 
thereof. He was further advised. that upon receipt of such - 
info, the NYO would submit the same to the Bureau for approval. 

For info. 



Ym O - \- Mr. Donohue ἢ 
: ᾿ , - Mr. LaPrade - 

August 10, 1961 

“7 τς ΑἸρίοι 

To: SAC, New York (100-134637) ΘΟ 

From: Director, ‘HBE{200-429091) Me G5 

SOLO | 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 0 - 

Reurairtel dated: 8/8/61 setting forth considerations 
being given to obtaining an apartment for sé by NY 694-S*, 
such apartment to be used by informant in working with codes 
and ciphers, secret writing, as a mail drop; for meetings — 
With Vladimir Barkovsky and for use by ‘CG. §824-S# for intei< . 
ligence contacts while in New York City. : 

The Bureau feels that the potential afforded by 
this situation is excellent provided: (1) detailed planning 
assures that NY 694~S% does not cause the Soviets to become’ 
Suspicious of him; (2) every possible aspect as to: utiliza. 
tion of the apartment is ‘thoroughly analyzed prior to action; 
and (3) 411 necessary investigative techniques cati be employed 
to afford coverage of the apartnént under conditions of abso- 

_ lute security. — ; * 

| - The questions raised by your office with NY 694~S+# 
as to whether the Soviets should be requested to pay for the ° 
apartment are quite in order. It must be asSumed that the 
Soviets keép well abreast of the financial ability of their 
sources and contacts and, therefore, voluntary expenditures 
by NY 694-S# beyond his obvious financial means can readily 

, arouse Barkovsky's suspicion. It-is Known that the Soviet 
_intelligence does not hes tage | to, ake, necessary financial 
outlays. demanded by an important inteiTigetice operation. 
Although the Soviets may expect NY 694-S5to béar® such expend= - 

. Tolson_-—-iture as indicated by th NY -694-S#, nevertheless,. 

co 
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Airtel to New York 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

| _ -. Further discussions with Barkovysky by NY 694-Ss 
as to the ‘type of apartment to be obtained and its location 
are also desirable and necessary. Such. discussions center- 
ing around previous matters brought up by Barkovsky; such as 
obtaining a mail drop, the use of girls for code work and as 
couriers, and the establishment of direct radio communication 
with Moscow, if handled tactfully, should elicit further 

’ indications as to the possible use of the apartment by the 
Soviets. Careful planning, as well as a calculation of. 
benefits to be derived for the Bureau, are dependent upon 
such information. .- : 

_ Complete coverage of the apartment is most. important 
and must be accomplished without the informant's knowledge. .. 
As soon as this matter develops to the point of locating an 
apariment,. you must assure that the space, obtained can be _ 
covered With absolute security.- Some of the items that must 
be kept in mind are: would other tenants be suspicious of 
the occupants of the, apartment, whether Barkovsky would 
logically frequent such a ldécation, whether other Soviets’ 

' either engaged in the. legal or illegal intelligence apparatus, 
could be expected to risk visiting or using the apartment and 
whether radio communication with Moscow could be effected. if 

, = 

‘desired, 

; The. points being raised are for your guidance arid 
direction and are not deemed to be 411 inclusive. You wilt ὁ 
certainly encounter many situations which must be thoroughly 
considered if this operation is to be completely secure and - —~ 
fully productive. Keep, the Bureau promptly advised. of perti- ; ‘ 
nent developments and the additional plans of action recommended 
by your office. - - ᾿ ΝΣ 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text-or code)’ 

για. AIRTEL . ΒΝ 
᾿ (Priority or Method οὐ Mailing) | 

ff MW: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| 7, P| BROM: SAG, NEW YORK (100~134637) 

concerning efforts to identify one "PYOTR LNU", aka "PAUL", 
"PETER", and "PETROV". 

on, 9/30/61, sxs[_—_ Tana |e GEORGE EDWIN JONES exhibited to NY 694-S* photographs of ᾿ 
BORIS SEMENOVICH IVANOV, SERGET NIKOLAVICH ANTONOV and PETR 
PAVOVICH BORISOV and he advised that none of the aforesaid 
individuals is identical with PYOTR INU, aka. 

ReBuairtel 7/24/61 and CG airtel 8/2/61, L 

Photographs: of known or. suspected Soviet 
intelligence Agents will be exhibited to informant. Inasmuch 
as this category encompasses several thousand. photographs, - 
it is anticipated that this process will take considerable timé. 

Every effort will be made ‘to effect this 
identification and the Bureau will be promptly advised of results, / 

YE 
“Ὁ 3 
ῷ - το (100-428091) BH) 
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Fer ἢ 

Dates, τ 28/61 

(Type in plain text or code) = | 

AIRTEL 

πα πος, DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
yy. , Gor . ΝΕ 
SUBJECT: S10) 

ΑΨ. 155 . ἡ, Ae 

"Re elvairtel, ‘{/ei/6l, captioned as apove, reflecti ( 
NY 694-5! activities in.a "secret service school" in Moscow, 
and his: discussions with the Soviet "PETROV." *  . if An 

on 7/21/61, i ὅδ aaviged’ SA a da 
[ as follows: . 

On several occasions "PETROV" mentioned to | 
NY 694-S*, while the latter was.in.Moscow recently, that 
the informant "should.consider finding a young person who 
someday can succeed you." 

NY 694-S* told "pRTROV"- that: he had ¢orisideved this 
matter » that he had it definitely in mind, and that he was 
"Tooking. around," 

NY 694-s* advises he has no intention of taking any 
action in this regard. 

RECO 

ἜΝ Σ [49 (i-100-3H0711) ( 94-S*) 
1-Chicago (134- αν B) (SOLO) (RM) 
T-NY 134-91 INV. ). ). ὦ 1) 2. 
1-NY 100- 134637 { Th) ἷς 

CORDED COPY FILED IN. Phy) a > y4 7 / 1 we 
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UNITED STATES GOV, (): ᾿ 

Memorandum 
4 

TO : MR, A. H. B PATE: August 15, 1961 _ ‘Stllives 
Trotler 

Tele. Room 
; Engram renee 

FROM : MR, W. C. SULLIVAN ἐὶ ce lire Belmont Gandy 
r, Evans 

Vy My, Sullivan 
SUBJECT; #/\PEACE OFFENSIVE Mrs Mohr. 

Mr; DeLoach 
᾿ Mr. M, A. Jones 

Oo Mx. Sizoo 
(Ss PLO Mr. Moore 

° Mir, Baumgardner 
Mr. Donahoe 

OF Engiosed you ‘will find an article ap dring in the 
ost_on Sunday, 8-13-61, ontitieg#U._S, Plans to 
ce Offensive To Expose Red Perf." wilT be—— 

a e Domestic Intelligence Division prepared a 
memorandum recommending precisely this type of peace offensive 
and it was sent by the Director to the Attorney General some 
days ago, eke (60-42 96G/~ 17/2, 

Whether or not the Director's memorandum was responsible 
for this plan as described in the enclosure is not known, but at 
least the plan described is identical in essence with what the 
Director Suggested, | 

f 

RECOMMENDATION: ᾿ ΙΝ " 

For the information of the Director, 

Enclosure , , 

WOS:td (11) XY pe 
>) Β΄“ 

μεροιοβαθ, 
᾿ ᾿ REG: 9 OO +b , aA © ; eC χτοηρ iis 
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orennenirnctcons Mohr 

oo pee! ᾿ Belmont —__ 
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απ 

Kennéddy May 

Addréss U.N. 
In September 

‘By Murrey Marder 
; Sielf Reporter - 

The United States is con- 
templating a-major “peace: 
offensive” in the ‘next few. 
weeks, dramatizing the. 
threat to world order posed 
by Soviet’ challenges to. - 
Berlin, to -a nuclear test 
ban, and to over-all interna: 
tional: cooperation... - 4 

Président Kénnedy is cons 
sidering a personal appear: 
pnee before the regular ses- 

ion of the United Nations 

Genéral’ Assembly, which 
opens in New York on Sept. 
19. 

No firm plans have- yet 

een made -on the sequence 

ἢ United States actions, * 
There is growing support in-. 

pide: the Administration, howe 

ever, for the need to demon. 

The Washington Post yale 

Times Herald (2. aes) 

The Washington Dally News 

The Evening Star sot 

New York Horald Tribune 

New York Journal-American 

New York Mitror 

New York Dally News 

New York Post 

The New York Times 

The Worker 

The New Leader 

The Wall Street Jaumal 

Date 

"στο κα 

"President Kennedy to se see 
Llewellyn Thompson, U.S. 
Ambassador to Moscow, 
Monday on his return from 
weekend at Hyannis Port. 

. Page A2. 

Russian news reports 
tone. down Khrusheheo's 
blustering in his: speeches 
concerning: the Berlin cri 
Sis. Page Ai&, . 

a ee 

Μαϊοῦ... 

io eace fensiv @ | oven ς 
Tavel 

ΝΗ Trotter 

LO H.xpose hed Peri Tale Roo 
“ Ingram 

ΒΝ : . ον —— : Gandy 

to he weighing some elements 
of, coordinated moves. in this 

direttion during his stay at 

weekend, ee meee 

Another Try at Geneva 

- Mr. Kennedy has said that 

will he made in-the Geneva 

nuclear test ban: talks to see 

if there ‘is any hope for agree 

before making “appropriate 
decisions” for the,U. 5. 
These decisions involve the 

testing. The Kennedy Adminis« 
tration is determined that if 
it does resume tests, there 

of its motives, and United Na- 
tions participation, if possible, 
in testing to perféct. methods 

The President also said in. 
‘his Thursday news conference 
ithat he would like toy see a 1 

“Nations “to have space ie 
‘sured for peaceful purposes.” , 
| A third subject in thé same 

United Nations mecting will 
be .the perennial οὐδ of dis: 
armament. Ih addition, still 

_ Nikita S, Khrushchev’s iasist- 
ence on revolutionizing the 
executive power of the Ὁ, N. 

of ξνοίο, although American 
officials believe that attack 
has rebounded against the 

Then, more critical than any 
of these topics, there is the 

strate t9 the world that Soviet See POLICY, ΑἹ, Col, ἢ 
demands on Berlin are but , , 

Evans 

W.C. Sullivan 

The President is reported 

Hyannis Port, Mass., this 

ton Aug..24 a decisive attempt 

ment with the Soviet Union, 

question of resuming: nuclear 

should. be world understauding 

of detecting tests. 

new effort made in the United 

range of significance in the . 

outstanding is Soviet Premier 

by installing a troika system 

Kremlin, 

} 

one element of a world-wid : ᾿ ig -wide « 
challenge. ENCLOSURE / 7 ὥ all of ξή 40 G/ -- 



el 

develoipng new alarm signals 
in Sep ainber? . 

Whether or not the Presi- 
dent goes to the U. N., a 

. ‘peace offensive” operation by 
‘the United. States is almost 
certain. It is likely to get 
under -way about the end of 
this month.: 

_ While an early Western dip- 
lomatic initiative for negotia- 
tions in the Berlin crisis was 
turned down in last week's 
Paris meeting of the Allled 
Big Four foreign ministers, 

| the gap it was supposed to fill 
| is just as vast. | Ν 

This is the gap of initiative, 
- on the Western side, .between 

now and Sept. 17, the date of 
the West German elections, 
which has become one of the 
major watersheds in the 
stages of the Berlin crisis. 

West German maneuvera- 
pility on Berlin is literally. 
frozen until then, and so, in 
turn, is much of the Allied 
publie position. In the interim, 
while the Western powers will 

| be quickly probing Soviet po- 

munist bloc will’ be pounding 

the West offers no counter to 
Soviet insistence on a peace 
treaty for East Germany, ex- 
cept the “threat” of “military: 
agression.” 

This line-may be scorned 
by Westerners as Soviet du- 

| plicity which ‘turns the facts 
upside down. But. American 
officials are aware that the 
West’s complex defense of its) 
rights in West Berlin -can 
sound only legalistic in the 
world propaganda hattle, 
where simplicity’.and slogans 
often win, - 

Probably. the major, and un- 
| written, outcome of last week- 
end’s Paris conference of for- 
eign ministers was. the new 

ership in the Berlin crisis 
rests on the United States. 

| In the inconelusive 1959 
| East-West foreign " ministers’ 
conferance on Berlin, in 
Gentxd, the: United States in 
fact (yas not the Western 
leadedsIn the shaping day-to- 
day strategy in Geneva, the 
United States was in a medi 
ating role, between relative 
British flexibility on one side, 
and relative West .German- 
French Stiffness on the other. 

For one thing, “Britain ‘had 
heen ‘taking the lead in press- 
ing for neégotiationS on that 
round of the Berlin crisis, 
Secondly, Secretary of State 
Christian A. Herter was then 
a “new boy” on the job—he 
took office from fatally ill 
John Foster Dulles only three 
aveeks before that foreign min- 
isters’ conference began. 

Berlin ‘crisis,’ svhich Wilk bel 

' sitions and intentions through |, 
diplomatic channels, the Com-}. 

evidence it provided that lead-} 

at its developing theme that] | 

a naaeminssanmenemtie J 
= Η in 

Britain, thjs time,.jis 10 

the same posture.” t is not} — 

hast time azound, Western Eu 

nope. generally regards thei 

Berlin erisis with considerably) 

less urgency or alarm than, 

does the United States. 

As ‘the crisis rolls on, tt 

United Sfates” will be con; 
fronted, American officials rec; 
ognize, by the increasing need 
to take a United States lead 
toward a Western negotiating. . 

initiative, if there is to be, 
See ἷἕἱ1ὔἍΞΩ- ππεοτριυ ),πι } }Ὲτα- 

Jone. Until 2-diplomatic initia- 
tive is developed, many offi- 
‘cials are convinced, the United 
States must speed up its pace}, 
in the world propagandal 
battle, 
_ et 

am, ---- ἃ 
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SATE Te-OS-FZOiL - Ν 

' ΝΗ x - ; (,) ᾿ τι __. i . 

i - " -ὖ. ἣν τς 

'  J- Mr. LaPrade 

"SAC, New York (100-134637). 

010 EX TD2 ΒΕ 18 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

August 17,. 1961 

~ 
. τς 

᾿ \ * _, Reurairtel 8-11-61 setting forth information. 
y concerning meeting of NY~694=S* with Vladinir Barkovsky 

a and the yeceipt of a coded message from Barkovsky by - 
the informant. 

~ --- — “-- -" 

= ~ The Bureau desires additional details concerning 
the coded messaze.* Advise*whether the message was-in open 
or closed code; whether“the Moscow author of the nessage 
As set forth; and whether~it ¥s possible for your office to 
retain thé original encoded message as evidence after the 

_ decoded message ‘has been supplied to Gus. Hall. ΤΩ the event ἡ 
it. is not possible to obtain the original encoded message, 

- you™should-photograph the docutient and retain the photograph 
aS evidence,, In the future, ‘such documents should be - 
handled accordingly. | 

“1= Chicago (134246-Sub BY ee 
:» ᾿ z 

' τ . * “ 

“᾿ 
- ᾿" 

. : τς - «οἴ -. _~ + ~ " ἝΞ »- - ιν τ 

. 

; - dele; ation to. the United Nations, appeared“at the office of 

| aoisHbEnessdge. This message evidences close 

Enon’ control of eh ol ae by the Communist Party 

Conrad ——=_-d ovumMeNnt 5᾽ | CPST Ἦν Yoakyfti€ice as ἢ inst” 
Del. οαφῇ, τος μοὶ 
Ἐν ELS ΟΘΝΕΟΝΕΨΨΟΝΝΝ, 

᾿ DIA on ΔΜ ΕΥ̓ 
Ταν9] τριρενττεο ον τὶ D BEC IB 
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vie Ὁ REGISTERED MAIL | Te 
ee
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- ’ Ἂ Mr. Belmontés 
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(Priority or Method of Mailing) Miss Gandy. 

a ee pe ye ye ne ee eg ee Δ Ξ 
TOs DIRECTOR, FEI (10628092) PF AAD 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: (orn) 

ἐδ. Ὁ 
(00: NY) 

On 8/11/61, NY 694-S* advised 8 ys — 
[as follows: uN 

Th 
Shortly after noon on 8/11/61, VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY \\f ἱ 

came to the informant's office, and without saying a word, 
deposited on NY 694.S*! desk the secret writing material and the. 
codes and ciphers concerning which the Bureau previously 
has been advised. He indicated by pointing at a calendar that 
he would contact NY 694-S* at. 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 7/15/61, 
at the Townhouse Restaurant. in Queens. 

BARKOVSKY, before leaving, harded NY 694~S* a coded 
“Fessage for GUS HALL, the interpretation of which is-as 
Fgllows: ΝΣ 

rf 

Φ -:: "The CPSU deeply respects and trusts the National 
#2, Committee, headed by GUS HALL, and is ready to provide any as= 
Ὁ δ βιβὶ ce to the National Committee in its activity aimed at , 
ρα dating the CP,USA ranks on the basis of Marxist-Leninist | #7 

Srin¢fples, and the National Committee's struggle for better. 
life ‘of the U.S. working class and the toiling masses. We 
would like to see HALL in the Soviet Union at any time he may 
ἊΝ to visit the ϑβϑοαῤλοῦ Union in order to exchange views on 

- Bureau (100-428091) (R BEC- 18 - 
ΖΦ, - Chica ot inte δε (30r0) προ (an) / 00 YA ZOF| / 7 
1 - NY 134-91 Inv.) (42 ie. --- 

\ 1 ~ ΝΥ 65~-150260 (VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) Κρ ΠΝ Aue 
' 1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (42) - Ν 15 Ἴ96ι 

ΝᾺ a -- 
τὴς ACB: ρηρ [{-1, = 

? : = - > ΚΤ mare 

_ Approved: ᾿ 7 
———________—___ 

dent MM ΡΨ 

C Ga Wick Special Agent in Charge 



. Given to: 

NY 100-134687 

problems of mutual intérest, and, that. he might get some 
rest, and acquaint himself with ὯΔ in the Soviet Union, 

"As to the vequest ὁ 
to discuss. with PAUL ‘ROBESON, 
it should be taken into account ave any 
%alks. with him on GP, USA subjects, being unaware of his role 
‘in CP,USA affairs; Hé feels’ much. bétter now. However, it would. 
Still be harmful to discuss. serious, matters with him, Should 
the opportunity arise to talk to: ‘him: on: any. subject, we - 
Would like. to receivé from you advice as. to the desirable 
angle from which to discuss CP,USA affairs with , 5 

at exactly should :be conveyed. to him: δος 
behaviour. 

a: translated copy of the Party progvam of the 
. OPSU: has to the Washington Embassy .and also: was: 

| who léft Moscow on August, ist, 1961.. 

‘lithe Central Committee Inyités WINSTON and family 
1 come to Moscow for ἃ vest and a cure. He will bé: provided. 
with ali ‘the: necessary accomodations ahd care in the Soviet 
Union, ‘as. long as. he wishes to, stay." 

‘The Bureau will: ‘be advised Of the. xegults of: 
NY soles Contact with BARKOVSKY. on 8/15/61 

~ 

b6 Ἢ 
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ADTOMATIC DECLASSIPICATION GUIDE 

ATE 8-08-2011) 

τ | | 1 ~ Laboratory: 
1 «Hr, LaPrade 

8-18 ~61 - 

AIRTEL 

Tos SAC, New York (100.13463}) 

From: _ Director, FBI (300-428091) 

. THTERUAL SECURITY - Ἢ 

Attention is directed to your airtel 7.2 21-61 which 
Sets forth details. concerning training afforded NY 694-S*- 
while in the Soviet Union, You noted that 1¢ would be necessary 
for the informant to. confer with a Bureau laboratory: technician 
in order for the informant’ to explain thoroughly the. training 
received, You indicated that when the informant réceived the . 
codes and ciphers arid secret writing material the Bureau would’ 
bé requested to send a laboratory technician to. New York ‘to 
interview NY 694~Si in detail. 

Attention is aiso directed τὸ your airtel 8-11-61 
which sets forth that. NY 694-S¢ was given the sectet. writing 
material and the codes and ciphers by Vladimir Rarkovsky on . _ | 
8-.11.61, In view of the fact Barkovsky is to be outside the i) 
country from approximately 8.-16.61 to 9-10-61 it appears this | 
Would be 4 desirable time to have the Bureau laboratory ᾿ 
technician confer with NY 694-S%. You are instricted to. 
promptly advise the Bureau the date you desire the. laboratory 

| technician to be in.New York. ὁ΄ / ώ- Yo 5 

. ᾿ ΓΤ Ων Chicago (134 46. SUB B). ΒΕ 18° Y ὦ 

Lf ΝΣ ΟἽ 1661 “ ie Note oN. YELLOY: EX-112 19 AUG 5}. 1061 τ 

WY 694=S} while in Moscow, Russia recantay, attended 
boda Weeret Service School" for 8 days where the took an intensified 

- course, in microfiimings invisible inks: and codes arid ciphers, 
! Tolgon — - Memorandum of Ea Baungarder to-W, C. Sullivan 725-61 set 
Vie... ONE details , his training and recommended that a 

cian be sent to NY to examine the 
supplied to thé inforriant by the Soviets. “ 

- Caltchon—--. Bureau Labo 

This Wiis pares by the- Director. : - ; 
Ψ ot ae 

. soe f. Material which wth 

wee μι: LJ 
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PRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 4 - δες 
DATE 08-05-2011 | 

Ε : . ἊΝ a ; 

i =i mt 

om ped 
UNITED STATES GO : Ὁ} 2}. ἘΠ haha De 

Conrad 

DeLoach 
M, 67} 0 Ta 7 clones) EVGRS eee 

. . τ Malone = 

: ΩΣ > Mr. W.-C, ans DATE: August 18, 1961 σπᾷ : 
yi , ΤΟΤΕ a eeee etme 

Tele. Room ——— 

Ingram 
FROM : Mr, FB, Je Baungaraner/” Gandy 

mec ay) (ba 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

NY 694-S% met Viadimir Barkovsky, Counsel Soviet Delega 
to United Nations,-on 8-15-61, This meeting was arranged on 8-11-61 
when Barkovsky unexpectedly appeared at the informant's office in 
New York and supplied NY 694~S* with codes and ciphers and secret 
writing material, 

. At the meet on 8-15-61 the informant turned over to Barkovsky 
microfilm of various documents of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). | 
{his unclassified material included léttar: snanoranda of the IoD 
CPUSA; an economic analysis prepared by for Gus Hall, 
General Secretary CPUSA, and letters of Dr.’ Gregory Valentine Burtan,. 
Burtan is a Security Index subject who is interested in openitig a 
medical clinic in Kenya, Africa, which will possibly be used as a 
cover for work to be done by Burtan for the Soviets. 

Barkovsky told the informant he was in a hurry as he. 
pianned to. leave on 8-16-61 for.a vacation in Moscow, Russia, He 
grudgingly consented to talk with the informant during =-which? time 
he denied any knowledge of the proposed Soviet peace iconference 
which the Soviets discussed with NY 694-S% while the iffornaht was 
in Russia, Barkovsky did state that thére has been nocchange in 
the war danger situation during the past three weeks ut he-did not 
elaborate, μῶ: er 

a> —_ 

No currency was passed to the informant for”&he GPUSA 
during this meet, Barkovsky said he would return to New York from 
Russia shortly before 9-10-61. and would contact NY 694-S* on 9-10-61. 

ACTION: - 

Noné. For information, You will be kept advised of meets 
between NY .694+S .and.the Soviets./ 2 ἢ) - A Oy 

100-428091 wiper aL Phe GU =a. 

Ἵ - ἥν Belmont” ei aie 
1 Mr, Sulliv 
1 ~ Mr, Baumg Sey 
1 - Mr. Bland 

1 - Mr, Branniga 
1 ~ Mr. Donahoe 
1 «Mr, LaPrade 

56 ἘΠ ter ty 

qa AUG 221961 “ 
ON, ao REA 

ἐπ 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO ; 
100~428091 

, 

relate the intelligence of our material in any form but that the 
Soviets, by an analysis of the document, could possibly detect that 
an American source was involved. : ᾿ 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Ξ 

ΤῈ you agree, our Liaison Agent will relate to CIA that 
we do not approve the attached document for dissemination abroad; 
that we do not approve downgrading our information. from ! 
to "Secret*; and it will be reiterated that our "Top Secret infor- 
mation concerning the Sino-Soviet dispute should not be incorporated 
in any future documents it proposes to disseminate outside the 
country as the FBI information was derived from extremely delicate 
and valuable sources. : . 

et fe 
* 

ADDENDUM: 

The attached document has already been approved for dis- 
semination and CIA advised. There should be no change. No one 
questions that our informant must be protected. However, in this 
instance our informant.is. uately protected. There is no chance 

9 of endangering the informant. Furthermore, what has been included from 
the informant is in the main, public source in tion contained in 
an articié. in East Europe in July, 1, With many diverse sources 
listed (pg. 3-4 and pg. = Magazine attached. Lastly, this is 
not a CIA position per se. It is a USIB matter in which there was 
FBI representation in preparing the study . 1 
‘recommend the previously approved memoran ted. 

wi ἐλϑ 

ye) 
W. C. Sullivan 

G—-1Y-b| 

wm Deu 
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ADTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GUID: 

DATE 08-05-2011 " 
oMngnat FORA πο, 19 τς pon - 

- - _ . a; “- » ' Moh ~ 
UNITED “STATES GOV MENT Callahan 

\Ar . Conta meee —~ Memorandum eres 
c} . ᾿ osen 

TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan pe” DATE: August 14, 198 ΚΣ ΄ 

1 - Mr. Belriont Tele. Roan 
q - . Sullivan . Ingram 

Be FROM Ὁ Mr. Ε. 4. er ie 1 - πὰ Baumgardner ὅοὺ- 
1 " Mr. R, W. Smit, ff 

AT (y 1 ~ Mr. Condon IU if yy} 
Sunject: © SOLO em 1- Mr. Papich (/ 7 °H4 

TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 - Mr. LaPrade ὮΝ ΤΡ 

Ea ery 
The ΠΤ ἢ 211. (11 © ἰν § mith ry} iWon 7 me ἢ. 3. ὁ 

-΄ ͵,ῆπτοῦ was acquired by σώ 4 - ον While abroad. 

Referral/Consult 

B Tiave ΤΙ Ted the ad by 
r 5824-S% retain the classification of "Lop Secret" and that our 

information not go outside the country. 

| Lncormation provide 

ste “ΤΕ ΠΕΡῚ 
e informant. However, the fact stilt, remains. 

that by lowering the classification from "Deg Secretiitg 'secrett=—= 
| and permitting foreign dissemination is taking a calcwlate® risk of | possibly jeopardizing our infotildnt?iSuch an unnecessary risk is ! inadvisable and foreign disseitihation shoyld not be permitted. A 

"leak" by a friendly foreign country of our material could possibly 
result in the suspicions of eRe Soviets. pedng aroused. The continued operation of our informant abroad οὐ] ἕδη possibly result in the informant being identified. It is deemed practically impossible to 



SECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

‘i SET BUITOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUID: ra 
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Date: 7/27/61 to b 

i 
| } 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ww Vig AIRTEL REGISTERED he οἵ ΄ 

Rib 
Se rem em fo es ey ee pe a, me ee af ---- = πὰ 

ΤῸ : BOSS 

ACEROM . : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) Caer ἣν 

SUBJECT: OLQ (ὦ. \, 
ite “ 15.0 © \ (3 

υ- ReNYairtel, captioned as above, dated 7/21/61, % | 
réfiecting on pages.9, 10 and 11 instructions given NY 694-8% a Υ 
inaMostew regarding future contacts with VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY. - \ ὦ) 

- I5§ 

ao On 7/27/61, NY 694~S* advised SA 2 τῆς 
Las follows: - ᾿ ΤῊ 

Ἂν Pursuant to instructions given him in Moscow regardiny 
how he is to contact VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY in the future (see 
referenced airtel), the informant contacted BARKOVSKY telephonically 
on 7/25/61 and 7/26/61, and arranged to meet the latter in the 
vor Ὁ of the Townhouse Restaurant, in Queens, NYC, at 7:00 p. Mey ὥ 
on 1/28 6/61. ΝΣ ἀν, 

τὸ The informant left the Townhouse Restaurant promptly ay 
at 7:00 p.m. on 7/26/61 and observed BARKOVSKY having a drink at. sh 
a soda fountain nearby. When BARKOVSKY saw the informant, ‘he He 1% 
immediately left the soda fountain, and then walked for about 
twenty minutes to the Hillside Avenue station of the Independent 
subway. Upon arrival at the said station, he stopped and waited 
fer the informant. BARKOVSKY and the informant exchanged greetings 
and agreed to go by subway to the area of Parsons Blivd., where- 7a 
they would go to a restaurant, After a subway ride to Parsons 
Bivd., they walked to: Salerho's. Restaurant at Hillside Avenue 
and Parsons Boulevard, where they had dinner, and talked. | 

3). gordo’ 100-428091 

ξ 

RM 
“{ -- CHICAGO 134-4 Wegoy s) toe Woe - ζω Y/— —j/4506 
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NY 100-134637 

They first discussed the war situation, BARKOVSKY 
asking whether NY 694-S* "had anything new" in that. regard. 

e informant told BARKOVSKY what he had been told in Moscow 
concerning the current tense. international situation (previously reported by NY 694.5*), BARKOVSKY then stated that the Soviet U.N. delégation had received instructions from Moscow to. try 
to arrange that top Soviet U. N. officials appéar.ori radio and. 
television to refute "KENNEDY's sabre rattling." As many channels 
85 possible are to be used to counter President KENNEDY's staterients 

| 
| 

with regard to the war danger. 

_ According to BARKOVSKY, attempts so far to arrange. 
radio or television time for Soviet U, N. officials have been futile, 
No one is willing to give them radio or television time; He also 
Stated that the Soviets are anxious to convince the people of the 
United States that they are interested in. maintaining peace.. 
BARKOVSKY expressed the opinion that top television and radio 
executives are."afraid" to give the Soviets television of radio. time, 

After NY 694.S* mentioned what he had been told in 
Moscow concerning the Soviet appraisal of President KENNEDY (pre- 
Niously reported), BARKOVSKY said that when KHRUSHCHEV's son-in-law, 
recently visited the Soviet U. N. delegation headquarters; he had 
described President. KENNEDY as "clevet} aggressive and. rash." - 
NY 694.S* asked BARKOVSKY in what sense the word "rash" had been 
used in the description of President KENNEDY. BARKOVSKY replied 
that by “rash" it was meant that the president is "inexperienced 
and young." | 

NY 694.5% then advised BARKOVSKY that of 48 people who had 
, attended the 25th anniversary celebration of thé International 
Brigade in East Germany--Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade 
and their families--23 were presently stranded in East Germany. 
(See NY airtel dated 7/25/61, captioned "Veterans. ofthe Abraham 
Lincoln Brigade, Ine., IS ~ C, ISA ~ 1950".) NY 694-S* explained 
that transportation expenses for these people had been.guaranteéd 
by the East German government, but that after. the celebration,. the 
East German government had stated that it did not have sufficient 
"valuta" to honor its commitment to pay the transportation expenses ἢ Ὁ 3 

of the VALB delegates. 
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Se NY 694-S* told BARKOVSKY that the CPUSA, realizing. 
that both the East German government and VALB could be politically 
embarrassed by this situation, had asked NY 694-S* to transmit. ὁ 
to the Soviets a request that the Soviets arrange.that East 
Germany send the 23 people referred to above to Prague, Czechos 
slovakia, and that the Czechoslovakian government provide the 
necessary transportation to New York for the stranded people. 

BARKOVSKY, upon hearing about this situation, became 
very angry. He said, "You mean the East Germans dori't have any 
valuta? They aré crazy! They certainly have!" BARKOVSKY then 
said he understood the gravity of this situation, and that née 
Would immediately transmit to Moscow the CPUSA request. for assistance, 
He said, “They (Moscow) will know about this in a few hours," . 

4a. Referring to thé coming-CPSU 22nd Congress, BARKOVSKY 
\ stated that when KHRUSHCHEV's son-in-law visited the Soviet UN. hdgtrs, : = - τ if . + 

jrecently, the latter said that "the néw partyfrogram” would be 

Significance," 
& most startling dociment, containing many surprises of world 

ae BARKOVSKY then said that 85 yet, hé. had not received 
from Moscow the codes and ciphers, and secret writing material 
ich NY 694-S* is to ise in his operations with BARKOVSKY . (See 
‘referenced airtel.) He said he expected t6. receivé this material 
from Moscow probably during the first. week of August, 1961." 

\ a 

᾿ πα ἣν 

"CELIA" (see referenced airtel, page and 11)~-wheré, according 
Loraris'tructions, received by NY 694-S* in Moscow, NY 694-S* is to 
leave messages for BARKOVSKY, BARKOVSKY inquired whether. the_ . 

- . nash ; 4 ᾿ ΝΝ 

κ Referring to the threé (drops--; s ABLANCHE and 
" s 10 

informant. had inspected these drops. NY 694-S* replied that he ̓  had, | A 
and that he had discovered that with regard to.thé drop ACELIA, 
supposedly located in a subway station at 163 Street_and: Northern Seer a fe Rar peraaeenn δα 

Boulevard, there is ho subway station at this Location,, - 2 
gga κι sa’ 

Lond g J 

BARKOVSKY stated that such. was true, and that "CELIA™ ; 
was in the Long Island Railroad station at that location, j 

Jb. 4 ἐξ , ᾿ 
a 

as 
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BARKOVSKY and NY 694.S* then discussed the matter of 
‘ installing in the informant's radio-an instrumént that could 

convert the radio into a short wave receiving set, permitting NY 69855" to, receive messages from BARKOVSKY (See. referenced airtel, 
page 9).- | ° 

" BARKOVSKY said that. by reason of the informant ΓΒ office. ! being located in "a sky-scraper area," it would not be feasible to have such an installation there since "signals would be weal and would fade out."  BARKOVSKY stated that at a later date, consideration should be given to putting such an installation in a private apartment or house for NY 694-S*t use, He also stated that he believed that at some time in the-future, it could be arranged that NY 694.8* receive short ‘wave communications directly | from Moscow instead of from BARKOVSKY.. He noted that such procedure - ; ‘wuld be more secure in that “local transmitters can be detected," 

BARKOVSKY then said that at their next meeting, NY 694-s* | 
should be prepared to give him the telephone number of a teléphone booth 
toa to which BARKOVSKY can make calls to the informant. As in the EJ 

situation where NY 694-S* desires to contact BARKOVSKY (see referénced airtel, pages 9 and 10),-a similar procedure will be followed by 
BARKOVSKY when he desires to contact: NY 694-S*, BARKOVSKY will 
call the informant's office at 12 noon, and will call the informant | at the telephone. booth at. 4:05 p.m, BARKOVSKY “will cald only on -: 

' Mondays, Wednesday, and Fridays. After NY 694=S* receives. a call at 
his office at 12 hoon, he is to be at the telephone booth at 4:05 
P.m. to receive BARKOVSKY's call making final arrangements. for 8. 
personal cortact, or for picking up material at a drop. 

| = BARKOVSKY then stated that at thir next meeting, 7 
NY 694-S* should be prepared: to give him "a private address! where: 
mail can.be sent. to the informant. NY 694-S* suggested that a ᾿ - 

py Post office box be used for this purpose, but BARKOVSKY said,"No good!" ' 
ἽΝ 

BARKOVSKY told ΝΥ 694=S* that the latter should attempt 
to, find “some trusted young peoplell<preferably. girls--to do the | 
informant's coding and decoding work, and to act as "couriers" 
who would. leave and pick-up material at the drops, 

μ᾿ 



how to talk the language of a market analyst 

| economist. BARKOVSKY stated that t 

would continue to contact 

NY 100134637 

BARKOVSKY expressed, considerable interest in 
and requested that NY 694.8* brief him regarding 

é€ background of the aforesaid informant, After NY 694.S* 
shad briefed him BARKOVSKY said he was most. 
anxious ‘to meet and inquired whethe: ‘694.8* could 
not arrange "a reception™.at which he and J might become 
acquainted, 

NY 694.S* advised at, it would not be 
possible to have BARKOVSKY meet at a reception, but 
that he would devise some other means of introducing BARKOVSKY to 
the aforesaid informant. NY 694-S* suggested that such a mééting 
be postpone VSKY has an opportunity to read an economic 
report wWhic 18 preparing for GUS HAI 

NY 694.5% asked BARKOVSKY whether the Latter, knew 
nde conomis " 

RLO, who as δὴ 
‘comme when he, 
NY 694-S* replied 

at least.for the présént he 

BARKOVSKY replied that he had talked to VICTO 

instead of N¥ 604.S*, might contact 
that he would have no ob je 

‘When NY 694.8% menti oned: PENRO, u who was the_ 
informant's interpreter when NY 694.S* recently attended a "“sécrét | 
service school” in Moscow, and whom NY.694-S* believes to ‘be in’ 
charge of Soviet ΤΉΝ in the USA, BARKOVSKY. disclaimed any 
knowledge of "PETROV 

"_BARKOVSKY then requested that NY .094-5* obtain for _ 
him all available inforination regarding HE (ABRAMS, who had - we 
been a membexof the Committee fora_s ane Nuclear ῬΟΤῚ cy, but, who: 
had left that organization to join ‘another peace: sBOUP BARKOVSKY. 
said he was particularly interested to Jearn why # Ahad | 
left the aforesaid committee. BARKOVSKY remarkedtha bie ‘mew. 
ABRAMS well enough to request that ABRAMS return to the aforesaid 
committee... 

Before leaving NY 694-S* at the Salerno Restaurant, 



NY 100-234637 | 
Sar 

χω 

BARKOVSKY. said that he might go to Moscow at the end of August 
for a 10<day vacation. He stated that din view of the éirrent 
international situation;. the Soviet U. N.. delegation is not: 
permitting. its personnel to. take vacations "as such.' 

‘BARKOVSKY then, left the restaurant, promising to. 
cortact NY. 694-S* as:soon as he. receives from Moscow the: codes 
and ciphers. and sécret writing material mentioned above. . 
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Memorandum 

To :! DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DaTB: = 8/18/61 

Voaw : SAC, NEW YORK (100..1.3}}637) 

}΄.... (2: 

[] 

ΝΥ 
Ἰἧἷς 

~C 

ReBulet, 8/17/61, requesting additional information 
concerning a coded message given to NY 694-S* by VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY. 

For the information of the Bureau, the code used 
in the above-mentioned message was the one given to NY 694~s* 
in Moscow by the Soviet "Pyotr," and described in NY airtel . 
to Bureau, dated {718 61. In this code, such words as 
"Birch," "Grass, "Maple" and "Elm" identify CPUSA functionaries, 
and other such words identify the CPUSA, the CPSU, cities, 
countries, etc. The codes and ciphers delivered to the informant | = 
in NY by BARKOVSKY were not involved in this message. 

According to NY 694~8* the message, intended to be 
transmitted to the CPUSA, was sent to the Soviet UN Delegation 
in accordance with regular procedure followed with respect to 
transmitting messages from Moscow. Upon receipt of the message 
at Soviet UN Headquarters, BARKOVSKY wrote the message in the 
code which, it was agreed in Mos¢ow, he and NY 694-S* should 
use for the transmittal of "open messages." ~ oY) 

The message, according to NY 694-S*, did not reflect 
the name of the author, but in view of the nature thereof, he 
assumes it was composed by a representative of the CCCPSU, The , wa | 
informant did not retain the paper on which BARKOVSKY had written | 
the coded message. He has been instructed that. in future heAS -| 
should do- so. ς 

A ey, 
 00- 4ahed- BOF 

Θὲ Bureau (100-428091) (ἘΝ) 
Δ o- NY (134-91) (INV) (41) 
1 - NY tT 30733 637) (41) 

ACB:mml 
(4) 

AUG 251961 oO 



DECLASST FICATION ANTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

ST AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUITE ΝΕ - ᾿ , ᾿ 

DATE 8 τ ΒΖ 01. 

|  DIRROTOR, SEW (065405) Ε 7 ᾿ " B/L4/6L 7 . 

SAC, MEW YORE (5-27695) | 

| RAGING OF AMERICAN MONEY UBED BY 
Ν _.° ἢ ΒΟΥ͂ΧΕΥΤΒ IN ESPIONAGE GPERATIONS 

) i. BOP «ἢ ᾿ 
(0 5 7). 

NY airtel, dated δῆλα, deuble sactioned, | 
comeanter P PARTY, USA, FUNDS: I8 - C and COMMUNIST PARTY, 

USA, COUNTERINTELLI QHHCE; is-c¢. | : 4 

Tr nerenence erenmted airtel, tt wan pet forth that 

HY 694-8, on B/1/.2, received $15,000 in $20 notes from δ 
GUS HALL, ΟΡ, USA, General Secretery, with instructions to ὡς 

᾿ ἀσηοδλξ 46 with the CP, USA reserve funds. . 

: Ι 
that the $35,000 wae part of a mum of i HALL stated 

$20,000 given te him on 8/1/51, dy mi elderly couple for 
wae Of the CP, US4. HALL did nob mention these ὑψοῦτε by ὦ 
mame, tat deacrited thas ἂχ frdemis of his wife, He said 
thia mney represented their savings acd thet they inten- 
ded to live hereafter on their ineome frou Spoial security. 

- In referenced airtel NY opined that the above 
Ayeh, whe died in LO he Υμὴ 8 OF MARY UEEER, St, Louis. 
area, who died in 1200. 

5 ~ prem, 55 ~35405) ἊΝ | 

b> 03 330 ye “cy ‘cone | 84. 200-3308) ἰς 
ΑΔ «« New Years (100-74 

ORIGINAL FILED IN GO. Φ 2. Wes 

. aie ᾿ 7 ΝΞ (00 7 BA EO = 7 _ 489 AUG 18. 1961 

με καθ τ τόὸὸὃῸὃὖὃΘὩὃ ὦ -τςὄ ᾧ 
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Cemparison of the $135 5,000 against the Liet of money 
imown to have been issued to Soviets in NY and WFO prowed 
negative, " 

when analyzed god perialined for enolosire in the 
᾿ index maintained in in captioned sass, the following resulted. 

ΝΣ the following shart reflects the breakdown of the 
| 15,000 scoomling to series and federal ruserve dtatrict. 

As Boston Β τ New York 
1934 1 | wie OCC 
138 ἃ Ἢ 1 
5 2 1δὸλ 8 

a 5508 i 

C > uiladeiphis Ὁ ~ Cleveland 
4950 2 2934 ι΄ 
Νὰ .- Χ938Ὰ 2 

1)ϑὺηοΠ͵ι͵, 1ἃἪ 
ἀδὸῦ Ὁ 

ΔΩ ὃ 
ΝΞ 10 

Ἐ.- Richmoms Ν᾿ y 5 Aklante 

WHA ἃ ον τς χηϑὴβ ἃ 
500° 8 | 13340 ἃ 
isca 8 | ΕΙΣ 1350 " i 

οι 1350A 
-_ 17 580 

15 



ONY 65276950 Ὁ 

| Gs Calaago Hs 80. luis 
ΠΝ 3934 1 

ϑο,, 3 253 1. 
ο ΔΝ... 2 195} .Δ 
LO ae _, 
bea 5 135002 

es oer 

i) apolis J » σαι City 

a.) a oe 2988 
δ, 3 4934D 2 
χοθο 3. 5. 32 

: 5 49508 8 
| | 19505 3 

| ΝΣ 25 
K ~ Daliag i « Sen Fransisco 

“1934 2 ro ἃ 
49346 2 3934 10. 
1038} λ LIB4A 2) 
190 7 17348 Τ 
150A 1 25346455 

ZB 2934p 585 
| 13959 25 

AIKOA 1. 
23505 9 

f 5.2 

5. the above abere chant reflects, $3,220 of the $25,000 
| was in 2 193° sexed noe. | 

Such an smicert te unasual and iwiicutes | 
“he nates ee ene ee en 1 the years. 
in other waris, tha notes ware stored. . : 

3: 



adel 

qhert further Yeflecta the SURD tamed 
592 notes of of 18 of the the $25,000 

Gervbimeus observation of the index, plus _— 
ecmainations of af mony in RY banks yeflests. that, with 

᾿ ζῆ, κα χοῦ in ἃ PRO overwhelmingly 
consists. oP mon money of district. | 

 Besause of this, agente 8 genversint with the index 
ace inglined te the definite belief that the above $15,000 
way Dob obtained in St. Louis, NY, ets. The papsible 
Lisee the meney Gexild have been obtained was wii in fiscal 
weuoh of Ue BFFRD. -" | "τὶ 

In μάδιξλοι to the above, observation of 811 mney 
thus ἐὰν reeevered in ΟΡ pr herd Seviet esplenage eperationas, | 
veguediess of the lovnle of the operation - England, (rence, 
NY, Moscow ~ has reflected, with rive exception, that the 
ma Jone powtian of the money recovered consieta of SFFRD lame. 

sms Nees ave sevet ere heavily inlined. inadined 80 Ὁ disbelieve GUS 

ocpartiaon of the $25 ) moeey pre- 
viously ref ϑοαρατὶ κοι Of ἐδ $25,000 ϑαρίπαι failed te | 

oe even cut identical note in any of the 12 “Rbs. | 

In Ansepting the $15,000 inte the index, ΝΙΝ 
ραύξανοα shdieating βρῳυκηοὸ with money sewylous recover 

hoe om sept sepiceage eperebions weve noted. | L examples | | oliow hale 

kn amterisi: conotes weney trem the $45 O00, C.F. 
_— initontes mney mrevieualy recovered ἐπ CP we enskione. : 
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.. PECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DBBRIVED FAG: 

_ PRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COIs 

FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) DATE O&8-O8-ZO1LL 

or 5 ᾿ “ ῷ δ " 8, 

FBI 

Date: 8/16/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

για. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
᾿ ; (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

/ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
a 
sd ati 

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

( " sun se19 > ¢ "gh 
| (#0: NY) 

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect to 
dissemination of e ormation herein since, by its nature, 
Said information tends to identity Ny 694-5*, a wiluable 
informan as the source ereol, nder no circumstances 
shou s information appear in the investigative section of 
a report. | 

On 8/15/61, NY 694-s* advised sAL___ sd 4, 
[as 8/15/01, 

As in the past, NY 694-s*, on 8/15/61, walked. out 
ef the Townhouse Restaurant in Queens, N.Y.; promptly at 7:00 p.m. 
He noticed VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY standing on the street some 
distance from the restaurant. When BARKOVSKY observed NY 694-S*, 
he proceeded to walk for about 15 minutes. in the general area . 
of the restaurant--the informant following him--and Pinally 
‘stopped at the Van Wyck Station of the subway. 

"a Without preliminary. conversation, BARKOVSKY, 
referring to microfilm material which informant was to give him, 

-~ PHS ς 

- Burea “-(100-428091) (RM 
1 - Chicago (134-46-sub ty (sono (INFO) (RM) 
1 - Néw York (134-91 
1 - New York (65-150B6! eRe oe BARKOVSKY) ON 
Δ - New Yerk ae 

τιν Ο 

ὯΝ :Emg fe wee ore S| ΜΠ τὰ ἢ δὶ 499 - — ih ON 1B 5 | 

eee Tw 05 : ia 
᾿ wee ae 22 AUG 171961 

θά AUG ag ser 
Agent in Charge ad - cay - roan 
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sald"abruptly, tHand it over." NY 694~S* was surprised at 
this*remark because, in the past, he would give such material 
to, BARKOVSKY in a restaurant where they dined and talked. 
After the informant gave BARKOVSKY a small package of microfiin, 
the latter merely nodded and started to walk away from NY 694-S*, 

The informant grasped BARKOVSKY's arm and said, 
"Wait, I have to talk to you." BARKOVSKY, with obvious 
annoyance, replied, "We -don't talk after an exchange. 
Besides, I'm in a hurry. I'm leaving tomorvow, " (for Moscow). 
After NY 694-S* insisted that they should talk for a few 
minutes, BARKOVSKY grudgingly consénted, ifistricting the 
informant. to take the subway to the next station (Sutphin 
Boulevard) and to join him there. The informant rejoined 
BARKOVSKY at Sutphin Boulevard, and they walked from there. 
to Hiliside Ave. 

' While walking on Hillside Ave., NY .694~s* briefed 
BARKOVSKY regarding the agenda at the CP,USA NEC méeting 
of 8/12/61; and the NC meeting of 8/13/61, (this information 
has. been furnished to the Bureau). The informant then 
instructed BARKOVSKY to. inform thé Soviets in Moscow. that. if 
they wére desirous of Dr. GREGORY VALENTINE BURTANSSs returning 
to Kenya, Africa, and opening a medical clinic there, they 
should drrange a. personal contact. with BURTAN to determine 
what the latter's future activities in Africa should, be. 

. BARKOVSKY réceived these instrictions without making any 
comment. 

NY 694-S* then asked BARKOVSKY whether thejlatter 
could tell h him anything about the peace ‘conference which. the 
Soviets--according to. information NY ‘694-s* had received 
while recently in Moscow--would arrange in the near future, 
BARKOVSKY dehied any knowledgé bf the said peace conference. 

Wheh asked. by NY 694~S* whether he believed theré 
was any chankd: Th "the war danger situation," BARKOVSKY replied, 
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"There has been no change in the past three weeks." 

ΝΥ ὅδ9.- δὲ theh attemptéd to draw BARKOVSKY ‘into 
a conversation regarding the ‘apartment which, the informant is 
to secure for the ‘purpose of using it asa mail drop, and 
in which he can work with codés, ciphers and secret writing . 
material. It was. the informant's intention to obtain BARKOVSKY' 5 
suggestions as to the type of apartinent to be obtained, Lts 
locations. etc. BARKOVSKY' cit. the discussion. short by telling 
NY 694-S* that the matter of the apartment was strictly the 

_ informant's problem, and that. he would not further discuss it. 

᾿ BARKOVSKY theh told NY 694-S* that he would leave 
for a vacation in: Moscow on 8/16/61, ahd would returti to 

᾿ New York shortly before September 10th. He said he “would | 

co ton 

abruptly bid the inforniant good-bye, and walked away . 

“NY 694-S* advised that he had given to BARKOVSKY 
undeveloped microfilm of thé following material: ΟΡ, USA, 
ietters arid memoranda (previously furnighed to. the Bureau); ἃ 
Létter written by IRVING POTASH concerning the Teamsters 
convention held in Miami, Flerida, in early July; '1961-- (furnished 
to Bureau by airtel, 8/4/61, captioned, "CP,USA - 

| IN INDUSTRY;."); an: economic analysis. prépared by: 
ἢ (furnished | to Bureau by airtel, 8/4/61;..captioned, ἡ ἘΣ 

: . Report of TRVING POTASH of letters of DR. VALENTINE GREGORY 

| BURTAN, dated. 7/11/61, 7/15/61, and 7/16/61 (furnished to the » 
Bureau by airtel, 8/14 61, captioned, "Dr. VALENTINE GREGORY 
BURTAN, SM-C."); and five letters addressed to. BURTAN 
(furnished, £0 the Bureau by. airtel, 8/15/61, captioned, 

- "Dr. VALENTINE GREGORY BURTAN, sM-co."). 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FEOM:: ~ ὃ 
FET AUTOMATIC DB ECLASSTIPICATION CHTDE 

DATE 98-08-2011 

Csoxs 

_ return from vatation and prior to Barkoyeth's return to: 
New York, you are instructed to subrii urr dations 
as to what other course of action yo ΝΣ 11 mses 

EX, 20d, > 

olson ___-the interview as desired. 
- Belmont - 

Moh? ae 

«Callahan aan | ~ Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 
Conrad 

“Deboach τος. ας 
Evans 
Malone. 

"τὰ - νὸς 

Tor SAC, New York (100~134637) 

whether you will efféct the desired interview prior τό. 

Sullivan = 1 ᾿Ἔξξξεπηρή. 
ay ἶ 

τῶ, 

1- Laboratory 6 ‘OE 
1. Mr. LaPrade > ™ 

August 24, 1961 
οὐ 

ΟΑἰδῖοα, 

—_ Director, FBI (100-428091) 

INTERNAL. SECURITY .- ¢ ; oe " i 

Reurairtel 8/22/61 concerning your plan to 
request a Bureat, Laboratory technician. for interview 
with NY 694-S# subsequent to 9/8/61. 

As pointed out in Bureau airtel 8/18/61, at 
18: most desirable to have the technician interview the 
informant during the time Vladimir Barkovsky is in Russia. 
Your airtel of 7,221} 61 ‘set forth that the technician - 
would be requested when NY 6094.5:. received the secret 
writing. material and codes and ciphers. Barkovsky { 
that date these items on 8/11/61 Ὁ per: ‘your airtei of —— CL 

ak οι 

Although you perinitted the informant to take 
a vacation starting 8/21/61, it is stil] desirable that: 
the informant be intervicwed by the Laboratory technician | 
prior, to the return of Barkovsky from Russia on οὐ about” 
9/10/61. You are instructed to supply 811 pertinent. 
information available to your office as to the exact. 
daté Barkovsky wilt return to New York: Set forth 

Barkovsky's return. In the absence of assura hat. - 
this matter will be handled subsequent to +¢ ta Chr orsianit! s 

ΩΣ 0 effect 

MAILED, Bn 

ἜΣ a 
COMMTB! 

“SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE THO, 



Airtel to New York 
RE: SOLO 

_ 100~428091 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

NY 694+S# attended a "secrat service: schoo" 
for eight days while in Moscow;. Russia, recently. The 
training included microfilming, invisible inks and codes 
and ciphers. Memorandum Baungardner to Sullivan 7/25/61 
Set forth detaiis concerning this training and, in accordance 
with request of our New York Office, recommended that a 
Bureau Laboratory technician interview the informant and 
exainine. the materials which were to be provided to, the 

‘informant by the Soviets in New York for use in his 
Clandestine .operations. This action was: approved by ΕΣ 
the Director. Instant material was delivered to NY 694-S« 
on 8/11/61 and New York failed to réquest Laboratory ~_ 
technician which New York stated would be done according 
‘to their airtel of 7/21/61. NY 694-S* went on a vacation 

_ beginning 8/21/61, ge =a tO recuperate from his 
τος recent trip abroad and ‘is vacationing in the New York- ~ 5 oS area. It is felt every effort should be madé ‘to have . 7. 

en the Laboratory technician interview the informant during ὁ 
_ the time Barkovsky is: in Russia, - ᾿ a 

ΠΣ - ἼΠ50Ε » —-— BEG,B- enFriayid 

aE grea 
# ᾿ - 2 ~- 



κι OS ᾿ 
AED- a gRev. 12.13.56) ἢ 
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Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL . REGISTERED MAIL. 
; (Priority or Method of Mailing} J 

ma ee ee ee ee Lo we cete me pee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) (j WY 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) ihe : 

+L Gu 9 | « 

- Νὴ 

" aie A | 
᾿ 

ΒΟ Ὁ ΤῈ ΙΟΑΤΈΘΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

PRI AUTORATIOC DECLASS IFICATION GOD 

ATE Q6-O8-£011 

FBI 

Date: 8/22/61 

{Type in plain text or code). 

ay, wr: 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

of an informant's statement dated 8/18/61 containing informa~ 
tion orally furnished on 8/18/61 by CG 5824-S*, who has fur- 
nished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN. This. information was reduced to writing on 8/22/61, 

This informant's statement sets forth comments 
related by CHARLES "BOB" COE which had been received from 
the Chinese for transmission to MORRIS CHILDS of Chicago, 

dice oa (Sne ΝᾺ 
New York (RM) 
(1-100~13 4637) 

1-Chicago 

RWH: MDW 
(5) ry , OR: - Oo 2. FOP /. /s@ 7 \ 

«» 107 δ " Sabena! capers set gs β 

‘4 ΩΝ 



August 18, 1901 

‘COE returned to the United States 
a trip to the People's Republic of 
a\ august 15, 1961, not with KORRIS 

HARLES. tiggp" 

on August ΣΝ , 1961, fro 
Ching aiid subsequently 
CHIEDS in Now York City. 

Aécording to. COE; officials of tlie Central Committee - 
of ‘the, Communist. Party of Chins sont back With hin thelr — 
regards. to HORRIS CHILDS together with their thanks for the 
material that he has boon sending to then in regard to tho 
Conmunist, Party, USA, and other matters. 

-~ 1m 

DwsLt ngs 

joc w2e0f ABT 



VECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: " ΠΟ Ὁ 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE - 
DATE O8&-0O8-2021 

ave 

: UNITED ST {. Go fenviewt’ Ν 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ΛΛδΛΛΌΑΤΕ: August 25, 1961. 

ων  ReBuléet dated August 4, 1961, and NYlét dated 
-- August 8, 1961, 

CG 5824- 8" on ‘August 24, 1961, in line with in- 
structions. set forth in ReBulet, advised ‘SA RICHARD W. HANSEN: 

‘ as follows: — ; 

Lo his ‘personal knowledge, he has never heard nor 
known of financial assistance being furnished by. the Poles 
directly to the ‘Commnist Party, USA (CP, USA). If such 

* financial” ‘aid were so vendered the source félt certain that. 
; _ he would be cognizant of it. through either his top echelon - 

- éontacts in. the Party or in regard. to financial matters 
handled personally by himself, However, the source does not 

- rule out the possibility that Polish funds might have been 
‘ ‘sent into the United States since it is known that on an 

_ Andividual basis the; contact. between certain Party 6 
people, for -example of Detroit, who have been. - TC 

| τς known to. have personal dealings: w th Polish diplomatic person-. ' 
hel, ’ Money: easily, could be. ‘transmitted to. ‘such individuals 
in the forms of sales, commissions, royalities, and the like 
and. thereafter: utilized by. such, recipiehts to finance Polish 

..*' activities in the United. States which might be carried on 
, by or through such individuals: who may be connected. with Ἐ 
Party. 

git 7 πὸ! /00 - 5 Yaltad 

(G\Burean. (RM), 
Pat Cloo-reagPhertaa zn AVA Ν τὰς 65 1. 58] 

Ἀππιμὸν -. [δὶ ἘΝ μοηγτ orga 
Ὁ). “ 7 7 δ 1S 37 by ἐς. ὃ : | 

mm - ᾿ ' NOM JALETE Ob 
Ἦν ae | | PET 

ΕΝ BL a 



PECLASSTFPICATION ATTHORITY DERIVED FRO: _ 

PFE BITOMSATIC DECLASSIFPICATION GUIDE ~ 

DATE O€-05-£011 
‘ OMIONAL fOkM NO, 16 mo Ny ery Tolaon 

Ἴ - -" Belmont .--.............. 
i au . 4 ‘ Mohr i UNITED STATES GOVERN NT 

Callshaa —— Η 
Conrad Memorandum a 

ΔΗ mie | 
μναῖ } Ate "ir, We @. Sullivan DATE: September 1, 1961 Tevel_ ! 

. ᾿ Trotter i 
? i Tele. Roos —— ; 

;ROM Ae LiAllier / γῇ . Gandy 

Solo 7 

SUBJECT: DRAFT? PROGRAM OF TRADB-UNION ACTION ' oN 
INTERNAL SECURLTY-COMMUNIST fe oe : 

On 8/31/61, 
furnished the following information to the Liarson Agents 

Referral/Consult 

this matter was discussed with the Internal Security Section. 
Lt was agreed that we could not arbitrarily declassify our dacument 
without first knowing exactly how the document appearing=in te 
‘Chinese newspaper would read if it were translated. Itits coriceivable 
that the document obtained from our source (who is very. senst tive) 
would not have exactly the same meaning as the one appearing “in the ,, 
Chinese paper tf τὸ were translated. Therefore, by declassifytng 
our document we would be open to ΚΣ possibility of having our source 
tdenti fied with the 54~page docunent obtained by οἱ our source in Prague, 
¢ zechoslovakia, during Mer fy PIO 7 eee ΝΕ O-L£ L001 

REGOMMENDATION: 

That we advise Our ‘document which 
by letter dated 7/24/61, Gamnot be disseminated” 
that to do so in the option of this Burequ Ο 
a mo sin senst tive source,o” 3! df gr ie 

wooshis (8) 
L-Hr, Belmoné l-lr. Sullivan 
i~Internal nig slr. Fred For 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED: IN 

Ret Ferral/cor Cori sult 
1 

is 

be jeop and? 21 αἴ σης 

gr ὁ or 

RD! a 2 Fux a” 

r dec jonah ἢ ay 

ἦν Ler. Papich in Cregar 
L=Li at Ue ν Ste ΤῊΝ 

5 % 188 1961 iP /bo- 438091 CSohoS yee 
Qe Ba Tre Geet be aes re aarace iaracer pant tpt att ae ete AE Hee RN OE reir {CDSS err cerry: 



AECLASSEPICSTION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 

"FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ovine sors 

SATE O8-O8-201) 

᾿ " 1 - Mr. Dénohue " 
SAC, Chicago (134-46) 1- Mr. LaPrade August 25, 1961. 

- Director, FBI (61-7665) _ 

CG 5824-S# 

Reurairtel 8/21/61. 

ΙΝ In accordance with your τοσορποηάδὰ θη, 
‘authority is granted to pay an additional $100 to 

- CG 5824-S% for expenses incurréd in connection with 
of the trip to Néw York, New York, of 8/818/61. 

: Authority is donied to advance .CG 5824.S%, 
for expenses; an additional $50 in conhection with - 
future trips to New York, Submit itemized accounting 
of expenses actually incurred in connection with such 

-future trips. When the necessary oxponses exceed $250, 
submit along with the itemization. your ‘rocomendation 
for additional disbursenont. - 

ἤν “ | NOTE Ow YELLOW: 

— 

i - Referenced Chicago airtel goes into consider~ 
able detail concerning expenditires of CG 5824-S# during - trips made to. NYC. Chicago points out that such trips have become more frequént recently; that théy are of 
longer duration; and that the informant spends nore, than the $250 which he is curreritly advanced for such trips. 

Wes 
Chicago: sets forth that on trip to NYC from 8/8-18/61, Anformant's expenditures totaled approximately $430. ΤΊ Will be noted this figure is estimated. Chicago requested: authority to pay the informant an additional $100 in con- a hection with this trip. Chicago also requests permission: - to advance.an additional $50 for expenses for a total of ' * $300 in corinection with future trips of informant to NYC. The desired type of control of expenditures in operating this informant makes it necessary that expenditires for future trips to New York be itemized and reviewed at the Bureau. 129 - 2,2 fog, 

6! te J. S. TJohnson.(6221 IB) - _ NOT RECORDED 
᾿ KE 100~42809%'{So10)) 

i"  IWLskmo (7) | 

30 1961 

δό AUG 34 1961 

Pe 

EA. 

. YELLOt/! 
DUPLICa πα 

ὑπὸ 

ORIGINAL .COPY FILED IN. " 



SECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROM: 

FET SJUTOHSTIC DECLASSTRICaATION GUIDE 

JATE O8-G8-2012 

Mr. W. C. Sullivan August 25, 1961 

~ + 

4 

Belmont 
Mx. NP, Callahan 
Kix. J.S. Johnson | 

Sullivan 
~ iy. Baungardnor 

: Fox 
lir, Donohue 

oe Mr. ¥.. J, Baumgardner 

HY 6943 
fost rod Fat fas fost fel fo peeters 

᾿Ξ 

sv 
Ἂς; 

Δ’ Pursuant to instructions of Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
\\* Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), NY 694-S departed on 6-18-61 fron 

Chicago, Illinois, for Moscow, He returned on 7-13-61 after 
ΠΣ completing the ninth Solo mission by-our top informants..: As an 

official representative of tho CPUSA, informant consulted with top 
| officials of the Soviet Union in the Kremlin, As a repult, wo Ὁ 

obtained highly sought-after information on such tepics as: the 
Berlin situation; the Kremlin's analysis. of the recent Vienna~Austria 
neoting betwoen President Kennedy and Soyiet Premier Mirushchov; plans 
for Soviot mobilization of a World Peace Congress to propagandize 
against the United States and other matters concerning Amorican= 
Sovict diplomacy, Tho outstanding value of the intelligence inforna- 
‘tion doveloped by this: trip is ovidenced by the White House comments 
of the Special Assistant to the President, corments by the Attorney © 
General, six personal letters to the Director from the Director of Ὁ. 
the Central Intelligence Agency and a personal letter to the. Director ~ 
from the Secretary of State. oo _ 

" ΝᾺ 694.5 pointed out to New York before he left on the 
-- mission that because of his ‘porforated eardrum’ he would have to 

travel by first-class accommodations. rather than econony-tourist 
accommodations and since the-CPUSA insists. on its people traveling 
at the cheapest rates, he docs not want to take the additional cost 
of the first-clans accommodations from the Party funds, NY 6948 - 
paid $1,403.80 for a round trip first-class air flight to Moscow, 
The cost of the cconomy-tourlist flight for the same flight. is $799.60, 
Informant requested that he be reimbursed by the Bureau for the 
difference in cost which amounts to $604.20. In addition, sinco 
informant was traveling under an alias, he felt it necessary to 
purchase clothing on which there would be no identifying dry cleaner's. 
or laundry marks and as ἃ result he paid $85 for a suit and 516,30 for . 
shirts and underwear, In addition to those itens, the informant spent 
$53 for his flight to Chicago where he conferred with CG 5824-5 prior: 
O departing for Moscow, The. Bureau approved this trip to. Chicago 

by airtel 6-5-61, The total amount for which infornant has requested 
reinburscnont as a result of hin recent trip to Moscow is $753.50, 

Enclosure | . 
00-340711 Gor) oe 

(1 = 100..42£091 \(solo) meme 

(9) NOP RECORDED ᾿ - 
4 | 168 AUG 80 1961 

δ ΔΗ 2049 1 | | 8 



᾿ itbhorandun to. My, Sullivan ΝΞ RE: NY 694.5 ει ΕΞ . 00.340 7.1 το το τ ἐστον το ee 

τ RECOMMENDATIONS: ee " 

in view of the- value of thé outstanding inteLligene ‘obtained by informant during. the ninth Solo mission, it is” recommended that wo reinburse: Anformant in the .andount. of $758.50 — as. above enumerated, For approval, there is attached an appropriate etter to the. New York Office authorizing this paytiont, ΄ 



YECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEE 
FEI AUTOMAT 

ED FROM: | 
(ECLASSTIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 08-05-2011 
my 

τ 

ο΄ d+ Mr. LaPrade 

- | SAC, Chicago (134-46. Sub B) September 1, 1961 

Director; FBI (100-428091) 

ΝΕ _ INTERNAL SECURITY - ὃ ΝΞ 

Reurlet 7/13/61 and Bulet 7/19/61, Both . 
concerning the passport of CG 5824-55 Ὁ under the ᾿ 

. name of Martin A. Carip. | 

You are instructed to promtiy resbive 
Whethér any changes are to be fiade in this. passport 
in accordance with referenced Bulet.— 

Jegpilt 2! Is 

1 SEP 5 1961 - 

504° 

᾿ς “Tolson See 
Belmont κυ τος. 
Mohr 

é 

Callohon = co Ἶ [ ή 
Cant eee JWL:kmo iff 

᾿ς EWONS eee . (4) ad 

Sullivan ς = ἱ We 
Travel eee : 

Ingrant toe μ ᾿ ιὃ 3 [8 

ee MAIL BOOM TELETYPE UNIT ΓΙ ‘Gandy Rhye B 

-- 



AECLASSLIPICATION AUTHORITY DERTYED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ὈΠΕΒΡῈ 

RATE O8-Q5-2011 

Ualbd 

airicL 

7 To; SAC, New York (109+104697) a ( 4 aed 

wit 
From: Lirector, FDE (103422091) "" δι πὶ 

vuRMAL LECUNUITY = c 

Reurairtel τ 23/01 concerning Interview οὐ HY bo4-Se bye 
Labcratory technicians, 83 = 

andl, W. NEWERER, LEY Labora, Wis be bic 
 ayhilable in Now York 0/8/61, 0:0) 4.2. lor ccsired intes low. 

| | τ ef, 
1 - Cafeazo (134-44 Cab Ὁ) . we 
1+ Mr. Sullivan, WwW, Cc. a * , 
1 - Mr. LaPrade | ΝΞ ᾿ τ τ 

- ΕΞ - . πὶ πὶ 
ADDENDUM FOR YELLOW: Ὁ 7 2 5 

NY 694-S* attended a "secret service school" for eight da ys while in 
Moscow, Russia, recently, Training included microfilming, invisible inks and 
codes and ciphers. Meniorandum Baumgardier to Sullivan 7/25/61 set forth 
details concerning this training and, in accordance with request of New York \\ | 
Office, recommended that informant be inter viewed by FBI Laboratory technician. \ 
This action. approved by the Director. New York airtel 8/25/61 in xesponse _ 
to Bureau, airtel 8/24/61 indicated rn of NY 694- “S* on 9/8261 fog * & 

᾿ desired interview. “chap ie τὸ 68 hig 9 - ie ae ese 

Sa 1 5. τ μὴ νῦι 
Tdison : 
Belmont munities 
Mohr 

. Calishon ee 

‘f= Ce 

TE OteT enrages: 

Tele. Root cee” 

᾿δάξεν. gel 
τ 

ὙΈΜΕΤΥΡΕ unr £2] 



DECLAGSTPICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FRON: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COIDE ra 

DATE 08-05-2013 ΒΝ 

SN “OMTIONAL FORM NG, 10 . ; 
Ἂς _ §610104-01- a . 7 ne 

, UNITED STATES -GYTNRNMENT = ὃ, O 

Memoranda UM . . 
pater 9/1/62 ᾿ J το 3 DIREGIOR, FBI - (200-28092) 

97 Row: sac, NEW YORK 00-1967 a) ΝΣ _ 
Π [ P an - 

sugect: (gor) 
; | 15-0 Ὁ 

, ἴοος Ny) 

‘Records of the NYO reflect that as of 8/31/61, 
traiisactions in the SOLO. account reported. by NY 694=S* . 
since the date of the. last accounting _ have been, ag follows: 

»ς - 

“Credit Ὁ ΝΞ 

On hand 72317Χ61 τ τς $68,533.00 
| Debit 

Oh in S HALG ° 
ΝΞ nn) 00 Se 

. for Tavter’s personal use, 8/9/61 300.00 

On: thstructions: of GUS HALL ὁ : ΝΝ 
gave CG 5824-S* $11,400.00 - 

~ +» . for transmittal to HALL for use 
. Of “THE WORKER" and CP National oo 

(8 OF FICS, 8/16/61 γι, 400500" 

τσ . Gus HALL $0: 000. 00 fer use ΝΞ 
᾿ of ΟΡ National: office, 8/17/61 ~ 2,000.00 

. 13, 700,00 

Balance ΕΠ 835. 00. 
μ" oa 

_ Pupsuant to Bureau instruetions, " the NYO, “where ᾿ 
᾿ consistent with sécurity,, is attempting to trace ‘transfers of 

SOLO- funds. ~ The: result of said tracing ‘Anvestigatioris WLIL . 
be reported undér the caption of the CP, USA functionaries to tae 
whom money from .abroad, has. been transferred: | , 

- Θ- BUREAU (409-t26092) (RM). Ν 
Ἵ = CHICAGO (134+46.Sub F) (S0L0 FUNDS): (Into) (RM) 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (Inv.) (41). 

. 1 -- ΝΥ 100-128861 (CP, US A STUNDS, RESERVE FUNDS) (415 
ἘῸΝ 10015463799 ἃ (ἰμὴ] We cse/t O- a- ἐξ 224 47, / : μ᾽ 2. ἊΝ σα ον ̓ ω- τοῦ nett one ; fj. 

a ee he \ ‘ τ Pes ae 



a 

AEC LASSEPLICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 

FET ADUTOUAT DECLASSIFICATION GOTDE ol 

SATE GS-OR-201) 

/ «Ὁ Q9 

δὶ Date: 8/22/61 
ee eee ee ee, ee eee ee 

᾿ (Type in plain text or code) " 

τ ψα, AIRTEL ΕΒ 
ν ἷ | (Priority or Method of Mailing} 

| BO: "" DERECTOR, FBI (100-42e8001)" ᾿ 

ROM: -“SACS.NEW YORK (100-134637) 

\ SuBJECT: ‘SOLA 
. IS-C 

2 a TW ReBuairtel 8/18/61, which instructed that the 
Bureau be promptly advised as to the date that the NYO desires 

i a Laboratory Technician to be in NY so that NY 694-S* can 
ry explain thoroughly the training he received in regard to 
| codes, ciphers and secret writings. 

As. the Bureau is aware, on advice of his 
| personal physician, NY 694-S* is presently vacationing at a 

| Summer resort in the ΝΥ area, The physician orderedccoiiplete 
k rest and relaxation. NY 694-S* will return to NYC onor 
| about 9/8/61 and at that time the NYO will make a request of 

the Bureau to send a Laboratory Technician to NY to confer 
with informant. (I aA 

τς Aan (RM 
I - CHICAGO (RM) (134-46 SUB 3 
1 - NEW YORK (100-134637) (#41 

σεῦ: DIG 

4 . pec. 28 ae (63 

᾿ς a Aue Ἢ 
rh. eer )ος 

ll re Sent 
) SEP 12 SQSHfil Agent in Cas | 6 γι Ὑ | 



DECLASSIPICATION ADTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

PRT AUTOMATIC DECLABSIEICATION COIDE 

DATE OQe-O5-Z20iL1 
, FMD Low, Latioryy 

a 

fb 
¥ FBI 

Date: 8/25/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain.text or code) 

Via AIRTEL 

|t0: ~~ ~—~=S@DERECTOR, FBI ΠΣ ae > Pe | 
(FROM: NEW YORK (100-134637) “AG B : 

( | suszecrs O soto; Ai ‘\ 
aaa AL SECURITY.¢ 

"ΗΝ ReBuairtel 8/24/61, advising of the desirability 
of nae Bureau Laboratory technicians available for interview 
with NY 694-S* prior to 9/10/61, when. VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY is 

pr to returnifrom Russia, 

This is to advise that BARKOVSKY is presently in 
1 New York City, having been observed departing the Soviet UN 
Delegation, 680 Park Avenue, NYC, NY, as recently as 10:29 AM, 
this date. There is no record of BARKOVSKY having travelled to 

| Russia during this month. 

During contact with informant this date arrangements 
were made to have informant available for aforementioned interview 
on Friday; 9/8/61. 

It 185. therefore, requested that Bureau Laboratory , 
technicians be sent to NY to be available for said interview by . 
9 AM, on 9/8/61. 

NY 694-S* has. requested, that if available, the 
technicians bring with. them various samples of plain. bond paper 
further described by informant as “coated stock" in the general 
class of "25 to 50 ib." weight; about 20 or 30 sheets, in variety) 

| fitting in the above class, 

The meeting place will be arranged under secure 
VY donditions Sw New York City hotel. 

ἡ p— τόξε, δ Ζ [4] ἊΜ 
Ἰύόρμς BUREAU (100-428091) | (RM), REC. 29 a7 Ζ, ASO a OF = “ἐν 

(1 - Attention. ABE Laboratory) 3 
‘1 ~ CHICAGO (234-46 Sub B) (gi ὦ 20 AUG 26 1961 1 - NEW YORK (100- 134637) disk ge , αἴ! 

. ὍΝ Ὅσα ni Ν Ν᾿ 3 ΑΝ τ iS eh eh =—enen ft, Boy 

[Ὁ Ὁ τε Wick, τς μα οὶ ΝΣ . wwii? 
» * eeReee erp gre’ wth! rae . 

prey EN ay PE Ν A ΜῊΝ 
x " - ᾿ ΑΗ. ft δῷ 

Ble a tiCSentt MOP — ; 
ὃ SEP 12 Gets Agent in Charge δὴ 



Maal ΠΗ DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVE 
SI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE . 

DATE 08-08-2011 ; wn " . ; . , 
Ἢ a ὯΝ ο J fe 

UNITED sraves SQbvennvent Ww oe - 

Memorandum oo 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428001) pare: September 1, 1961 

ΒΗ 
E 

! 

pe ᾿ς ReCGlet dated August 2, 1961. 

By’ Butet dated May 4, 1960, the Chicago Office was 
- instructed that details concerning. disbursement of funds in 

possession of CG 5824-S% be submitted to the Bureau by the - 
fifth of the month following the month being réported, . - Ν 

Balance -of funds in possession of Poa 

- Οὰ 5824-8 as of August 1, 1661 i 
. 101, 848. 00 mS = ' 

Additions — ΝΞ - 7 L 

‘ None, . | , 

. _ ; _ . t 

᾿ Disbursements ᾿ os pisbursements oa 

- To GUS HALL, General Secvetary., Communist ὥς 
' Party, USA, on August 29, 1961, 18 δορουᾶ-, yr 

. | ance with, his request; ‘Pinal disposition We 
νος τ -*. τον ΟΣ ‘this sum unknoyn., $1, 500,00 REC 

“To MORRIS CHILDS on ΜΉΝ on / Oa: UA AGOI/ 51 
- instructions of GUS HALL, This money: to. 

* ὍΘ paid in equal amounts. ‘of $500 each to | 
ον GILBERT GREEN as financial aid and to ὀ 18 SEP. 8 1961 

FRED BLAIR, State Chairman, Communist se “ΝΕ 
_ Party. of Wisconsin, as subsidy to finance ὁ 
organizational work for vad, Party 
Of WisconSin. .... νυν κεφ ες ate 1 000. 00 

\» 

” Ohpureau (RM) uM τς oe , 
iNew York (109-13.4637) (πῃ) ers εἰ εν δ“ hk 
1-~Chiéago * 77 ΠΝ 

:ἈΜΗ: MDW ὃ ὃ. πον 7 
(4) : ' \ ; τς ᾿ ive " Ἂ \p | 

i = 5 ͵ ἐκ ‘ = ᾿ Ν ᾿ τὶ wl 

G66SEP131I991 ὁ 



CG 134-46, Sub F 7 

“Balance in possession of CG 5824~-8* 
as of Sey tember L, 196. β 

$99,348.00 

Pursuant to Bureau instructions, the Chicage Office, 
where feasible and consistent with security, will attempt to 
trace transfers of Solo funds. The results of such tracing - 
investigation will be reported undex thé caption of the 
Communist Party member to whom such money may have been trans- 
ferred,’ . 



ru a ie ie — 

DECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ΟἿ] 

DATE O8-O5-20i1 

Airtel 

“To: SAC, Chicago (134-46. Sub B) ral 

From: Director, FBI (100-428091) Ἵ 

᾿ ΒΟ. ΝΞ ΞΟ 
| INTERNAL SECURITY -C * 

7s) 
ΤῸ ; “ In accordance with your letter of 9/7/81,5 

there is enclosed Passport Number 815642 issued to 
' Martin A. Camp. 

if after further consideration you still 
deem it. absolutely necessary or desirable. to. change 
this passport, submit proposed changes: for approval 
prior to returning the passport to the Bureau. 

_ Enclosure 

. NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Chicagé by letter dated 7/13/61 submitted 
to the Bureau the passport of CG 5824-S* and pointed 
out that when last in Russia, the Soviets raised ques- 
tions with the informant as to why all the port of ἢ 
entry stamps were in New York, The Soviets observed 
-that such re-entry. at the. same spot could jeopardize 
his Security. Chicago proposed that consideration be © 
given to possibly altering the - passport, obtaining a 
new passport or a hi aie his passport reissued 

% 

εν | JOSE 8 Tas | 
through our Liaison. co peat! Department of State. 
We pointed out to Chilkee by letter dated 7/19/61 that 

Benet «tt Should be determined ἘΣ ἀμὴν é\Russians, made any: 
Vor ον Tecommendations as tonnes sibs. ‘Should be made in 

: Cate x order to strengthen if ormant!s security. It was 
DeLoach . pointed out that a new passport or altered passport { 
Evans 
Malone 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE, THO 



- ‘Airtel to ‘Chidagé _ oe τς - 
"RES SOLO . τος τ ᾿ ἘΞ 
i 100-428091 ° 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: ΝΕ 

could arouse the suspicions — of the Russians and also 

πων 

᾿ would’ ἐδ καρῖν ‘resolve. tle. protien. | Ehicago. ater. 
discussing the matter: with CG 5824-S*, ‘has now requested 
that the passport be returned. for further consideration: 

' and noted that -CG 5824-S* has been naméd a delegate to - 
. the. Ostober., 1961, 22nd Congress of the Communist Party ες 

_ of the Soviet Union. 



IECLASSIFICAT ON LOTHOBITY DERIVED FROM: 
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another trip to New York, the questions: raised in reBulet. 

were. propounded, to, ‘the: informant. . 7 

UNITED STATES ‘“#30VERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: September 7, TL 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 ~ Sub B) 

. i - 
- fa - - τ- " Ε E a oR - 

ReBulet 9/1/61 and Bulet 7/19/61. - -- 

On 9/6/61; following the return of CG 5824-S* from 

| Wirth regard to possible solutions that, might have 

been suggested by the Russians the informant advised, that the 

Russians offered. no ‘Solutions., The informant said that the 

Russians expect an agent to work out his own solutions to such 

technical problems because the agents are supposed to know how : 

best to work out these matters. He said that the only thing * 

the Russians told him was that they disliked stamps always 

indicating a port of entry as New York, because they believed 

1 jeopardized the informant's security. The informant, 

during the course of conversation, stated that the Russians ; 

had placed a number of stamps in his passport indicating travel ᾿ 

particularly to Czechoslovakia, which he, the informant, had 

never done. He stated. that they did this by merely stamping Ϊ 

these alleged ports of entry in the informant's passport. 

With regard to the Bureau's additional question as 

to whether the Russians felt the informant would be more secure 

by leaving the United States and returning from cities in the 

United States other than New York as well as having alternate 

places of departure, the answer on the face would appear to be 

yes. However, the problem of travel arrangements from other 

ports, according to the informant, places additional thousands 

of miles of travel on the informant solely for the purpose of 

effecting a re-entry or a departure satisfactory to the Russians. 

It was the informant's initial purpose to attempt to avoid such 

unnecessary travel and to save the government money. f bo 
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Memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan 7-15-61 sets out. id ae 

information that NY 694-S#%, while in Moscow, Russia, on the Ninth Pec 
Solo Mission, attended a "Secret Service School" for eight days γα, κε! 
_Where’’he took an intensified course in microfilming, in invisible 
inks, and in codes and ciphers. Baffre 

a 

ee 
Attached New York airtel 7-21-61 sets forth description Gin, A: 

of courses taken by informant in Moscow and material used in conned fare 
tion therewith. Soviets told informant that he will receive material | fi 
in the United States to be used in connection with his clandestine | Ι 
operations (special paper for secret ink writing and materials to : 
be used in connection with codes and ciphers). When NY 694..5:: 
receives: this. material from the Russians, our New York Office will. 
advise the Bureau and has recommended that a Bureau Laboratory 
technician be sent to New York at that time to examine this ye ̓ 
material and to discuss the training received by the informant 
While in Moscow. We agree. 

F 

fa 

While in Moscow, arrangements were made for further clan- 
destine meetings in New York City between our informant and Viadimir 
Barkovsky, Counsel, Soviet Delegation to the United Nations. Dis- 
cussing telephone taps, one "Petrov" in Moscow, whose identity :Has 
hot as yet been positively established but who was reportedly -ii 
charge of Soviet agents in the United States, told NY 694-S% that 
| ne Soviets recently learned that an antitapping device has. been 
installed in the White House and in the State Department. | 

OBSERVATIONS : | νυ : 

A new telephone system was installed in the White House 
at the change of administrations and more direct lines to other 
agencies of the Government, Such as the State Department, were | installed for added security protection, The White House and the | {31 Department constantly check for tapped wires but we are not ! raWane ΟΣ any antitapping devices, as such; in existence, As you 
nay our countermeasures developed in our Laboratory have been in 

tiie. ‘ REG: ἃ / 90-4289 F/ - L514 
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Memorandum to Nn. Suilivan 
RE: SOLO - 
100~428091 

Government officials, including the State Department. These counter- 
measures prevent the telephone from being used as a microphone when 
the telephone is in a "hung-up position." They do not prevent 
monitoring of conversations when the telephone is in use. "Petrov" 
may have conceivably been referring to our antimicrophone devices. 
We are attempting to establish the identity of "Petrov" and have 
‘instructed our New York Office to exhibit photographs of Soviet 
nationals to NY 694-S« for a positive identification. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

Ε for several years at the White House and on the phones of high 

If you agree, when the New York Office advises that 
NY 694-S% has received the material from the Russians for his 
clandestine operations, a Bureau Laboratory. technician will ‘be 
sent to New York -to examine the material and to have a talk with 
the informant concerning the use of this material and methods to 
be used in carrying out the operation. .Courses taken by the 
informant While in Moscow will also be explored further. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

. AIRTEL REGISTERED 
Via . 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~-234637) 

A SUBJECT: SOLO y 
(| Isc Ww 

ReN¥tel, dated 7/14/61, captioned as above, furnishing 
information concerning an eight-day "Secret Service School" 
attended in Moscow by NY 601-85. Said teletype reflected that 
one "PYOTR LNU", who was in charge of Soviet agents in the United 
States, stayed with the informant throughout. the latter's train- |) 
ing period and acted as his interpreter. ; 

Reference is also made to New York airtel, dated: 
7/18/61, captioned as above, which advised that "PYOTR ΤΥ" - 
also is known as "PAUL," "PETER, " and “PETROV,' . 5 - δ 

fon 
| : * furnishéd to SAS GEORGE EDWIN’ ἐς 

JONES and- further information.conéerning ¥ | “7c 
the above-mentioned Secret Service School, . Inasmuch as ‘the * _ 
information concerning this matter is highly technical in, na bure , 
the informant is. being quoted, His report is as follows! 

pect THY. 

- BUREAU 100428091) (RM) 
~ CHICAGO (134.46-Sub B) (ou) fy, 

1 «Νὰ 134-91 | INV) (41 \ 
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Special Agent in Charge 
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| | "On the second day after my.arriyal in Moscow, Τ᾿ 
᾿ had my first formal meeting with NIKOLATSMOSTOVETS and | 

- jf ALEXEEPGRECHUKHIN, We discussed reports Which I was to 
submit regarding matters relating to the CPUSA; that is, 
meetings held by the CPUSA, GUS HALE's report, the Supreme 
Court decision, etc. It was agreed that I should submit 
memoranda with regard to these matters, 

been furnished to me by IRVING POTASH, ‘This report’ would 
include BURTAN's reason for going to Africa, and what he 
expects to accomplish while there. 

a Ν 

limited and that, if possible, I showld like to:return to, the Ν 
United States within ten days, ‘They expressed regret at iny 
not being able to stay longer‘in their country, but said that 
they could appreciate and understand that I must return to the 
United States as soon as possible in view of the sérious. 
situation in which the CPUSA now finds itself, - 

"I explained to NIKOLAI and ALEXEI that my. time was 

| 

ἱ 
| 

- | 
: 

"NIKOLAL stated that: the coitrade who would coritact β 
me On the following day with regard to the African situation 
would also arrange that I receive instructions in Yeommunication ̓ 
methods Later on that day, I received a call from ALEXEI, _ 
telling me that he would bring this comrade to meet mé at 10:00 
a.m, on the following morning. ΣΝ 

. "On the following morning at 10:00 a,m., ALEXEI came 
,to my hotel, bringing with him another individual. This 
‘person was a handsome fellow, of about 38 years of age, He 
\was about 5193" tall, of medium birtld, very well groomed, . 
neatly dressed in stylish American clothes, of dark complexion, 
and had black curly hair, hazel eyés. and fine féatures, He 

ἊΝ 
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"was introduced to me by. ALEXEI as tcomrade PETROV!, After 
the introduction, ΔΙΈΧΕΙ left us. 

"ml perROV, who speaks good English, but with a notice- vy: 
able accéity then said to me, ‘We'll go for a ride.' We left . 
my hotel and went to his car, which was parked in’ the-vicinity , ee 
of the hotel. ‘The automobile was a "Vulga;" a medium-sized, 
five-passenger car, driven by a chauffeur, 

"During a 25-minute ride, PETROV told me that he 
| imew of πὶ and my work; that I was not exactly a stranger to 

if him, and that tt a8 a great pleasure for him to meet me, 
\ / He said - d in Africa and also in the : 

This was my first clue to : 
he fact that PETROV is engaged in work of a special. secret ΙΝ 

: whave received jhié information regarding he 
from the only - ἐν 

πα néntioned | ᾿ BARKOVSEY ἃ ty 
undoubtedly Pe sorted to PETROV concerning wh: Ὁ he had learned - | 

was interesting € sno W about Ad PETROV thats τὰς 
4 epL1e I asked him whether he ‘was interestéd 

that he’ definitely was interested in. 
at the moment. was more interested in Afric Pe ae 

ey, ME, Ὑ ἧς tad 
“After riding for 25 minutes, the chatfféur let ts 

{off at a busy interséction in’a new part of the city, Southwest 
{on Leningradski Prospect. ‘We walkéd around for a while in the 
area of Ieningradski Prospect and finally entered a building 
on another street, the name of which I do: not know, and went 
to apartinent, #59 dn this building. It wasa new apartment;and 
well furnished, The door was: covered with Leather padding 
cand there were double locks on the door, From what I observed. 

{'in the apartment, I coricluded that no one dived there, but that 
' 4% was used only for ἃ particular purpose--in this case, as a 

- - photography: school. 

-_ 

"At the apartment, we were welcomed by a man, whose 
ame was not furnished to me. He was about 40 years of age, 
about 516" in height, weighed about 175 lbs., had brown hair 
and green eyes, was light complected; and wore glasses. PETROV. 
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"did not furnish my name to this individual, PETROV sat down 
and toid me that at this point. he wished me δὸ know that I was. 
to be taught three things: Microfilming, the use of secret 
inks, and codes and ciphers. He said that what I would be 
taught at this particular time was microfilming, which would 
require fifteen hours of study on my part. He stated that 
the man: to whom I had been introduced would be my instructor 
and that he, PETROV, would act as my interpreter. 

"The instructor then said to me, ‘We are going to 
teach you microfllming.! We sat down and the instructor brought 
out a brand-new Minox camera, Model 5-3, Qmm. He described 
the functions of the camera and its use with respect. to micro-. 
filming. It is my-opinion that the instructor had not been 
told that I had done microfiiming work before. He talked to 
16. 85 though I-were ἃ novice. He told me that this course 
(Crdinarily would require from 45 to 50 hours study, but that 
‘Since I was to be in Moscow for only a few days, I should have 
‘tO complete the course in three Lessons, which ‘would require 
about fifteen hours of work, He also told πὸ that I would 
have to do thomework, t meaning that I would ‘have to do some: 
microfilming an my hotel room, 

Watter explaining to me how the camera worked, he: 
showed me how to load it and then asked me to do. so, After 
that, he explained what. πὸ meant by focal range, distance and 

' timing, and exposures, : 

"He told me that the conditions, under which I would 
do microfilming would be ἀλλοῦ conditions, such as I might 
be. confronted with in the performance of my work on the outside, 
He said that I should work with no gadgets; no stands, and no 
props, and that I should have: to improvise δ best as 1 could, 

* using. only the Gamera, He said it would ‘be imperative that 
I get ‘sharp. and clear pictures, even under :difficult conditions. 

“With the Minox and the chain which is used with it 
for copying at distances, the instructor used whatever available 
materials. there were around the apartment, such as books and- 
newspapers, and mage exposures at various distances, with the 
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“chain as a measure ahd using no props. After making about ten such exposures, he asked that I do what he did. He instructed me to set the ‘camera in the correct position for ἢ loading; to load the camera; to make sure that my filters were not covering the lens; to make sure that the lens was clean; to set. the lens, taking into consideration the available light: which I had at that moment, 

. "I. then ‘made about 35 exposures. In one instance, I photographed an entire newspaper by dividing the newspaper : into six exposures; in other words, I took six different shots of the newspaper, Having finished, I wnloaded the exposed roll. The instructor then explained to me that although there are special. containers and tanks which make developing easy, We must work under difficult conditions, 

"He told me to go intd the dark room, which in this 4 case was a. washroom; to take an ordinary pencil, with two thumbtacks, needles or Straight pins; and δὸ unload, with the - pencil, the film, moving counter-clockwise on the pencil, The next operation was to insert the film, on the pencil, in a chemical which hé used. In this way, we developed the film on the pencil,. It. was then washed. with water from the kitchen, After the washing process; the instructor lit a gas Jet ina " 

gas. range and froma distance waved the film 80 that it. would 

"When thé. roll, was developed and dried, the instructor took a magnifying glass: from his pocket, went to the window, and 
looked at my work, I personally thought I had botched the. job: 
verribly because I have never photographed copy: in that manner 
before, with no props, and also, it seenied to me, that the room 
was.much too dark. I aiso thought that the vibration of my 
hand would produce a 'fuzzy! negative. However, when the . 
instructor looked at my exposures, he said that they were . amazing,, and a8 sharp and clear as his were, Turning to PETROV, 
he said, 'Who is this man?! The ‘point of: this question was that 
he was expressing surprise that I did as well as 1 did, PETROV 
made no. reply to his question. | 

"The instructor then brought -out another Minox camera, 
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"which: had an: exposure meter attachment, and began to explain 
the Workings of the camera to me, I told him that. he would 
have to excuse πὸ, that I was terribly tired, and was not 
interested in that particular model because no one ‘works with 
such a model. He indicated that we might discuss this camera 
at some..other time and then told me to take back to my hotel 
with. me material which I could use for practicing microfilming — 
in my hotél room, 

"On the return trip to iny hotel, PETROV and I discussed 
Afvica, I asked: him how soon he would want the African story, ; 

Gomis of which had been furnished to me verbally by IRVIN 
TASH, who. in turn had received communications eon BURTAN, 

‘I “told. him that’ I did not know the full details regarding 
BURTANts activities in Africa, but that I would furnish to him. 
as much as I knew regarding this matter. PETROV left me at 
τῷ hotél and told me that he would: be in contact with me. 

"The following day was Sunday and PETROV aid not 
conmunicaté with me. I spent the day in practicing microfilming 
in my Hotel room. 

"On the following Monday, PETROV came to my hotel 
and told me that. on that day, I was to learn about, invisible 
inks, 

"Yneidentally, during ὁ the periods when I attended these 
fristruction courses, nobody came near me. NIKOLAI and AT#XET. 
would, call me either early in the morning or late at night to. 
inquire about my health. ‘They asked me no. questions -about what 
I was. doing. 

"On this occasion, we went to the same general 
neighborhood where we had -gone for instruction in microfilming. 
We -went to an apartment in ἃ. building in this area, the 

| japartment being similar to the one where 1 had stuiied 
{microfilming, I was introduced by PETROV to my instructor, 
jwho in this instance was. a young Woman, Again no names were 

{{mentioned, The young woman and I merely shook hands. She . 

~6- 
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"was about 26 years of age, about 5'4" in height, «weighed 
about 130 1bs., had brown hair and brown eyes, and had a light 
complexion, She spoke in Russian, and again PETROV interpreted. 

"She had a briefcase which contained all kinds of 
white blank papers, a box. full of pencils, and a box. containing 
colored: paper. of thé same size as the white paper. The papers 
were blank, about 8% x 11" in size. Some paper was lined 
writing paper. which, would fit a small #6 American envélope. 
I don't know the exact size of the dther paper--it was of” 
standard size, such as ighsed for personal stationery. 

"She told me that in invisible ink writing, it was 
of paramount importance to have the proper type of paper. She 

_said the paper had to be tested, since ποῦ. 811 paper is good 
for use in. writing with invisible ink. She also told me that 
it was important that a certain kind of mediuin-grey pencil be 
used. She had with her a Gernian pencil, which had on it the 
following markings: tA, W. Faber ἡ Castell, 9000 Germany, 
2B. #1 or #2, #395 BA,! She said that these were German pencils, 
but that I should have to get similar pencils in the ‘country “ 
in-which I-live., (She was not told~-nor was the microfilming 

ως, dnstructor--that I Lived in the U.S. Ae) 

"The instructor lectured. to me for about five hours 
and showed me the processes involved in writing with invisible 
ink. I cannot. explain this in words, 1 shall have to. demonstrate 
to- someone who. has knowledge of invisible ink writing. She 
then gave me a pad of paper, several sheets of which. had been 
impregnated with invisible . ink chemiéais,, I was told to take 
this back to my hotel room and to practice invisible ink writing. 
1 was. also given a pencil, such as 1 described above, to use 
in my work. This Was my thomework, ! 

"The Lectures on invisible ink writing were given. in 
three sessions, consisting of five hours each. The course in 
photography also extended over: three sessions of five ‘hours each. 

“On the third day, PETROV called for me again, I 
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"noticed that on each occasion when PETROV took me from my hotel to the place of instruction, he brought with him a different automobile and a different driver, In each instance, however, the car was a 'Vulga.! We drove to ἃ neighborhood which I believe to be in the center of Moscow, although I δ τοῦ sure of this, We went to Frunze Street, Which is not far from the Kremlin, We went to. an apartment -in a building on this street. It was a spacious two-room 
apartment. I could not determine whether anyone lived there regularly or not, At this apartment, I was introduced by 
FETROV to my instructor, again no names being mentioned, This individual was a man about 35 to 4o years of age, about . 

516" in height, having light biond hair, green eyes, and a 
very light compléxion, 

"My instructor told me that he was to teach me codes and ciphers, He spoke in Russian, but had a. knowledge of English lettering. ‘The first five hours of my instruction. 
Were devoted to teaching me how to formulate a key. He had 
me practice formulating a key and assigned to mé the key 
words, telastic conseience.! The key contained forty squares, 
After five hours of this instruction, ‘homework! was given to 
MO, . 

᾿ "Preparation of messages depends upon the combined 
use of key words and the use of a booklet containing 28,000 

| Groups of ciphers--referred to as 'gammétashalf of which are 
in black and half in red. The black are for transmission; 
the red are for receiving. A new key must be prepared with each 
message. ‘The instructor informed me that all names, addresses, 
‘and important numbers should appear twice in .a text, 

| “Upon the termination of all my courses, the woman 
instructor in invisible inks exhibited to me a large spiral | 
notebook, which contained, I think, fifty sheets of lined. payte, 
and told me that I would receive a similar notebook in New Yépk. 
She said that although this notebook contained fifty sheets of 
paper, it contained only three sheets that. were impregnated 
with secret ink, She then asked that I tell her which three 
pages of the fifty I should like, in the notebook that I am 
to receive, to be impregnated with secret ink, I told her 
that I should like to have pages four, five and six, from 
the rear, as the secret ink sheets, 
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"The instructor told me that one sheet could be 
used from twenty to forty times. She showed me a bottle 
of ink, which looked like a bottle of Sheaffer ink, and told 
me that I would receive such a bottle of ink in New York. 
She told me I should have to provide my own pencils. — 

. "Then the cipher instructor told me that I was to 
| receive two sets of gamma. He referred to gamma as a ve 
‘small pad of tissue papers bound together--one ih black for 
transmission of messages, and one in red for reception of — 
messages, The gamma consists of ten. groups of ciphers~-five 
in each-~and, Ibelieve, fifty down. This 15 highly inflammable, 
The pads can be hidden in water, milk, or any liquid for years 
at a time. They will never spoil or dissolve. . 

"The gammas are uséd as follows: If my message _ 
contains ten lines, I am to destroy ten lines and use remaining 
lines. ‘The paper in this operation seems to be a very fine, 
but strong, tissue. The gamma package is about oné inch square. 

"In a conversation later with PETROV, we discussed . 
how I should maintain contact with BARKOVSKY. He stated that 
BARKOVSKY ts. code name hereafter should be ‘Mr. New York.! 
PETROV stated that hereafter with regard to money to be delivered 
by BARKOVSKY to me, all such deliveries should be made to my ᾿ 
office. He said that consideration is being given to giving me 
an instrument which can be inserted in my personal sradio-< 
wherever it may be~-which can be tuned to a certain wave length and 
which will provide me with a means of receiving communication 
from BARKOVSKY. The radio could be set at a certain wave length 
and at a designated time, I would hear a signal which would 
sound like automobile horn honks. This would be notice to me 
that I was. about to receive a message, I was. given the 
impression that I, myself, could make installation of this 
instrument in the radio. PETROV also stated that BARKOVSKY 
would have to be consulted with regard to the advisability 
of giving me such an instrument. 

"PETROV also gave me the following instructions with 
regard to how I ath to contact BARKOVSKY in New. York in the 
future: 

- ἘΣ am to call BARKOVSKY's New York number, ENdicott 
2~7658, at 10:05 p.m, at night and again at 8:35 a.m. on. the 
following morning. I am to let the phone ring twice and then 

~ Ju 
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"hang up. On the day when I call him at 8:35.asm., I am to ws call the number ΟἹ 7-9335, which is the number of ἃ telephone booth, exactly at 4:05 p.m. Someone will answer my call. 1 
am to say, ‘tHello, this is Irving. Who is this?! The answer: must be, VAmery.' If the person ‘answering the phone says; 
‘This is Amery,' I am to say, 'Sorry, I can't have lunch or 
dinner with you today, Lam to say, *Goodbye,! and then hang up. This conversation means that at 7:00 p.m. on that evening Iam to go to thé Townhouse Restaurant in Queens, : New York, where we have met. before, and do exactly as I have 
done in the past; that is, to walk out of there at 7:00 p.m, Sharp and walk as I have done in: thé. past. BARKOVSKY As to follow me and make contact, . 

. “if I have an important. message to deliver to BARKOVSKY, 
but there is. no need to see him personally, I am to dé the following: 

"Ζ am to contaét him telephonically as préviousiy,. 
at 10:05 p.m. and again at 8:35 a.m, on. the following morning at ENdicott 27658," I am to let the phone ring twice and then 
hang up. On the day that I make the ‘call at 8:35 a.om., I am 
to call again at 4:05 p.m,, to the CI. 7-9335 number, and say, 
‘Hello, this is Irving. You know my sister Augusta (or Blariche, = or Ceilia -- each of these names refers to 4 particular place). She would like to see you, Will tonight bé ald right?' “I an then to ‘hang up. 

᾿ 
."If the name Augista is used, it refers to the 7 

lll Club Cafe, at 111th Street and Jamaica Avenue, Queens. ; It further means that. I will walk into the washroom at this 7 
address and deposit under the wash basin a message, in a ° 
small magnetic box, of the type, used. to conceal automobile 
keys. At 7:15 p.m. sharp, BARKOVSKY is supposed to come and 
pick up the messagé. At 9:00 p.m, I am to call CI 7-9335 
and ask, ‘How did you like my sister Augusta? Did you have. 
8 nice time?! If he should say, "Yes,! that. would indicate 
that everything is 0.K, If-he should say, *No,' then I am to 
go inmediately t6 the above-named washroom and retrieve the 
message which I had left there, ! 
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“If, during the cali at 4: 05 p.m, to CI 71-9335; 
£ should refer to 'my sister Blanche, * BARKOVSKY is. to ἱ 
understand that I will leave a message at a place called 

. tBar, Wines. and. Liquors; at’ 1037 Cortelyou Road, Brooklyn, ᾿ 
under the samé circumstances as at the 111 Club Cafe. ᾿ ; 

"If, during ‘the call at 4:05 p.m. to CI 79335, - 
L should réfer to 'my sister Ceilia,* BARKOVSKY is τὸ under- 
stand that. I will go to-the Broadway Station at 163rd Street 
arid Northern Boulevard--on, the side where trains to New York 
run-and leave a message there. τὸ further means that I will 
go into the washroom at this station, close the door, and 
face the said door from the inside of the washroom, As one 
looks toward the right side of the door, from inside the ' 

_ Washroom, one can see a pipe near the wall about. ten inches 
from the bottom, I will place the magnetized box under the. 
said pipe. 

‘With regard to microfilm whigh I. have occasion ] 
to deliver to BARKOVSKY, I was instructed by PETROV to give | 
to him only undeveloped film, In other words, I am to take : 

; exposed filti out of the cartridge, wrap it in light-proof ! 
paper, and hand it to him. In the event that anybody might 
take this: microfilm from him, it would immediately become | 
fogged ‘upon opening, i 

"On| our return trip to my apartment with PETROV, 
PETROV and. I discussed surveillances, I told him that in’ 
New York City I was particularly careful to look for 
surveillances. He said to me that one always takes it for , 
granted that he is being surveilled. He stated that when 

that this ista normal surveillance." Such type of surveillance, ; 
Re said, ‘usual Ly: takes place on a particular day; for instance, 
on @ Monday or ἃ Friday, and on succeeding Mondays and Fridays, 
In other words, there is ‘regularity! in such ἃ surveillance, 

"He said, however, that if the surveillances are 
conducted irregularly--for instance, first on Tuesday, then- 
on Saturday--and there are more than two surveilling agents, 

~il- 



I eae he 

| that an antictap ing device has: been installed in the White 

NY 100-134637 
~ 

then such @ surveillance spells trouble. In. that situation, it is best. to tstop dead in your tracks® and avoid malcing any contacts whatsoever, 

"We also discussed telephone taps, He said that, in his opinion, some of the best ways to offset. a telephone | tap are running water, a rumiing motor, Ὁ» even ἃ metronone,. 7 He said that nevertheless; noisés can. be Separated from ΝΣ words and that ‘tapping is hard to avoid. He said that he always takes it for granted that. a telephone conversation _ is being overheard, and wherever possible avoids the use of . ἐ δ telephone, 

"According to PETROV, the Soviets recently learned 
House and’ in the State Departiiient,' 

NY 694S* states that he réaltzes that he has: not _ been able to explain clearly the technicalities involved in the microfilming, Special ink, and code and cipher courses which are mentioned’ above. He Suggests that when he | receives from the Soviets the material. to be used in the secret ink writing, codes and ciphers, ete.,, mentioned above, he. confer with a Bureau laboratory technician, to whom ‘he can demonstrate: what he: has attempted to explain above, When this material arrives, Bureau will -be advised, 4 ith ἃ request ~ that a laberatory téchhician. be sent to New York to interview: ' NY 694-S* in detatl, : ; ᾿ 
7” 
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Lone acm 

TO : Me. W. Cc, Sullivan DATE: September 7, 196} Tavel a 

Trotter ——~ ᾿ς 

FROM: Mr. F. J.- Baumgardner LC Gandy 

. SUBJECT: (aro) SOLO 
of INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

i 

My memorandumdated August 7, 1961, sets forth in detail 
the receipts and disbursements of funds by the Communist. Party, 
USA, during the month of July, 1961. These funds have been 
received from the Communist Parties of Red China and the 
Soviet Union. The following schedule shows the present status 
of these funds vogether with the receipts and disbursements 
during August, 1961 

SUMMARY 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 8-31-61 $714, 385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 8- 31-61 50.000 
Grand total received 9-58 to 8-31-61 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 8-31-61 610.204 __ 

_ Balance of Fund 8-31-61 ἐπ ἃ: 3354 181 * 

‘~ * $54,833 maintained by NY 694-S* in * ᾿ = 
safe deposit box and in checking account, - 

“' both New York City; and $99,348 maintained ," 
CG 5824-S* in safe deposit box in ὩΣ 

“τ Chicage Illinois, 
ΕἾ Σ τ τὶ oo jw? 

DETAILS 

Total received from Soviets 9.58 to 7-31-61 $714, 385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 7-31-61 50.000 
Grand total received to 7-31-61 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 7-31-61 594.004 

Balance of Fund 7-31-61 $170, 381 

ΕΟ 84 
Receipts \Guilhgnauguse, 1961 Ἐς l3Q- ε SOF / - £5/ 3, τ δ δ 

νεοηϑξξονονίς dung ig august, "1961 
8 SEP 11 196¢ 100-4280919 * 15 Nt 8 ieee © ba το oa - ullivan - 

1 - Mr, Baumgardner " | ἌΡΧΩΝ 
ή 1 - Mr. LaPrade 

δ 4 SEP EES 



Memorandum 
Re:- SOLO 
100-428091 

(8/9 - 

8/16 - 

8/17 - 

-- 

8/29 . 

8/31 - 

2 

8/31 - 

G ᾿ ' 9 

| ‘ 

41: ἘΔ 

to Mr. Sullivan 

tol _ffor personal use 
per instructions ΟἹ Gus Hall 

to Gus Hall for use of "The Worker" 
and CP National Office 

to Gus Hall for the use of CP National 
Office 

to Gus Halli per his request 

to Fred Blair, State Chairman of CP 
of Wisconsin 

to Gilbert Green (recently released 
from prison after serving sentence 
for violation of Smith Act) as 
financial assistance 

Total Disbursements during August, 1961 

Balance of Fund 8-31-61 

ACTION 

Noner This memorandum submitted for your information 

and an up-to-date accounting of the SOLO Fund will be brought 
to your attention each month. Details of the accounting of 
these funds are not being disseminated. 

wr 
ptt \ ey , 

-2~ 

300 

11,400 

2,000 

1,500 

500 

500 

§ 16,200 

154,181 
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Meémorandum νύν 
, Rosen 

TO > Mr. Ἧς C. Sullivan’ - pate: July 28, 1961 Sulliven — 

oo so 1.- Mr. Belmont ὀὠἠὀὀὀὀτίο — 

Ὁ) Mee Bed nau) Tore Sullivan | os 
Ἂ \ ὃ 1 = Administrative Division 
NSyj . | 1 - ir. Baumgardner: 

er θοο ΟΠ τς 1 - ur.LaPradé 25 
Yj | YTERNATL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ee 

\ i 
= 4 ra 

_ This memorandum is to recommend incentive awards and com- 
mendations in connection with Solo Mission Number Κάποια \ 

SYNOPSIS : me Ν Θὰ ok v. j= ὃ SS 

' 

% c 
‘ a 

The Ninth Solo Mission provided the Bureau and the U. S. 
Government With highly valuable intelligence information at an 
extremely critical point in international relations. NY 694-S« 
departed for Moscow, Russia, on 6-18-61 and returned to this country 
On 7-13-61. As an official representative of the Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA), the informant consulted with top officials of the Soviet 
Union in the Kremlin. This exposure of NY 694-S% to considerable 
personal danger resulted in our obtaining highly sought-after, infor- ὃ 
mation on such topics as: the Berlin situation; the Kremlin's analysis ah, 
of the recent Vienna, Austria, meeting. between President Kennedy and } 
Soviet Premier Khrushchev; plans for Soviet mobilization of a Worid ὃς 
Peace Congress to. propagandize against the U.S.; insights into the δῷ 
program being planned for the 22nd Congress of. the. Communist Party . 
of the Soviet. Union: (CPSU); status. of relations between Red China - ol a 
and Soviet Russia; Soviet direction of Cuba; Khrushchev's planyfor if 
retirement; and other matters concerning American-Soviet diplomacy: ‘SE 
Also, NY 694-Ss attended a Soviet intelligence school in mitrofilming,,,; : 

PN ae eae te at “IT ma on tes δ τὴ ψῆσαν τας tA τὴ " 

cm - τ ".,ν απ πο κ 7 ᾿- 

- we το - i wos . 

ἂν 

erat? 

eed 

Ty αν us 

Ket ὟΝ 
nF eee 

(1 

* 

codes, ciphers and the use of invisible inks in preparation for fur-~ 
ther clandestine operations in the U.SJ my, τῶ 9 " 

εἴ ΒΕ 44 | 160: τ). (519 - 
The outstandtng Value of the AtPeiAdg@hce information 

developed -by this Solo Mission is evideflbed by the. White House ‘comment 
of the Special Assistant to the President, comments by the Attorney 
penerals Sax personal letters to the Director tfon-the Director of. 

e Central Intelligence Agency and a personal.letter to irector g Agency | per: sisi ΚΡ ΣῈ pe “ἢ 
. | cat 

k 

— 

ki 
MELED I 

ORIGINAL 

EL 

from the Secretary of State. 
fea yuered wonton ἢ ς 

~ bE fhe SAC, Si incentive 
awards of $250 (field "τ" | supervisor) and incentive aWard of $150 for Ὁ 
Special Agent George payin. : i $100 each for 
Stenographers , All awards 
are recommended Tor performance which involved overcoming unusual 

Ἐ δ. “hs ἊΝ , 3 rte 

τορι δύσει Fo f ely xerox os, ous Ἢ / Wrz - 

. i 
New York, by letter-7-25-6] rec 

ia ~ 

{39 ΤΟΣ ee Addendum Administrative Division page Sc. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
s: SOLO 

100.428001 
" 

difficulties. Individual lette Lor muéended for Stenograbnore PO — OR r oae Standing work performed and a general letter of commendation to the SAC, New York, a copy of which will be placed in. the personnel files of other employees who assisted in this matter in various degrees; By airtel 7-25-61 the SAC, New York, recommended an award of $1,000 for NY 694-S* for unusual services rendered at personal risk and Sacrifice, 

OBSERVATIONS : 

Ι 

CO patentee pee ee ge em endl 

a ἐπ 

3 

cr o¢ 
J 
i 

ES ee 

Phe valuable intelligence information developed on Solo Mission Nine is in large measure attributable to excellent and care. ful planning, both in the field and at the Seat of Government, 

_ At this critical point in international relations bordering On ἃ Major world conflict, the FBI has produced intelligence data ‘ extremely important to our Government. 

Ali information developed from this operation has been disseminated expeditiously on a "Top Secret basis to high officials . of the Government and to appropriate Government intelligence agencies. 

The training of NY 694-Ss by the Soviet intelligence indicates the possibility of even more high level information being funneled through this informant to and from Russia. We will be in - ἃ position to completely cover such action and derive full benefit i” Exon! the” Inf ovine td ont be “προ hand 1 ed emi Syerernditesrs Fr Tema aw μος ω " πεν τὸ : τὰς 
i 

Personn el 
&etion déloted, See original 

Ἰ 



~esgomnol action deleted. See original 

(1) Attached for approval is an appropriate communication 
to the SAC, New York, which encloses a personal letter of commendation 
from the Director to NY 694-S%. Appropriate instructions are included 
regarding the manner in which this communication should be made 
available to the informant. Instructions are also included to 
afford the informant a cash award of $1,000. 

ἮΝ my at 
(2) This over-all memorandum should be forwarded to the 

Administrative Division for handling relative to the above recommenda~ "ἢ 
᾿ tions for incentive awards and personal commendations along with a 

general letter of commendation. 

| ἢ. | "4 | 
ὴ ap 

ro4 yo top . . 
πικὰ ee ας ὐσῖμη, υμβρωρ εἰμ ee τινων. boar 

Personnel action deleted. Soe original Pages 34, 3h. oe, 8 DT Bk 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
2 SOLO 

100-428091. 

DETAILS : 

The SAC, New York, by letter dated 7-25. ecommends : 
incentive awards of $2 j ents. 
(field supervisor) and incentive awa 
$150 for Special Agent 
each for Stenographers 
awards are recommended for performance Which invoived overcoming 
unusual difficulties. Individual letters of commendation were 
recommended for Stenographers 

for outstanding work performed and a general letter of com- | 
mendation to the SAC, New York, a copy of which will be placed in 
the personnel files of other employees who assisted in this matter 
in various degrees. By airtel 7-25-64 the SAC, New York, recommended | 

Ϊ 
| 

an award of $1,000 for NY 694-S# for unusual services rendered at 
personal risk and sacrifice. 

The Solo operation pertains to liaison activities between 
the CPUSA and the Communist Parties of the Soviet Union, Red China 
and other Tron Curtain countries. ' 

Solo Mission Number Nine provided the Bureau and the U.S. 
Government with extremely valuable intelligence information at a 
critical time in international relations when the world is confronted 
with the dangerous possibilities of a major destructive war. NY 694-85: 
departed for Moscow on 6~+18-61 with credentials issued by Gus Hall, 
CPUSA General Secretary. He returned to this country on 7-13-61. 
The unusual, outstanding and valuable information obtained by the 
‘informant included: plans of Soviet Union relating to the Berlin 
crisis, that the danger of war will continue to get greater, that 
the pact with East Germany will be signed, but that the Soviets desire 

. to avoid war; an-appraisal by Soviet officials of the meeting held 
between Président Kennedy and Premier Khrushchev in Vienna 6/3-4/61 
when Khrushchev concluded that the President is clever, tough and 
sagacious; plans for the mobilization of a World Peace Congress to 
place the onus upon the U.S. for the responsibility of world tensions; 
a Visting of important announcements to be made at the 22nd Congress 
of the CPSU in October, 1961, as obtained from a member of the staff 
drafting the program for this Congress; status of relationship between _ 
the Soviet Union and Red China; direction of Cuba by the Soviets in 
training Cuban Premier Fidel Castro in Marxism-Leninism and the con- 
templated merger of the Communist Party of Cuba with Castro's July 26th 
Movement; the fact Khrushchev is contemplating retirement at age 70 in 
three years but desires to see his "peaceful coexistence" idea work 
effectively; and personal comments of Khrushchev concerning American~ 
Soviet diplomacy and personal incidents at the American Embassy in 
IOSCOW. ᾿ 
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Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan ’ ‘ Ϊ 
RE: SOLO Ϊ 
100-428091 [ 

The Soviet intelligence trained NY 694-58: for eight -days in t 
the highly technical use of microfilm, codes, ciphers and invisible 

ink. Detailed plans were made for further clandestine meetings in 
New York between the informant and-a member of the Soviet: Delegation 

to the United Nations. - 

The above. examplés certainly indicate the extraordinary ; 

value of the information developed on this.Solo Mission. It 15 impossi~ 
ble to put a money value.-on information received as this type of infor~ 

mation 15 not available through any other source.. The inestimable 

value must be considered through a thorough appreciation, of the 

situation whereby an American-is present in the Kremlin and. thereafter 

provides us with information on thé Kremlin's thinking and plans. 

: 

Ϊ 
Η 

; 
ἱ 
{ 

| 

A certain measure of the. high value of this accomplishment | 
is evidenced by personal commendations made by P. Kenneth O'Donnell, 
Special Assistant to the President, praising our information which 

was immediately, made available to. the President; comments of Attorney. | 

General Robert F. Kennedy who stated our information was most sig~ 

| 
| 
{ 

| 
| 

- * ' + * 

-nificant; six letters from Allen Ἧς Dulles, Director of CIA, thanking: 

the Director for providing him with extremely: valuable intelligence. 
information; δρᾶ ἃ personal letter to the Director from Dean Rusk, — 

the Secretary of State, pointing out that information provided to him 
is a good example of the sort of information he has found most useful. 

Role of Spécial Agent. 

Special Agent[_____Jis the field supervisor who was 
responsible for supervising this operation. He-engaged-in preparation 
of the operation, supervising the briefing of the informant, ‘taking 
immediate and decisive action in numerous emergency-type problems 
which arose prior to the inforniant's departure, assisted in the formu- 
‘lation of advice on the concealment of information, the type of clothing 
to wear, security precautions to be exercised abroad and coded means of δὲ 
communication with the New York Office in the event of an emergencys = bic 

The extremely apprehensive position of the informant froma security 
as well as a health standpoint was in large ome through 
the supervisory assistance. of special Agentt 

Full details of information developed on this, Mission were 
expeditiously acquired through a special setup arranged under the 
direction of Special Agent - He put in long hours both at 
night and on the weekends to obtain the in i expedite its 
transmission to the Bureau. Special Agent has performed 
his responsibilities;.in an exemplary manner and at a personal sacrifice, 

oSe 

οἷ 



Memorandum to Hr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO " 

. 10θ.428091 

Kole of Special Agent | . 
a! 

The on-the-scene direction and NY 694-S* is the 
assigned responsibility ὁ t He, in consul~ 
tation with Speciat Agent{ | prepared the informant for 
this Mission, briefed the informant as to the type of information 
that was desired by the Bureau, successfully resolved numerous 
energency~type problems, minutely detailed methods for the conceal- 
ment.of information and security precautions to be utilized abroad, 
consulted on the type of clothing the informant was to wear, devised 
a means of coded communication with the New York Office in the event 
of an emergency, utilized his personal outstanding abilities in 
successful consultations with the informant which were highly important 
in assisting the informant to overcome extreme apprehension concerning 
the trip both from.a security as well as a health standpoint. 

Special agent|___|ptayea a key role in setting up a 
completely secure situaTion for obtaining the information brought 
back by the informant which is complicated by the unusual security 
problems presented. He put in long hours both at night and over the 
Weekend to obtain the information available to the informant and to 
expedite its transmission to the Bureau. Special Agent 
meritorious actions in connection. with this Solo Mission. were per- 
formed at-a personal sacrifice. - 

Role of Special Agent Jones 

In connection with this Solo Mission, Special Agent Jones 
Was _ assigned to interview the informant along with Special Agent 
eT order that all the information developed while abroad 
cou Ὁ obtained expeditiously. In this capacity, Special Agent 
Jones spent long hours obtaining the information during interviews 
which were most difficult due to the fact that the informant was 
relying, for the most part, on memory and it was necessary that the 
Agents explore his memory to assure all information was obtained. 
Ingenious injection of questions by Special Agent Jones clarified 
many points which arose. After the information was obtained, he 
then correlated it and extracted the pertinent portions to be pre-~ 
pared for submission to the Bureau. The ability to fully evaluate 
and analyze the material was acquired by Special Agent Jones' spending - 
considerable time reviewing files in order to’ become fully acquainted 
with names and positions ofvarious individuals as well as the political 
Situations of the countries involved. The outstanding work performed 
by Special Agent Jones under unusual pressure was done at a personal 
sacrifice. . , 
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Memorandum to Mr..Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
£00-428091 

CF _____uuere specifically 
chosen for the assignment of taking dictation from 694-S% due to 

their ability to work able pressure, as Well as their 
outstanding attitude. poset een ἔτ with LI met with 
the informant in a hotel room rented for the purpose of obtaining the 
information brought back by the informant. The. dictation was taken 
over a two-day period, including late evening hours. The taking of 
dictation under the conditions was most difficult because informant 
Was not in the habit of dictating this type of information, which 
resulted in various interruptions as well as inquiries on the part 

of participating Agents. This resulted in a most difficult trans- 
cripti job, which difficulty was aggravated by the pressure on 

Due to her efficiency in handling the informant's 
dictation, the morale of the informant was considerably raised and 
on several occasions the informant commented on his appreciation for 
the manner in which the work was handled. Valuable time was saved 
due to the efficient performance of_________]as a very minimum 
amount of corrections were necessary in connection with her work. 

Γ΄ τ shared the assignment. of taking dictation from 
the informant in a hotel room rented for that purpose. She took 
dictation over a two-day period, including late evening hours. The 
difficulty in handling this type of dictation and the pressure 
prevalent to transcribe the notes in the shortest period of time 
were overcome readily due to her personal sacrifice and outstanding 
attitude. The informant also commented on|____pfficient 
way of handling his dictation. Extremely valuable tine was saved 
due to the outstanding performance > 

eo connor re were assigned to handle the over- 
material Which could not be handied by Ἑ Ἑἧ 1 
These Stenographers worked diligently taking the dictation 

and transcribing it in the shortest possible time, They showed an 
exemplary attitude in that they gave up all rest periodg in order to 
expedite the matter. Their accuracy and neatness in transcribing 
this material was outstanding and resulted in a saving of considerable 
tine. The work of these employees warrants a personal letter of ᾿ 
commendation for each. 

+ 
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~ Mr, Hohr -.. , . : τς ~ Me, Belmont “ΕΝ . ΒΕ ~ Hr, Sullivan 

᾿ 1. 
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Ν᾿ eS PERSONAL ATIENTZON ,. - “Director, ΚΣ (1000428092) oe we δ, ΝΞ ἮΝ ᾿ς Δ + Administrative Div. See SO ‘ ce 1 - Mr, Baumgardner ΝΣ ἊΝ ERNAL SECURETY ἐς τς ΟΖ =r. LaPrade 
, . rN CI Tarn mar mtnet: “Ν ar : 7} 1 eae ΝΣ ᾿ " \ fhe Bureau’ feels that the outstanding contributions afforded to tho success of captioned operation py N¥ 694-Sx are deserving of special recognition, There iS enclosed an appropriate letter addressed to the informant under his true ἡ dentity, You are to ersonally deliver this letter to the: —_ ες * ainformant and afford him the opportunity to read it, The Me πος, detter should then be brought back by you to the New York ““ -‘\., Office'where it is to be retained in the safe, Under no ' Ἐν circumstances aro you to relinquish control-of-this-Letter ~ , at any time, - “a, rom, Lf: aay Ons RE BEES hay Rio (Bah 2 7 98 9 be sf ΝΕ ΝΣ In addition to the above, the SERB4I%Mbels that : .°. © the manner in which the informant disch@tced his dutics in τον i, connection with Solo mission hunber nineig deserving of ἐστον recognition in the form of a cash ayard over and above his = . ᾿ς authorized remuneration,’ At the tine the above-mentioned “ΤΊ. ws we es LOtter is delivered to the informant authority is granted 
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pPRCLASSTFICATION AUTHORITY ΒΕΒΙΨΕ BCD Se 
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- UNITED STATES cov δεν ῷ Mohs 
Callahan —_____ 
Contad - Memorandum Seon 
Malone — - 
Rosen 

| TO : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner pare: September 18, 1961 Five 
Trotter 

᾿ς 

Tele. Roan 

FROM : Mr. J. W. trade ν΄ σον Ἐς 

τρί βοιο , 

AL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

This memorandum outlines the mterial developed 
during Solo Mission Nine and will assist in locating pertinent 
data. 

Description Location 

1. ALBANTA 

a. Invitation to World Federation 
of Trade Unions to visit Albania 100-428091-1452.- 

b. Deportation Albanian consul from ᾿ 
Poland L449 

¢. Political asylum request by 
Albanian consul in Prague, 

, Czechoslovakia’ 1456 

2. BUDISH, Jacob - Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA) representative to World 
Marxist Review. 1391 

3. CHINA 

a. Current relationship between Aw 
Communist Party of China (CPC) and 
Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) 1421 

b. Failure of communes 5 “oy ᾿ 1475 

4. COE, Charles "Bob" - Re travel to China 1447 

5. CRIMEA CONFERENCE - Soviet and American 
intellectuals including Norman Cousins. 87 14 

RED. 3; / 0 B24 BE 63... (52 

RS SEP 19 196] 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Re: 5010 
100-428091 

6. CUBA 
Merger of Communist Party of Cuba 
with the July 26th Movement. 

7. CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

a. Relationship between Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia and CPC. 

ἢ. Agriculture problem 

c. Population problem 

d. Assistance to CPUSA in illegal 
travel. 

8. FOSTER, William Z. 

11. 

12. 

a. Visit with 

b. Mental condition 

c. Document by criticizing CPUSA 

GUERILNICK, Harry 
Canadian representative to "Wforld 
Marxist Review"; attended XIV Congress, 
‘Communist Party of Israel; wife Anne. 
Bueller writer re women in Czechoslovakia 

ITINERARY NY 694-S% 

KHRUSHCHEV, Nikita 

a. Plans for retirement 

Ὁ, Factors that helped his position 

c. Information provided by wife (Nina) 
to Elizabeth Hall 

MICHAELOV, Igor 
Former Soviet ambassador’ ‘to Indonesia ~ 
slated to go to Poland - specialist on 
Ὁ, S.. Trade Unions. 

- 2 - 

1411 

1454 

1482 

1466 

1408. 

1381, 

1413 

1416 

1434 

1362 

1414 

1477 

1429 

1408 

& 41 



ῳ Ο 
Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO 

100-428091 

13. MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

a. Reception Central Committee CPSU for 
graduates of military academies. 1405 

b. June 22, 1961, speech of Khrushchev 1405 

c. Joint Soviet - Korean Communique 
7/11/61 1405 

d. Arrival of Kwame Nkrumah in Moscow 1405 

e. China stands for Peaceful Coexistence 
7/10/61 1390. 

f. International Relations in New Stage 
General Crisis of Capitalism 1390 

g. The Leninist National Policy in Action 1390 

h. Heroic Exploit of Soviet People 
6/22/61 1390 

is “Information Bulletin, Communist Party 
of Czechoslovakia ; 1424 

ἢ. Economic Report by "World Marxist 
Review." 1389 

14. MORTIMER, WYNDHAM 
To be CPUSA guest of Soviet Union 1396 

15. PYOTR, also known as Paul, Peter, Petrov 

a. School provided in microfilming, secret 
- writing and codes and ciphers. 1517 

b. Open code 1468 

c. Remarks re "Wall Street Man" 1472 

d. Efforts to identify 1490 

86. Info that microfilm given Vladimir 
Barkovsky not received by Aleksei 
Grechukhin or Nikolai Mostovets 1404 

~-3- 



Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

16. REPORT OF XIV CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF ISRAEL 

a. Speech by Emile Habibi 1445 

b. Condensation of report, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of 
Israel 1448 

Ὁ, Speech by Tawfik Tubi 1451 

17. ROBESON, Paul (Sr. and Jr.) 
Info re mental condition 1422 

18. SOVIET UNION 

8. Momentous decisions to be made by 
22nd Congress CPSU 10/61 1395 

b. Attitudes members Central Committee 
CPSU re war danger 1401 

c. Twenty Second Congress CPSU, info re 1402 

d. Appraisal of President John F. Kennedy 1399 

e. Subscriptions to CPUSA publications 
by CPSU 1427 

£. Endorsement of Gus Hall's political 
. thinking by Presidium CPSU 1420 

9. Info re date Americans due to return 
from Russia 1440 

ἃ. Criticism CPUSA by CPSU per Dorothy 
Healey 1409 

i. Soviet reply to protest of CPUSA 1419 | 

δ. Visit of Soviet journalists to United 
States ~ info re 1386 

k. Remarks by functionaries CPSU re 
Henry Winston 1398 

~4- 



Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

10, 

20. 

21. 

226 

23. 

24. 

1. Info re CPUSA trusted member to 
contact Soviet Embassy re U. S. 
frade Unions. 

VENDUGA, MARTINIS 
Recommended to CPUSA by Soviets as 
reliable Mexican contact — 

Attendance at Secret School in Moscow 
along with ten other Canadian communists 

WORLD BOOKS 
Information concerning 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

a. Information concerning 

Ὁ. Draft program for Congress to he 
held 12/4-16/61, Moscow 

"WORLD MARXIST REVIEW” Ὁ 

a. Circulation of in United States 

b. Article attacking U. S. Supreme 
Court 

c. Louis Saillant, member of Secretariat 

ἃ, CHOU Yi-min, Head Chinese Communist 
Party member representative to "World 
Marxist Review." 

WORLD YOUTH FORUM 
Moscow meeting 7/25/61 

ACTION: 

None. File for record purposes. 

1415 

1382 

1484 

1442 

1417 

1407 

1397 

1397 

1433 

το 
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SECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

nae sos ne coll EC LESEDLPECAR TIO Gil 8 αἴ a ᾿ 1 . Mr. ruo yoinsky : 

a ὉΠ ἀκ | QTE ey 
_ oe A, 7 : : | 

; 9/7/61. 
CODE _— 

- RADIOGRAM ~ URGENT | ὯΝ 

TO SACS MILWAUKEE ~ ες το τὰ NEW YORK ΄΄, OE Se of 

FROM DIRECTO! £31 | ~ 

{wo Γ΄“ SECURERY-UATTER PASH Ὁ, - R NEW YORE ΟΤ Mire 

“GELETYPE TO BUREAU AND MILNAUKEE SEPTEMBER SIX INSTANT. BUREAU xX ̓  

ΠΡΕΒΗΒ CONTACTS WITH AN EQUCATIONAL INSTITUTION fo TRACE 5010 = 

FUNDS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS ΤῸ SECURITY oF VALUABLE ‘BUREAU AINPORWANTS, ΕΣ 

(WU) 

(U) 

wal 

WISCONSIN IN. THIS. MATTER. © FURNISH BUREAU WITH INFORMATION As TO a | 

“WHETHER SUBJECT HAINTAINS BANK ACCOUNT; WHETHER TOP OFFICIAL AT, —-® . 

SUCH BANK CAN: BE RUSTED UNEQUIVOCALLY; WHETHER ‘THERE “IS ABSOLUTE Ξ : 

ASSURANCE COVERAGE OF DEPOSITS. WILL IN NO WAY BECONS KNOWN τὸ . ΕΗ 

. AT THE ae BANK SHOULD BE TNSTTHUTED, >< 

= > 

τα = 

56 SEP. " ν᾽ 

HILWAUKEE Is INSTRUCTED Nor TO CONTACT ANYONE AT ‘UNIVERS IY OF 

- smn, 

SUBJECT; AND YOUR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATION AS TO WHETHER COVERAGE, 
- 

woe 

SWHL:KMO (6) 
NOTE ON YELLOW: 

at on York teletype sets forth that CG 5824~S% 
has made available $1,700 fron Solo funds: to subject for οὐδὲ. 8. 
expenditures at University of Wisconsin. New York requested 
Milwaukee. to place stop at University of Wisconsin to obtai 
serial nunbers of" cash. disbursements by . sub ject. in effort 4 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE TWO ΕΝ νος 

500~428091 (Solo) 4 Classified by: } 
= | Dectasstly di: ΠῚ: ᾿ 

, i we ORMATTON Ὁ ATHE ὡς = reer Ἢ ΓΙ ΕΝΕΙΝ ONT τα τ Ὁ YELLOW OF 
ΠΝ). 

WIRE mans tang LS 7 | τ hy , 



Ww) (trace soto funds. Considerable. efforts have been exert 

Teletype to Milwaukee 
RE: . ; IIc 

6 

NOTR ON YELLOW:CONTINUED: 

obtain legally admissible evidence tracing disbursements 
Solo funds. It is felt, however, contacts:with University of 
Wisconsin would be extremely dangerous :and ‘could- jeopardize 
CG 5824-S% and NY 694-S*. It appears subject would. most 
likely utilize a banking institution for maintaining such 

a sizable amount. Dépénding upon recommendation of SAC, 
‘Milwaukee, .conside on Will be given to effecting coverage 
at subject's bank | ᾿ . ; 

If radio contact missed, send by encoded teletype. 

+ 



SECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROG: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASEIPICATION GUTS : 

MATE G8-O08-2031 

4-41 (Rov. 6-2-61) ; a ~ 
4 

“ a 

; Ο (6) ° 

"ῳ 

Calfchan . ao : 
Conted’ an . 

᾿ . DECODED COPY Detoach -τ 
Melons 

# foe Wen Lee - 7 yey, 
Trotter. 

ἂν : ως Ἷ He " pores = :: 

ca αι ἶό. ἐπὶ σι 86 ἘΠ᾿ = 

UR N* ome (} πὰ 5 ; * 5 ee : 
GENT 9=6461 6:23 PM JFA ΤΙ aw 

“Τὸ DIRECTOR 17 AND SAC, MILWA vs iia ap I. 
5 } EX ΕΣ ᾿ FROM SAC, NEW YORK 062135 ev : Se 

- i 

ἋΣ Oe) 
ὃς: MILWAUKEE, SECURITY MATTER =~ 

() 5, ΘΟΊ, CHICAGO 582),-.8:: ADVIS δ τή τ BSqL0_ FUNDS 2 WERE GIVEN BY HIM ON THIS DATE To UPON-4NSTRUCTIONS — FROM GUS HALL IN THE AMOUNT_OF EXPENSES ‘FOR. a: ἐν COLLEGE TUITION, ETC., ON BUREAU HAS en δον INSTRUCTED THAT CONSISTENT WITH SECURITY AN ATTEMPT SHOULD BE af | | MADE TO. TRACE THESE FUNDS GIVEN TO COMMUNIST PARTY FUNCTIONARIES ἢ, INTO THE HANDS OF ,PAYEES. MILWAUKEE, THROUGH ESTABLISHED a SOURCES CONSISTENT ‘WiTH SECURITY, SHOULD PLAGE A STOP WITH Et UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN TO OBTAIN SERIAL NUMBE YMENTS y MADE IN CASH BY OR IN BEHALF OF ἘΝ 
ΝΝ =: ae ΩΣ y ,» ΘῈ. be RECEIVED$- 6:28 PM. TELETYPE JOBS Mn ΠΣ 

a | 6:29 PM CODING UNIT HE 3 | 
| 

; gts : 
of, eat 
pte ἷ Εν : 

) ᾿" he ᾷ got ΚΕ Ὡς Lr? 4 
} ἃ Pr yk Git ta) 

ΡΝ 
‘NOT RECORDED 

Ue 6h 200 ‘SP 11 1961 

, ᾿ ἫΝ aw eit 

if, Cornea ΞΞ adele ἣ τρέπει eed Eada ἔνε: ἢ τω rs ae 
HERETN A Gn ac Os vie EXcEy; " ree ‘STFIED 4 " { a 4 

, OTEE Roig Ye
 Seon po

nt Be 

ὩΣ Aa greet 7 sin COREY MatigQey BE sare 
i im a ack, 

YP Yf 6) ͵ A Ne ὃ ὃ 

το Lied 
parcphrased inorder to protect the Bureau's eryptographte systems, 

ete: ae nid ω “Ὡς Roe eee ποὺ προς ee ee er ae “ne - ων gee Pee ee a Fe re Re en a emai Se lage ee MT ee το --ς + 

- if the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 



SECLASSTEICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FRO: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COIDE 

MATE O6-05-£014 
OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 

, UNITED STATES cove Jena ΝΞ 

Memorandum 

τὸ : MR. connas γμ yh 

FROM 

1 SUBJECT: 

Τά INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

vis Captioned case involves Bureau's highly valuable confidential informant 

NY 694-9% who, recently attended a "Secret Service School" for eight days while in 
Moscow, which included microfilming, secret inks and codes and ciphers, and who 
was provided.communications materials by Soviets in New York 8/11/61 for use in 
his clandestine operations. Informant interviewed 9/8/61 in New York by-Special ἡ. 
Agents. ae I. W. NEWPHER, FBI Laboratory, and pertinent secre}, 70 
ink and crypromaterials brought to Laboratory for examination. 

| Informant's cryptosystem is typical Russian “agent"' method using 
substitution rectangle and a miniature, one-time cipher pad. Cipher pad is 
approximately 2 inches by 1 3/4 inches by 1/8 inch and readily adapted to conceal- 
ment in.clothing, wallets, etc. It consists of.two sections of thirty five pages each 
bound as a unit, one printed in black for enciphering and one printed in red for 
deciphering, with each page containing 10 columns of 40 five-digitikey groups. 
Twenty eight thousand key groups in this miniature cipher constitute a volume 
sufficient to handle approximately 250 messages. Pad pages are. folded’to half size 
| and are manufactured with.a nitrocellulose base which will not: ‘dissolve in- water-or -- 
similar: liquids but will burn- readily with practically no trace of. ashes: 

Two secret ink procedures given informant. One systéin, f¢ for ‘message 
to be prepared by the informant, is similar to previously encountered Soviet 

techniques which make use of transfer sheets, that is, specially prepared sheet 

of paper, in this instance three pages located in the 4th, 5th and 6th positions from 
the réar of an innocuous appearing, spiral bound totebook. These selected.pages 
are: impregnated with an invisible secret ink material and are used like carbon 
paper so that. by writing with a medium soft pencil on any paper placed on top of the 
"carbon, * an invisible writing image is rransferred to the face of an innocuous 
Bbpearing ‘communication underneath the "carbon." For secret ink messages 

Broz, REC: 91 (oe Ce gor] 5 

Enclosurls47y4 Ὁ ΚΝ ἵ 
Bin B SEP 21 196 

1 = Mr. Belmont ral “alo ows 
ὟΣ Mr. Sullivan — ot “ἢ J fy 

δ IWN:mjm ν 
(8) (CONTINUED NEXT PAGE) Ψ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
Re: Solo 

Internal Security - C 

received by informant, he will dilute some specially prepared Parker QUINK ink 

with water and swab this solution over blank spaces in cover letters he receives. 

This will develop secret impressions of incoming cipher messages in miniature 

size; approximately same size as informant's one-time cipher pad sheets. 

Photographic training. consisted of microfilming with a Minox camera; no 

microdot training included. 

Above-noted materials are being returned-to New York Office by noon 

Monday 9/11/61 for return to informant. 

Attached are photographs of informant's secret ink aid ‘cipher materiais. 

Miniature cipher pad was wrapped by Soviets in bldck paper and carried in a folded 

white envelope. Photographs of cipher pad pages with numbers appearing thereon 

are actual size of original material. 

ACTION: ᾿ | 

For information. Va 
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DECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED ἘΒΌβ τον τ Ὁ 

Pl AUTORATIC DECLASS IFICATION COULDE 

thos 
. ἊΝ fe 

DATE 08-08-2011 ge 7 : : on . en ΤΡ, Krupinss.,. 
© ἴ - " TV sor. LaPrade- 

hn ,'. . Ξ- 1 

-912761 
CODE 

RADIOGRAM +: — 

TO SACS MILWAUXES | 

_ NEW YORK - 
> FROM DIRECTOR ¥BI οἷς Declassiffon ΠΝ 

ως ecurrry warmer tase 6. fetraremn. ᾿ ᾿ 
foo ΜΕ | ΜΝ ΝΕ 

. .¢ SEPTEMBER ELEVEN LAST AND. BUREAU RADIOGRAM SEPTEMBER SEVEN. LAST, ̓ 
᾿ [τ accorpance WITH: YOUR RECOMMENDATION, AUTHORITY IS GRANTED TO " 

Π ΜΟΜΊΤΟΝ CASH DEPOSITS 10 SUBIECT'S BANK ACCOUNT HAIVTAINED: AT i wld 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, MADISON, NISCONSIN, THROUGH THE 

ESTABLISHED RELIABLE SOURCE OF YOUR OFFICE. EXERCISE CAUTION - 
70. ASSURE BANK EMPLOYEES ARE NOW AWARE. OF ‘THIS COVERAGE BEING “. 
PLACED BY YOUR OFFICE. INSTITUTE COVERAGE PROMPTLY. PROVIDE y | _ NEW YORK WITH SERIAL NUMBERS OF CASH: DEPOS ITS AS pwsLoreb. Ἢ 3 

ι ἢ 

mtx ἢ a .. 7 RR 
Ὡς x [4 | AAP OPM ΕΝ ω 

[ 

ΝΝ — NOT REGORDED - Ὁ ; 
NOTE ON YELLOW: 98 SEP 13. 1961. ) 

CG-5824~Se has provided $1;700 from Solo funds. to 
subject for college expenditures at the University of Wisconsin.24 
Considerable efforts have been exerted to obtain legally admissiue 
bie evidence tracing disbursemerits. from Solo funds. Bureau | aes radiogram 9/7/61 instructed Milwaukee to provide information  °#%! as to whether subject maintains bank account, whether top officiii" 

at such bank can be trusted unequivocally, whether there is 
absolute assurance coverage of cash deposits would in no way’ 
become known to. subject, and a recommendation as to whether . 
coverage at the bank should be instituted. Milwaukee airtel i's 

- .Δ2 8091 (Solo) 
: 1 erent ' 

10 1057 



Radiogram to Milwaukee 

RE; 
τὰ 

(U) 9/11/61 sets forth that office has a completely reliable 
source who is the brother of a former Bureau Agent at the 
bank where the subject maintains a current account. Milwaukee 
assures that reliable complete coverage of the account can be -- 

- instituted Without it becoming known to branch. bank officials 

. and recommended that such coverage be authorized. Solo funds 

given to subject's mother on 9/5/61 by CG 5824-S*. Radiogram 
. used as prompt handling necessary to assure coverage > o 

oe Tf radio contact missed, send by coded teletype. 
= 



SECLAGSTPICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FRO: 

ἘΞῚ AUTOMATIC DECLASSTFICATION GUIDE 

MATE DG-G5-2£015 wee ee ee Talson 
Belmont ————_——= 

UNITED STATES covehacent Ο periienn - 

Conrad Memorandum - ΞΕ 
Malone - ᾿ 

) το : ΜΕ. CONR pate: September 18, fe ,  ΞΕΞΞ 

Υ 7 ele. Room 

FROM i; DOWNING "ΝΠ lagrac 

SUBJECT: ὅῤ ιν 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C j3 

ΟΣ “2: 
Captioned case involves Bureau's highly valuable confidential ifovvaant 

NY 694-S* who on 9/8/61 provided Bureau with description of cipher system, 
and one-time cipher pad keys for ‘use in his clandestine operations. - 

Super visor CO ew York Office, telephonically 
gave us today a 47 “group message in cipher which he indicated the "informant 
intended to and which he gave to a.Bureau Agent today for 

checking. requested that New York be furnished with pe 
cohitents of this text today. lb6 

Our decipherment of the message, which is in English, is.as follows: 

MATLING ADDRESS FOR BROOKS JS, S. τὰς LDMAN, REPEAT 

COLUMBUS AVENUE, APT. δ N.¥. C. 25, N. Y. 5 eu” ter 2,2) 
Ney. C. 25 NY. nie faths 

οἵ aye 
Undérlined portions were garbled ‘in the cipher text but did not 

preclude valid; decryption. 

“The: ‘above message text and the small-errors found in the cipher text 
have beéh coordinated with Inspector J. A, SIZOO, Domestic Intelligence 
Division;.and he is handling this matter. 

ACTION: , calle! 

For information. 

1 - Belmont 
1 - Sullivan 

1-Sizgoo, J. A, 

; 41-.,555 
ψέχνον _ ΚΝ ΕΠ 5. 

6) ς 96 { ote Ye ὧν “ta SEP 91 ὮΝ 7: 

58 Si vir? ΜΦΕΕΕ 



CLASS TRFICAT GN AL THORTTY DRETIWED FROM: 

AUT ONAT AECLASSIFICATION (IDE 

wo 4 

= 

Transmit the following in 

Via 

- 

G46 
‘Stewie =< 

DATE Os-O8—-Z01 

Date: 9/19/61 

(Type in plain text or cade) 

AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) wp fr (a 

SUBJEC eo | ee 6 Ay "ἣν 
. "ὦ Ξηως πο | 7 ; be - 

{ . 4 Ib On 9/18/61, NY 694-S* advised SA a be 
[that when next he méets VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY he o | 
will give the latter a message , in the closed code recently i] 
furnished to him by the Soviets through BARKOVSKY, re- Baa: 
flecting that S. J. FELDMAN! 840 Columbus Ave., N¥C, will 
be the mail drop to which BARKOVSKY may send messages to 
the informant. The messages from. BARKOVSKY are to be 
addressed to JACK BROOKS, the alias used by NY 694-S* when 
traveling abroad. - 

NY 694-s* further advised that the above-mentioned 
mail drop will be used until the informant eventually ob- 
tains an apartment. As the Bureau is aware, the matter of 
the apartment at the moment is controversial in that _ 
BARKOVSKY has indicated that it will be NY 694-S*! responsi- 
bility to obtain and pay for the maintenance of an apartment, 
and the NYO feels that NY 694-S* should make every effort 
to have the Soviets pay for the-said apartment. Pursuant t 
to instructions from the NYO, NY 694-S*, at his next meeting 
with BARKOVSKY, will inform the latter that he does not have * 
the financial means to maintain such an apartment at his ow ed 
expense. Pi 

Ny 694-S* further advised that SIMON J. FELDMAN is 
a former business manager of the "Morning Freiheit," and 
currently is employed in the composing room of the said news- 
paper. ISADORE WOFSY, who is active in the CP Reserve Fund 
operation, arranged that FELDMAN be used as a mail drop. 
FELDMAN 15 subject of Bufile 100-15.(Z# SZ) 

CABREL 100-ha8091) (pu pect 0 -¢ VA SOU, —) 524 

ΤῊΝ Bs iBoe es ARKOVSKY) (34) : 1-NY 65219025) «(VLARIMIR BARKOVS καθ ᾳ 
1- ceria ae 7 sab τὲ wardtb.Ba 7451 

Τῷ da 7 ei fc ἐπ er = 7 

ACB: ume “tye iy 

rove a i Z Sent . 

CT 9 ̓ fptial Agent in Charge 



NY 200334637 , 

- 

- The specific message in code to be delivered to 
BARKOVSKY is as follows: "Mailing address for Brooks is, 
ὃ. J. Feldman, repeat.$, J. Feldman, 840 Columbus Avenue, 

repeat SHO Columbus Avénue, Apt. SO NYC 25, NY; repeat 5G NYC 
NY . 

For thé past several, days NY 694-s* has teen, 
attempting, without succéss, however, to contact BARKOVSKY 
to arrange a personal meeting with the latter. 



CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: quem =~" say, 
AUTOMAT VECLASSIFICATION GUIDE | ae 

Ε OS-GS-Z0Li 

; . ᾿ 1 - ir. Donohue 
Director, FBI (100-428091) _ 1 - Mr. LaPrade 

iW οὖς INTERNAL SECURITY -- ¢ 

orc, δ oe 

ae . 

tin EE gait 

ee LA er 

Ὗ 

“ΜΗ: 
εἰ a 

νος Re Chicago airtel to Bureau 9/21/61, with 
copies. to New York, setting forth contenplated expend- ~ 
itures of CG 5824-S* “in connection With forthcoming | 
nission to Russia. You noted in compiling expenses | 
that Communist: Party, USA (CPUSA), funds which could 
be used by informant for travel should not exceed $700, 

το For your information,-New York airtel to the 
‘Bureau dated 9/22/61 captioned "CPUSA, Funds, IS -- C,'*™ 
sets forth that on 9/11/61 ΝΥ 694-S* supplied Isadore 
Vofsy $8,000 fron Solo funds, Of this amount, $3,000. 

. Was to be_used. f¢ aynent of transportation to _ 

= an ᾿ * , 

| _ An analysis. of these disbursertients indicates 
that approximately $1,000 is being provided for éach 

-- Undividual traveling to Hoscow, whereas CG 5824-S* 
me — indicates only $700 would ‘be available.- Although. 
ao authority was granted to make available to CG 5824~S* " 
᾿ς - necessary funds for expenditures as set forth in Bureau 

fact that an amount larger than $700 is being provided 
_ to other members of the delegation. The informant 
should consider whether an additional $300. of CPUSA 

| eunds could be used in connection with the Tenth Solo 
- Mission, . . Ν 

a - ap 

Aggies 

2 — New York (100-134637) 

᾿ υ ὅ ὙΠῸ ἮΝ Let” erin 
gate. _ νεῦ iB - ἡ . ' cat 7: ae 

ὃ gelesen αν δὴ δ πᾷ. π6 SEP 38 1908 on nr RM On ον 

JWL: wt if 
7 Ai gy 

— 7 

_ SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) September 27, 1961 

‘airtel 9/26/61, you should point out to CG 5824-S* the 

wt 

o® Mt fated fe 
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@DECLASS FICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

PRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSTIRICATION GOiIpE 

) DATE 06-05-Z011 “»" ΝΞ - 

; ᾿ 1 -"Mx, Belmont ᾿ as : ae , 
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ΜΝ September 27, 1961 

Airtel σ΄ 

fo: SAC, Chicago (184-46, Sub B) 

Fron Director, ¥BI (100.428091) 

ih Cora: | 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Ο 

- In preparing CG ΕΝ for the Tenth Solo Hission, ° 

7 the Bureau feels a nunbor of general objectives’ relating. to. 

ἘΞ matters of interest. to the Bureau and the United States _ 
Governnent should bé- assigned to hin. 

Hattexs of a genoral nature which the informant 

should be thoroughly briefed to be alert for on this Mission = 
are: 

(1) Soviet plans ἢ in: overy category of the Berlin. issue. | . 

(2) Inforiation on results: of Soviet nuclear bomb: tests, . 

(3) Walstary snformation of Russia, such as (a) nuclear , 
submarines, (b) nuclear weapon: stockpile; (0) target plans *- ἢ εὐ ἃ 

grid capability of rockets to hit a target, (d) antimissile ae 
_accomplishnents. “ 

(4) Inforhation on potential of actual nticlear progress” - 

.οὗ Red China as. vell as current Gid4 ineness. of Soviets to | 

assist Red China in this. EX 106 - SEO ~LRS AG , 

(5). Any future plans being formulated ‘by Russia. concern-. . 

ing trouble spots, such as Laos, Africa, Η Cuba. and. Latin Americ. . 
8 1. ἢ 

Bo) Current-.status of Singstiaviot! ἰγμανο. 

i 

i 

mi 
im 

a τῷ ΕΞ ΝΕ aaa 
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Airtel to Chicago 
, RE: ‘SOLO 
100-498091 

(7). Future plans of Khrushchey to neet President Kennedy. 

(8) Soviet and satellite strategy on, filling United. 
Nations Secrétary-General position. 

(9) Recent or contemplated changes in Communist Party, 
Soviet Union (CPSU) hierarchy. 

(10) Instructions. for Comminist Party, USA (CPUSA), if 
Bending United States. Supreme Court action is against. the 
arty. 

(11) Redctions to the Peace Corps as ‘to whether it is 
a serious threat to Russia's plan to spread communism and 
if it is a threat, what course of action will be ‘pursued to 
counter the Peace Corps. 

(12) Public. source. information sdentifying ‘CPUSA delegates 
to the 22nd Congress of the CPSU and accounts of their 
participation. 

This list ia designed to serva as a guide as ‘to the, 
type of infornation desired, Although σᾶ 5824-S* nay not ΒΘ. . ~ 
in a péSsition to obtain information on all matters of interest, — 
it: is felt he will be ‘successful on many of the topics if he ' 
is. alert τὸ what 18. desired, 

Due to contemplated length of Solo Mission Ten And 
' fact the international situation is at such an acute state, 

you. should discuss' with the informant the desirability of the 
Bureau recelving promptly highly valuable intelligence infor- 
mation. Any information, developed on this Mission in consul- 
tations with Soviet officials selating £6 iiminent ‘danger of 
war should be supplied inmediately and the informant, depending. 
upon. the circumstances, ‘should. cut short his Mission to report: 

' such information if this develops. 

You should also disctiss with CG 5824-S* the desira- 
bility of detexmining the extent ‘of dissemination and availability 
of documents which he most likely ‘will obtain at ‘this Congress 
in order that ἃ more intelligent evaluation can be made of their 
usefulnoss to the Bureau. Determine whether material. from the ΕΝ 
Congress can be forwarded directly to ΝῪ 694-S* or ‘the mail 
drop in Chicago prior to the return of the informant to this - 
country. 



' Secre 

Airtel to. Chicago. ἣν 
RE: SOLO . - . 
100-428091 

The informant is not to make. any written notes 
concerning the above targets nor should he ask. any direct: 
questions which might. place him under suspicion. Caution 
must be exercised so the informant will take-no action 
which might jeopardize hic security. In briefing CG 5824-s* 
he should be impressed with the fact the Bureau considers ὦ 

- Bis security of primary importance. Although. the. informant 
has evidenced good judguént in thé past, you should point 
out to Him that no. medical treatment should be accepted ᾿ 
while in the Soviet Union if such treatment requires an — 
anesthetic except in an emergency involving life or death, 
and return to this country is impossible, 

New York handle above matters if necessary. 

_ Chicago submit teletype. summary of information 
developed by CG 5824-S* on this Mission: promptly upon his. - 
return, Inmediately thereafter submit letterhead memoranda 
under appropriate subject caption. Such momoranda should 
be dated at Washington, D. ὅς, and carry a classification | - 
as high as cinpeSecert depending on: information contained, - 

NOTE ON YELLOW: | 

CG 5824-S* has heen selected by Gus Hall; Goneral 

tary, CPUSA, as one of five delegates to attend. the. 

20nd Congress of the CPSU as répresentatives. of the CPUSA. 

Congress to convene 10/17/61. Informant contemplates travel. . 

Mission will take eight weeks as subsequent to the Congréss. 

‘he will confer with top. Séviet, officials as. well as. travel. 
to some Soviet Satellite countries, Information developed 

from previous Solo Missions has been afforded a classification - 

Pept " for practically all material, obtained due to 
of +3 ae LC , 

the sensitive nature of. the source, 
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TO : He. W.. C. Sullivan DATE: September 25, 196]: " 
¥e 

Trotter 

Tele. Room πων 
. ἴ ee 

FROM : Mr. F. ὦ, "ὦ ‘ Gandy 

7 SUBJECT: oe 
INTERNAL SECURITY - _ COMMUNIST 

This is informative memorandum pointing out successful. 
accomplishment of tracing $1,940 of Soviet funds provided to the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). 

We have been exerting efforts to trace by serial number 
currency provided by the Soviet Union to the CPUSA when these funds 
are disbursed by the CPUSA. These: funds are maintained by CG 5824-S* 
and NY 694-S*, The successful accomplishment of this objective pro- 
vides us with information which corroborates information supplied 
by the informants and also provides us with legally admissible 
evidence, 

Isadore Wofsy, member of CPUSA Audit Committee, was 
supplied $8,000 by NY 694-S* on 9/11/61 from Soviet funds main- 
stained by NY 694-S*, Wofsy indicated to NY 694-S* that $3,000 
of this amount would be used for trahsportation expenses of three 
CPUSA National Committee members who will attend 22nd Congress of 
Communist Party, Soviet Union; in Moscow, Russia, during October, 
1961. ΝΥ 694-S* determined from Wofsy on 9/21/6I that tranSportation 
for these National Committee members was being purchased through Si 
Gerson, “a Security Index subject who is employed by Afton Tours (a 
travel.agency) in New York. fe 00 5% 

Lane al a” 

* »' 

— A reliable source of the New York Office at? the Manu- 
facturers Trust Company made available to New York on 9/22/61 
information concerning a large cash deposit by Afton Tours. 
Included in this deposit were 103 twenty-dollar notes, ‘97. oft 
which ($1,940). were identified as part of the money delivered? | 
by the “Soviets to NY 694~S* on 6/10/61. <a" 

OBSERVATIONS: 

This sum of $1,940 out of $3,000 is the largest single 
amount of Soviet funds we have been able to trace directly’ by. 

“serial number. Accomplishments of this type provide us with’ 

1003428091 - |! w/4forh 109-42.809 / L527 
1 - Mr. Belmont 17/4 4) REG. 44 
1 - Mr, Sullivan lod i, B SEP 3 28 ᾿ 
1 - Mr. Baumgardnér ὁ EX 106 
1 - Mr. LaPrad 7 
ΩΣ , 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 

100-428091 _ 

corroborative information. and valuable legally admissible evidence 
showing that the CPUSA is financed by the Soviet Union. 

ACTION: 

For information. We will continue to bring to your 
attention pertinent developments in this matter. . 
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TO: Ur. W. C. ‘Sullivan _ ΡΑΤΕ; Séptember 25, 1961 Wg Ze 77 
᾿ 1. - Mr. Beimont Tele. Room = 

~ . Ingram 

FROM : Mr. F. J. paungardner SP” 1 - ir. Saumgacdner Gandy 
: 1. - ΜΡ. J. 8. Johnson 

1... Mr. Donohue SUBJECT: SOLO 1 - Mr. LaPrade Af ζ΄. 
RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ὃ 

CG 5824-S% planning to depart for Moscow, Russia, during 
first week of October, 1961, on Tenth Solo mission. Chicago requests 
authority to advance informant $1,325 for expenses, two months regular 
payment for services amounting to $2,200 and proposes CG 5824-5:: 
travel to Moscow via Canada. We approve advance of funds requested 
but do not approve of departure from Canada. ie recommend departure 
from Baltimore or Miamijr some other city in the United States. 

BACKGROUND 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
has selected σα πὰ 5. as one of five delegates to represent the 
CPUSA at the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union due to convene in Moscow on 10-17-61. CG 5824-S# is currently 
undergoing medical treatment for removal of an internal abscess but 
he is formulating plans for this mission assuming he will be able to 
travel the first week of October, 1961. 

DURATION OF MISSION ἮΝ hd ᾿ 
Estimated duration of mission is eight weeks... PréLiminaries 

for and the Congress itself will take four weeks. Thereafter CG 5824-S+ 
will confer with top Soviet officials and has number of assigned 
tasks in various Soviet satellite countries, all of which Nill take 
another four weeks. REC. 95 jog-H2B0 | /5aS 

EXPENSES . 103° . 
ἐ WM g6 SEP_28 1961 

Total expenses for mission estimated by Chicago office are 
$2,025. The CPUSA will pay $700 for travel of CG 5824-S3 . chiéagm 
requests authorization to advance CG 5824~-S* $1,325 for expenses. 
Authority also. requested to advance regular payments fbi settvices 
to infornfant in amount of $2200 for period of 10/1-11/30/61. This - 
advamcer flor; expengas and services is in line with amounts approved — 
for previous 50106 Missions. 

100-2 Saou 13 kif 0 ΝΣ 
Enclosure ; ᾿ 7. a) “ 

UWL: had ΤᾺ tC 
9 OCT 3 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

TRAVEL PLANS 

CG 5824-S* will travel under his assumed identity and 
desires to depart from a Canadian port. The reason for this is 
that on informant's last mission the Soviets raised a question of 
Security due to fact his passport carries stamps of departure and 
re-entry only at New York. Chicago also requests authorization for 
NY 694-S* to meet CG 5824-S* in Canada prior to departure for 
briefing and planning of mission. 

CANADA EMBARKATION PROBLEM 

. Ib 7D Recently ee 3 Ὁ 
questions, concerning visits of NY 694-S* to Canada. 
continues to press our Legal Attache in Ottawa for particulars 
concerning activities of NY 694-S* in his contacts with functionaries 
of the Communist Party of Canada. It is, therefore, not deemed 
prudent for CG 5824-S* or NY 694-S* to travel to Canada at this 
time. Security questions raised by the Soviets can be overcome 
‘by departure of CG 5824-S* from. Baltimore, Niami or other city in 
the United States and NY 694-S* can meet CG 5824-S* at such point 
for necessary briefing. 

OBSERVATIONS - - - 

Travel of our informant to Russia at this critical time 
in international relations should provide us with extremely valuable 
information relating to such matters as Soviet plans in the Berlin 
issue and testing of nuclear weapons. 

ACTION wy 

Attached is airte’ to Chicago, copies to New York,. 
authorizing advance of funds requested for CG. 5824~S* ; denying 
permission for travel, via Canada ; instruct ing departure be from. 
Baltimore, Miami or other city in the United States;, and authorizing 
travel of NY 694-S* to embarkation city to brief CG 5824-S*#. 

yt ea Vv 

L 

~ 2. 
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TO : MR. We. Ὁ, SULLIVAN, J” [t DATE; September 26, 196] suttiven ——_— 

Trotter _-___— 

Tele. Room —_ 

FROM ZA J. A, SiZO 1-Hr. Sullivan ingen ———— 

: 1-ν. Baumgardner ᾿ 

7 1l-Mr. J. D. Donohue 

supjeck: SOLO 1-Hr, LaPrade Pt ; 
INTERNAL SEQURITY - C 

SAC Gale, Chicago, called today (9/26/61) concerning 
the next Solo trip. He advised that CG 5824-S* had moved his 
departure time up to October 1 or 2, 1961, Gale asked if the 
Bureau had taken action on Chicago's request to advance funds 
to the Informant, and noted that the Informant was going to 

leave for Russia via Canada. 

I told Gale that an airtel dated yesterday (9/25) had . 
been cleared by this Division, authorizing the advance of funds, 
and that Chicago should receive that airtel today. 1 advised him 
that this airtel instructed that 5824 not go to Russia via 
Canada. I told Gale the Bureau felt it desirable that 5824 leave 
via Baltimore or Miami or some other U.S. port, and not go 

‘via Canada at this time. 

a) 

I told Gale that this airtel also approved NY 694-5*'s 
meeting with 5824 at the latter's point of departure from the 
United States. Gale said that 5824 had to go to New York first, 

Hall might want to pass on; that, under the circumstances, 5824 would — 
then undoubtedly leave the United States from Baltimore; that 694 
Will then accompany 5824 from New York to Baltimore. 

Gale also asked for authority to send Special Agent 
Richard W. Hansen, who handles 5824, to New York with him, noting 
that 5824 has not been well and that Hansen can then be immediately 
briefed by 5824 concerning the results of his conference with 
Gus Hall. 1 told Gale that Hansen could accompany*5824 
to New York under the circumstances. act B / -428G7 [7 

This is for information. 

sassit, (
ξ — 

& net ὃν 
Fawme airplane 

a: - lox 

5) : | ᾿ 

100-428091 
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ARTE O8-Gh-2012 

Ζ vA . 
᾿" ̓ ς; ὴ 

τ ΝΜ 9/26/6L ΄ 
. ; 1 - Mr. Belmont 

i - ΜΡ. Sullivan 
Airtel. 1 - Hr. Baumgardner. 

᾿ . . 1 - Mr. Donohue τινος 
εὖ ς- Ἃς Mr, LaPrade - ἡ ᾿ 

4. 08 το ΠῚ . 
To: Sac, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) . - “- 

ΗΝ 
Fron?” Director, FBI (200-423091) -- “AD. BO δ 

SOLO ~ . > 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ο 

| Reurdirtel 9/21/61, with copies. to Now York. 

Authority granted to. advatice CG 5824-8* regular 
payrient for services. of $2,200 for period, 10/1. ~ 11/30/61 
and $1,325 for expenses, both in connection ‘with Solo 
Wission Number 10, 

‘The Bureau is ja possession δὲ information. making 
it highly undesirable for CG 5824-S* or NY 694-S* to travol 
‘to Canada at this ting. Therefore, CG 5924-5* must. not 

oo depart. frori Canada or retura fron Russia vin. Casiada. on this — 
οὖ στ Bispion, ᾿ 

In order to change “pattern of, departure ‘and 
re-ontry, CG 5824-S* should dopart from Baltinoré, Maryland; 
Miani, Florida; or other United States city. Authority is - 
granted for RY 694-S*_ to travol to enbarkation city for. 
purpose of briefing CG 5324-5*, . 

“2 «. New York (1002334637) 

re 
ἐπ 

1-35. 5. δοβηδο 6221 1B)- 
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Date: 9/21/61 

Transmit the following in 
᾿ (Type in plain text or code) 

Vid AIRTEL 
(Priority ot Method of Mailing) 

-ἰ,..-- αν το ee “ὦ ee ..-- 
τ π΄ = nr mm ree ee ee re ee ee ne ee ee 

TO ἢ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
f 

Osoro) 7 
=T8=¢ 

Re Chicago airtel to. Director, 9/20/61, captioned 
CG 5824~ 5* 

The Bureau has been previously advised arid, is. jes 
cognizant of the fact that CG 5824-S* has been designated 

| by GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, to be one of the 
members of the 5 man delegation named to represént ‘+ the 

: Ε . ΟΡ, USA at the 22nd Coitigress of the CPSU, scheduled, to open 
en ae dn "Moscow on 10/17/61. 

Although at the present time, there are some 
current health problems involving CG 5824-S*, which: were 
described in detail in re Chicago airtel. the source is 
currently proceeding on the premise that he will be able to 
‘undertake this trip, thé 10th Solo mission, He is now in 
athe process of laying preliminary plans and making inquiries 

ao , 

ΕῚ - 

ἐν regarding trayel arrangements. 

δ ) Although as. of 9/21/61, CG 5824-8* has no definite 
yt established departure date, he had had discussions on. thas. 
ἊΝ matter with L on 9/18-19/61. Two members of this - 
GS delegation, already fhave : 
ab definite plans to depart the U.S. on 9/25/61 and will, join 
TL ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Chairman, CP, USA, who is already’ 
Ss a “- in the Soviet. Union, another member: of the 
AGI. delegation, will depart from the U.S. on 10/4 or 5781... 
Σὰν Δ During the discussion noted with HALL, CG 5824-S* advised aie 

that HALL did not feel it essential that. he precede ‘the ᾿ 
other U.S, delegates to the Soviet Union and therefore, 

“concurred with fentative departure for CG 5824-S* in early 
. 10/61. CG 5824-S* will later discuss this matter with HALL 
either in Chicago in approximately one week or if this fails, 
o materialize, at 7. Tater date in. New York City. 

_ "ὦ 
ys 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S*'s present plats a are that he will travel 
to a Canadian port, probably Montreal, either by land or 
air conveyance, remain in Montréal for a period of several 
days, and then pick up air transportation via either BOAC 
or Air France to Paris, In Paris, he would pick up a 
Czechoslovakian visa for hinself under the identity of 
MARTIN A, CAMP, Thereafter, he would proceéd to Prague 
and ultimately to Moscow. CG 5824- S* contemplates that 

_ the entire trip abroad will entail a period of approximately 
8 weeks, The first 4 weéks of this time would include 
preliminaries to the Congress and the holding of the Congress 
itself, Folldwing the conclusion of this Congress, CG 5824-S* 
anticipates meetings with individuals connectéd with the 
North and South American Section of thé International 
Department, Central Committee, CPSU and other Soviét officials, 
In addition, CG 5824-S* has a number of assigned tasks in 
CZechoslovakia, Poland, East. Germany and, other Iron Curtain 
countries, These latter two items he contemplates Would 
involve approximately 4 additional weeks. 

In relation ‘to the suggested point decided -upon for 
departure and later re-entry;,, namely Montreal, ‘Canada ,. 
CG. 5824-S* feels that by the utilization of such Canadian 
port in connection with this trip, he could negate any - 
immediate need for changé in passport he will utilize. He 
contemplates. that the Soviets would be satisfied and would 
mot at this time. again raise the issue concerning source's > 
security- being jeopardized ‘by repeatedly utilizing New York 
City for entry and éxit, However, if such Canadian exit 
port. is utilized, CG 5824-S* feels that it would be essential 
that. NY 694~S* be allowed to proceed to Montreal in order to 
meet with him and enable NY 694-S* to assist in final 
preparations for the trip. In addition, NY 694-S* could — 
be utilized to transmit to CG 5824+S* any final instructions 
related by GUS ‘BALL and/or last minite developments 
relating to the CP, USA, The possibility of NY 694-S* 
assisting in this manner was discussed recently by the 
source with NY 694-S* and this individual is agreeable to_ 

_ such arrangements. 

In connéction with the conteuplated trip, CG 5824%S* 
has, estimated that the following expenses will be involved; 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

‘Round trip transportation to , | 
Montréal, Canada $150.00 

Round trip first class air transportation 
from Montreal,. Canada to Paris,. France 

. (First class air transportation being 
. utilized in this. instance because of ΝΕ 
* gource's current physical condition) . $925.00 

Round trip plane transportation from ΝΞ ΞΕ 
Paris, France, to Prague, . Czechoslovakia $150.00 

Round trip plane transportation from - " 
Prague, Czechoslovakia to. Moscow, Russia $150.00 

Hotel- accomodations, neals, migscellanéous 
expenses, tips and etc., ‘while at Montreal, 
Canada -and. in Western European countries, 
while. en route to Soviet Union and return ΝΞ ΞΟ 
to U.S; | $300 .00 

Miscellaneous items of clothing and: other 
ΝΣ , paraphernalia needed for trip, ‘since 

ἘΠῚ το - - CG 5824-S* Will be travelling ander. an ΝΞ -- | 
" assumed identity. | $100.00 . 

‘Sum to compensate ca §824-S*'s brotherx, 
who resides. in Chicago, in order to take 
care of aged ‘and ailing parents and to- 
provide those essential services. which 
CG 5824~S* would normally have rendered, $150.00 

As additional compensation resulting fron. 
a more frequent utilization of elderly 
domestic worker who, “will oversee and insure 
‘security of CG 5824-S*"s. Chicago residence. 
and contents thereof, including reference: " ᾿ 
material and. personal property. _ $100.00 

Total estimated: expenses: "$2025 00 ἡ 

᾿ ᾿ . -2... 



CG 13446 Sub BO. ΕΝ $2025.00 

Less $500. 06. already ‘taken from ΟΡ, USA 
Reserve, Funds plus an additional $200, 00° 
_ which will be. taken from. this Same source. 
‘(In regard to the-amount of $700,00 taken 
or to be: taken from CP,USA Reserve Funds, 
CG 5824-S* advised that. this is roughly .~_ 
one half of round trip fare to Soviet. fl. τ 
Union. This is the naximim that the - 

τ’ GP; USA. gives to the Party menbers. making 
; * gimilar. trips from the U.S. Most individuals: 

receive return trip. tickets. in, Moscow; 
however, CG 5824~S* does not receive 
sinilar treatment. because the CPsv: 
realizes. he does’ not travel under ‘his 

_ oWn name. and that they: expéct him to 
purchase. a round: trip: ticket in a 
Capitalist country, ‘It is a considered. 

_ judgment of CG 5824-8 that. hé shéuld not - 
attenipt. “t take ‘a larger Sum. from CP; USA. 

Reserve: Funds in: view of the above, . 
: However, if the ΡΒ; Should reimburse _ 
CG. 5824-5+ in any way: for éxcess trans- 
portation costs, reimbursement will ‘be 
made to? the Bugéau).. | "$700.00, 7 

᾿ ᾿ Αἰπούην needed from. Bureau OE 93895500 | 

Requests of the ‘bureau 

‘-grant ‘an advance. to CG 5824=S* of $1325,00° for anticipated 
expenses in connection with the 10th Solo mission as: ‘noted 
‘above. 

Vy Bureau; authority is requested to inimediately | 

2): Bureau authority is KLSO. veatiested: to advance 
regular ‘payment for services to CG 5824-S* ‘in. the amount. of 
$2,200 for the period of 10/1 thru 11/30/61, so that 
CG 5824-S* will have funds available in Chicago , to meet 
‘all normal expenditures. which, ¢an be. handled through bis 
brother, If such authority is granted, the Bureat is. 

drequested to immediately approve Chicago letter dated 
9/13/61 which. was..a.requést for authorization to continue 
jpayments.‘up to $1, 100% pér month to the source, effective 
{10/1/61 for 4 months πω 

me Aen - 
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CG 134-46 sub BO - 

3) The Bureau is algo requested to authorize 
permission ‘to the New York Office to allow NY 694~s% to 
travel to Montreal, Canada prior to CG 5824-S*'s departure 
abroad, in order that NY 694-S* may assist with firial 
preparations for this travel and furnished last minute - 
up-to-date information on the CP, USA, and/or final 
briefing instructions regarding trip, which may have been 
received from GUS HALL. In addition, it is. felt, that 
NY 694~S*'s presence in Hontreal would be an important 
factor in relation to morale of both of these individuals, 
dué ‘to the nature of this sensitive and dangéxous mission, 

GALE. 

+ 

me ἢ)»: 
/ 
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FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASE IFICATION ἘΠῚ 

δ 5 1} - 

RO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63) . 

FROM: = SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560) 

be given to for "Freedonays", The Negro ΟΡ 

- 5*Bureau (100-3-62 

- Lele York( 134-93 (τὴ) 

PICATION AUTHORITY DHRIVED FRO: 

᾿ ἢ 

9/28/61 

PLAIN TEXT 

SUBIECT; CPUSA;. FUNDS 
_ Iso 
( O0:NY) 

On 9/22/61, RY 694-s* advised that on that date hé gave 
GUS HALE $10,000 in $20 bills, said money being part of Solo 
funds in the possession of the informant. . 

According to HALL; $5,000 of this sum would be used _ 
to pay expe SA National, Office, and $5,000 would - 

-- 7 

ORIGINAL Copy ΠΕΡ ιν ρα τς 

a) 

macazine, 

On 9/27/61, CSNY 1541-8, a confidential source at 
Amalgamated Bani 11-15 Union Square, NYC, made available the 
depopit made that date to the account of Freedomvayn, Associates, 
Inc. This deposit tonsisted of. $3,000 in.$20 Hills. i 

Bilis checked to date are identified with those 
received by NY 694~S* from thé Russians for use of CPUSA. Reswits 
of complote check will be furnished the Eureau μα". 

€)-100-126091 χέβο οι 
1.100. WiTracing of American Money used. 

(YU) ) by Soviets in Espionage Operations; : 
Esp- 

L«New York {100 Tracihg of American Money used —~ 
_by Soviets in Espionagé Operatioris) (U) 

TE-CBUTAIED ~., 
--- ἘΠ Σ ΘΝ EXCEPT 
Vi OTHER: ; 

1/00 - 4-a804/ 
NOP UTCOOMNED 

169 OcT 4 [196] 

994( GUS HALL) (415) ΜῊΝ 
L-New York (100-18618)( ESTHER ΑΚ ΝΟ) 115) 
L-New York (100-134637-Sub Δ) (5010)(}} 
Ll-New York (100~-74560 ; 

L-New York {1005 
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SECLASGIPICATION AUTHORITY DER τι ED PROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICATION GUIDE 

DATE G8-08-2011 

-ATRTEL: 

Ho τς DIRECTOR, Ber (100-3-63) 
᾿ , Xf 
il FROM BAC, NE (20074560) | δὼ 

SUBJECT: CPUSA~RUIDS ' - | vas 

(00! HY) , 

| ω; 
on, 9/11/61, NY 691: advised that fron £ ᾿ Δ 

s in his possession. he pave ISADORE WOFSY on. 57aa/és ἫΝΣ 
ἔβοῦδοι $5,000, was decimated for the ude of ‘the Ὁ 
National Off : for payment of tr tien ΝΝ 

Of: ἃ his family, of. , Ν 

ous x δὴ 9/21/6hx ἫΝ 694.5% advice ΔΌΣΑΝ, stas: 
makiny said travel exrangerients through at ᾿ 
Afton, Towra. te 

On, 9/22/615. 
Manufacturers ἢ st. Company. 

. & reliable Bouse. developed in connection. 
‘with the tracing operation,. ἃ d of a larce cash. ° 
deposit made by Afton Tours. made available 
the bills ineluded in this deposit... |There werd 103, 

$20.00 notes, ‘97 of tihich vere. ddentified as part of | 
the. mong - de vered by the: ‘Soviets te, ny fo pe BG 

( OF eau “(200-3268 ἜΝ ᾿ 
1 Δ ΟΣ ΒΘΟΘΙΣ ond _ 3 

~ 100-. J(TRACING oF ANIERICAN HONGY USED BY Sovrnns 
τῇ ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS: EE: SPIONAGE:R Bes 

100-195 (115) ᾿ 

ΝΥ 

ORIGINAL Fitensw. κι 

MB) Re <i bic 

i= ῊΣ Orr. See 
1s ΜΙ 15) 

ὅδ cea ΝΠ seas gent SF : 
τ Βὰ β ; 
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ἘΓΙΑΒΘΤΕΤΘΆΤΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 6. es ΝΕ “ΕΟ το 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION GUIDE an - ΕΣ OO 
DATE O8-0O8-2021 

# 

~ SAC, New York (2100-86624) _ - September 21, 4961 
~7 . — = Mr, Belmont ; 

‘ ες τι ΝΞΟ ΕΞ . - "ἢ = Mr, Sullivan 
- ᾿ Director, EBT (100:8.8}} — 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner. 

; oo _ Δι Hr, Branigan ‘ 
- ἐσ ᾿ 43 = Mr. Bland. ἘΣ 

COMIUNIGT PARTY; "USA  ~  s-: L= Mr. Reddy’ 
- YNTENNATIONAL RELATIONS: _ LHe, Rleinkaug 

. ᾿ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ πη = “ i. = ake LaPr ade. . 

| Be New York ἀλτεοῖ to Same dated, 9/19/01, τς ἢ 
Ἦ -ὐ copies. to: Chicago. οτος τς! 

for The chanres contémplated by Gus: Watt in Liaison 
between the Comnunint Party, USA (CPUSA); and the Soviet ‘ | 

᾿ Union: a’ set. forth in referenced airtel should result in 
_ CG 58294-8* boing able-to supply nore. information £ron. πον 5 i 

~ ες $hessages exchangod, Wall's. stated objective to have all - 
τον CRUSA: Jinison with the Soviets contor around CG 5024-5% 

as ceened, an inportant development, providing. the inforriant 
will bé in a position to obtain nassages exchanged. through ΝΣ 
ΑΟΒΒΟΙ Davidew and Arnold Johnson, ~‘- 

- It. is Highly desirable fo have CG 5824-54. £ollcir ΕΙΣ Ν 
_ this With. Halk tn. order ‘that maxdimun, honefit' wilt be. ; —_ 
derived for. the Eureaw, a | δ 

“Bh Chicago το τ δος "ΝΣ ΕΗ ‘+ : ‘ 
Nore. ON YELLOW: -: 

4 
᾿ς 4 

J wm" a 
ΕΝ See meno- Baimeardner to Suilay: an. . dated ‘9/20/61, 

captiched as above; ΠΕ; EM0,. ' /20/ 

. ; 9 

' ‘ Ν “5... 5 
" ᾿ 7s See 

Br 
* i" 

I 

tt 

= ΠΝ 

~~ F te rho-soa00 G0 (ote) ) fo YZ i ζ γι. ᾿ ἢ 
- 

WwW . ᾿ : ᾿ 

- rer ‘ae . ἦς CNOT REAR “platens Bae (. G4) 185. SEP 21.195). - / SER20. 061 | ay 
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ΕῚ CATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROQGI- π΄ τ Ὁ 

᾿ - --to havo the NCASF reactivated to supply duformation to the Soviets 

ADTOMATIC DECLASSIPICATION GUIDE 

RTE O2-0Q5-2013 
r ov 

fw =f ὃς 

Ep 1δουχοοοί ι Golo). | ΓΤ: We ΡΥ Sd — " 

am Bast coast comiuniat noyspaper, in order that Davidow will be in 

Hr, W. C, Sullivan Boptenber 20, 1961 

ite, Fe J. Dounigordnor — 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

Gus Hall, Genoral Socrotary, Communist Party, USA (cPUsA) ’ 
relatod to NY G94-S* on 9/12/61, that he contenplates immediata changes - 
in the personnel working in linison capacities for the CPUSA with tho 
Soviet Union. The ost important change: involvés the discontinuance \ 
of the use of Alexandor Trachtonberg, a Security Indox. subject who δ 
has poor an intermediary of the CPUSA with the Soviets. \ 

- Trachtenberg recontliy reccived. advanced information that 
the Bovict Union would resume tho testing of nuclear weapons. He 
failed to supply this message from the Soviets to Hill until after. 
tho Soviet Union publicly anmouriced on 6/30/61 that testing would 
be resumed.” Yall told NY 604~S* that this inoptitude of Trachtonberg τς 
placed Halil in an embarradsing: position, Wall said he thercfore 
intends to sever Trachtonborg’ 8 -"gonnectAons pf this kind” with the 
Soviets, - 

+ ᾿ 

rn: 

In a further offort ὁ to tighten liaison with the foviets 
Hall revedied he intends to appoint Michael Davidow, member of the _ 
New York Communist Party District, as Foreign Editor of, “Zhe Worker,” ° 

IN ζεῖ τ 

contact with United Nations and Tass (Soviet Pross Service) sources, 

Hall also gtateod that he vould ike to have Arnold Johnson; 
member. of the CDUSA National Comnittes, as head of tho National 

‘Council of Américan-Soviet Friendship (NCASF) (designated pursuant | 
to Executive Order 10450). Mall added that Johnson in this. position 
would work. closely with the Party. 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED 4 
‘The Soviets have proviously infornod Yell that thoy dosire 

Embassy in Washington, Di ΒΕ ean 

~ Hr. Belnont——— NOT Ἐπ ὉΞ 
1 - Mr, Sullivan - \go'SEP 25 1961 
i - Mr, Baumgardner 
L - Me. Branigan - τ 
Lo iir, , 7 : * ᾿ . . Α, Biand_ > 

- kr, Kioinkauf 
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Honorandum to. Mr’, Sullivan 

100-3-31 

RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL NELATIONS 

Halli revealed to NY 654-8*-that he anticipates no 
) ἀλτδλδυτεν in effecting these changes. Wall gave hig xoal 
objective as boing to have all CPUSA liaison with the Soviets 
conter around CG 5324-5%, with whon Halt said he will confor 

_ Fegarding this entire nattos, 

OBSERVATIONS: 

The successful accomplishneat of the. chingos Gonten- eT 
planted by Hall will place us in a moro advantagdéus. position to - 
reacive messagdés oxchangdd botweon thd CPUSA and tho Sovidts as 
tho Lidison will conter around. CG 6324-S*, This is highly- 
desirabie ond wo will follow the dovolopuents closely. . 

ACTION: 

Attached for ‘approval is a lottor. to the SAC, Now York; 
copies for Chicago, pointing out tho desirability of the above, 
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DATE: 9/22/61 χω Ve ριον ------- 
Trotter 
Tele. Room 

Ingram 

TO 

FROM 

On 9/8/61, sAL____———_—sids interviewed Solo in New York Te 
City. He had two materials that are concerned with secret ink writing. 
He had a spiral notebook and pages 4, 5 and 6 were treated so that 
these pages would act as carbons in the preparation of his secret ink 
messages. These pages are Slightly off color and they appear to be 
very Slightly yellow when compared with the untreated ones. He also 
possessed a bottle of Parker ink which is to be used for devéebping 
any secret ink writing messages which he receives. 

Solo was trained in Moscow by a young girl in her twenties. 
She taught Solo how to pick out paper for preparing secret ink messages 
From the material which was shown to him during the interview, he picked 
out twenty~pound bond paper which was about’ average in hardness and 
Stated that such a paper was very good for his method of writing. When 
he began the preparation of a secret ink message, he was. instructed to 
first prepare the plain text and then fold the paper in the manner in 
which it would be placed in the envelope. The secret writing message 
would then be placed between the lines of plain text. The piece of 
paper bearing the plain-text message was placed.on a smooth ‘hard surface, 
such as a piece of glass, the carbon placed on next and a top sheet 
Slightly smaller than the carbon placed on top of the two sheets. He 
was instructed not to handle with his fingers the paper on which the 
secret ink message was to appear nor was he to handle the carbon with 
his fingers. Prior to the preparation of the secret ink message, he 
was instructed to wipe the sheet of paper, which would ‘bear the secret 
message, with the side of the hand in order to remove any loose lint. 
He was told that he should obtain satisfactory paper and to“get it i 
Several different colors and that the paper should not bear any watermark 
or any other evidence of its source. The secret message is written 
a No. 2 pencil. He was not instructed to print the message. He was 
instructed to avoid creases in the paper during the preparation of the 
message and this is done by folding the top sheet of paper in exactly 
the same manner as the bottom sheet. The reason for the top sheet 
being smaller than the paper which bears the secret nessage is" so that 

7 REG 29. μο- YR ZO EL 153! ἡ 
1 - Mr. Belmont, Room 5736 ΄ 
1 - Mr. Sullivan, Room 807 ΕΒ μὦ 961. “ 

Mi. Moore, Room 603 RB i 9 OCT .8,. 1961 4b 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad 
SOLO 
Is -C 
100-428091 

he will not run too close to the edges of the carbon during the 
preparation of the message. He was instructed to steam the secret 
message on a half page of paper for about twenty-five seconds at a 
distance of 5", A full page secret ink message is steamed for 
approximately fifty seconds at a distance of 10", 

He never witnessed the development of one of his messages 
although he saw each one of his tests after they were developed. He 
described the developed message as being gradations of gray and black 
on a slightly off-white background. He. said the plain text was visible 
and the paper had the appearance of having been in a solution of some 
kind. He was not told how the development took place. 

| Solo advised that no other secret writing system was shown 
him nor was any other system discussed. No one was present. during his 
training except the instructor. He saw no other secret ink messages 
other than the ones which he had made himself. He was told of no disguise 
of any kind concerning secret ink communications other than the fact that 
he would receive a bottle of ink, which had special properties, when he 
arrived back in New York: City from Moscow. He- stated his seciet ink 

messages -would bear a..serializing number but. no particular device to 
indicate to the Soviets that the letter contained a sécret™ message.~ ~He 
said at the time of the interview that he did not know whether or not 
hé would receive for development a secret writing message from anyone 
outside the United States. He stated also that he did not know at the 
time whether or not he would receive and develop a secret message from. 
anybody in the United States, He said, however, that he had not given 
the Soviets an address yet but that he anticipated any letters which he 
would receive ‘bearing a secret message would be postmarked in the 
United ‘States but he had never asked the Soviets that question. He 
stated that it was possible that he may prepare a message directed to 
somebody in the United States but that his principal had not given hin 
an address for any such letter to be mailed. He was asked if any of 

- his mail would have any traps on the envelope. He stated that there 
were no trap devices. He was asked if the occasion arises, could he 
out of necessity or_for further disguise, put a secret message on a 
post. card, magazine, advertising folder, et cetera; and he stated that - 
he was to use only a good grade of bond paper. 

_2- 



Memorandum to Mr, Conrad 
SOLO 
Is -c¢c 
100-428091 

With respect to the second secret writing item, which Solo 
had, he advised that the bottle of ink was to be used by him for 
developing a message that may be on a sheet of paper which would have 
the same general appearance as a sheet of good grade of bond paper. 
One part of ink is to be diluted with eight parts of water and placed 
in ἃ Saucer or cup. A small wad of cotton is immersed in this blue 
solution and iS liberally applied to the piece of paper bearing its 
secret ink message. After this is done, the page is held under the 
faucet and water is allowed to flow over the page during which time 
the secret message is developed. He stated the message was -blue and 
the background of the paper would be only slightly biue. “He pointed 
out that this is the way the Soviets would send him new gamma cypher 
sheets. He stated that he developed messages by this technique in 
which the secret message appeared as a page of gamma, except it was 
Slightly larger than the gamma with which he was furnished by his 
Soviet principal in New York City. 

The notebook containing the carbons for secret writing, and 
the bottle of ink for developing messages and a No. 2 pencil were 
brought to_the Laboratory Friday night, September 8, 1961, and we 
worked on these items on September 9..and-10 and they were returned to 
New York on September 11. ‘We prepared test messages from the carbons 
in the notebook and, aithough we do not know at this time what the 
secret ink is, we can detect its presence on a test message by one of 
our techniques. A sample of the Parker ink was retained and we are 
studying it in meffort to determine “how this item works. 

{The Laboratory report concerning the results of our 
examinations will be forwarded to New York. Ve 

For information. (B 

ACTION: 

-3. 
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Memorandum ; 

. τὸ - * DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-428091} pate: 10/4/61 

. Dor” From : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sopyect: SOLQ! * 
5 ' D5<¢ 

; (00:NY) 

PET AUTONET 

MATE O8-05-2£011 

¥ 
1. Hy 

\ 1. 100-134637 - aL 

paid Soviet, there ‘are being exhibited to NY 694-8* the photo- /' 
_ graphs of all Soviets who are known to have been in the USA plo... 
and. ‘to have départéd. There are approximately 8000 such Ι 

exhibited to NY 69H-S*, none of which he was able to 

mentioned photographs to NY 694-s*, and will adVise the 

1 ᾿ νῚ 7 ‘ ~ 

. 4 " 

τς { a t 
1 aot: eetegel 
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ΤΠ ποιοο δ ΟΣ 
ὍΝ 

UNITED starC } GOVERNMENT O . 

ss Re form 0-1, 10/2/61, Réferenée also NYairtel, 
8/11/61, reflecting that in.an effort to identify the Soviet 

᾿ "PYOTR LNU, " aka "PAUL, tt "PETER" and "PETROV 5 tt photographs. - 

of Known or suspected Soviet Intelligence agents would be ν 
exhibited to NY 694-S*, - ᾿ ΝΝ 

In view of thé importance of identifying the afore- |‘. δὰ 

individuals, 

. 6 -date ‘approximately 2000 photographs have béen 

identify as "PYOTR,' 

The ‘NYO Wii continue to exhibit the above- 

Bureau with respect thereto. — 

᾿ oth? - REG SL , 

‘ 2-Bureau (00-2808) RM): 

L-NY 134-91 (INV. 

τω ᾿ 4 : te . ον 

GGOCTS 91 ΝΞ - 
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ΕΞ πὸ (CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
PET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE "" 
DATE 08-08-2011 

PD.36(Réy. 12-13-96) 

FBI 

Date: 10/6/61 

Trdnsmit the following: in . 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
᾿ ᾿ ᾿ς ἢ (Priority o7 “Hethod of Mailing} 

— ee mee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ψ....ὄὕ....ὄ Ψ.....ὄ .... 
ΝΥ σα πα πα νυ  πσπ σπου νυν eee eee 

΄' 

Ζ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

SOLO). 
“0 

Mr. Inzram 

ihtiss Gandy 

On 10/2/61. δὲ 5824-S*, who ha& furnished reliable 
information in the past, furnished the information. appearing 
in the enclosed statement to SA RIC 
statement refers to 8 request made by 

This. 6 
of Chicago bic 

regarding royalties o articles published - in the Soviet. press, 

" pent ae 
3rBureau (Enc. 3) (RE) 

New York (100~134637) (RM) . 
i-Chicago ἂς . j 

RYH: MDW Νὰ 232. 

(5) ‘ 

ten | OO κι 45 Ἴ 
7 | 7 OCT 9 iso! 

A aime 4 WV 
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- 

ION TEGARDIEG. A REQUEST. Sm 
OF CHICAGO CONCERNING BOYALTIE , 

τ gpricuss PUDLISHED JN. THE SOVIET - ᾿ 

It has been learned thatL— 
has raquested that the Russians be ὁ 
of royaltics on the articles he hag“preparéd which were 
recently. piblished in the Sovict fublication "Izvostia" 
Dat aldo in several trade union publicatiozs in the Soviot 
i ony . 

τὰ 

- 
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FROM: DECLASSIFICATION AODTHORITY DERIVE ae 

PRT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COIDE κι κε ge _ 

GATE 08-05-2011 

FLAIN TEXT 

ΑἸ a 

ro ; DERMOT, FB] (10.3.63) 

“ΟΜ τ «SA, KE (1100-74960) 

BUBTECT: cPuah- συμ 
on NY) 

) 

RenYairtel, 9/78/62. 

“70, (U) A eneck of the bills | ited to She account οὗ 

_— “7 eats aseocoigtes, nar aa ΜΗ, —— 7D 

Urnilon é # 

00 bilis ted ident ith money delivered | 

tne Soviets vo MY ὁ en org ἫΝ 

it Ss nosed that ca 9/27/Gl, 4-5? ativised ~ 

thet CUS HALL was given $10,000,060, $ 000.00 2 of wich δ 
HALL said would be given τὸ ESTE for " 
ar ie " | Ϊ 

that / ἦι 

on n 1/11/63 aa τ St δ savised tat GALL ἃ thet BALL sai ia the Ports ἢ 

ailocated $o,a00, 00 for the esteblistment 

“ἃ a6 τὰ νὴ 
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Ἣν 1200-74560. : Sy 
-- 

Boke “Po. publication and this’ sui. wad river 
— NALD, said, hoover, thatL_ 

. ionay to pay the transportation charges of 
‘to ond from Cairo and,. while her husband, 

ΒΝ τὰς abroad; used, some of the money for hor 
houcelield expenses, | ᾽ν 

‘The NYO As. attempting to determine the use to 
whieh the romaining $2,000,00 6f instant transaction was 
put. The Bureau. will be expeditiously furnished, any 
Sooltive resultd in this matter, 

δ᾿ 
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